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____________________________________________________________________________________ 

TRWWTP Masterplan 

The Town of Telluride completed the Telluride Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Masterplan in 
2017.  This overarching document identified immediate TRWWTP improvements that were necessary, 
near-term TRWWTP improvements that were recommended, and long-term TRWWTP improvements 
that were envisioned.  Please see the attached Executive Summary. 

The TRWWTP Professional Wastewater Advisor 

The Town of Telluride issued a Request for Proposals for a Professional Wastewater Advisor at the end 
of 2020 and selected the team of H2O Innovations and Carollo Engineering as our PWA in early 2021.  
This team will provide guidance, planning, and engineering for the anticipated rebuild of the TRWWTP.  
Please see the attached H2O Innovations/Carollo Engineering Proposal.  In particular, please thoroughly 
review the Project Understanding & Approach Section, pages 12 – 26 of the Proposal. 

H2O Innovations and Carollo Engineering have completed the first two of six Technical Memorandums, 
which are TM 1: Basis of Design and TM 2: Hydraulic Modeling Evaluation.  Please see the attached 
Telluride Kick Off Meeting Slideshow and the two technical memorandums. 

Prepared by: Paul Ruud 
Public Works Director 
Town of Telluride 
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Executive Summary 

The Telluride Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (TRWWTP) serves the Towns of Telluride and 
Mountain Village, as well as the communities of Aldasoro, Hillside, and Lawson.  Growth in the 
service areas and seasonally high loading conditions are pushing the TRWWTP to its design 
capacity.  Growth of the base population has been steady at 1% to 1.5% annually.  Visitors have 
a significant impact seasonally, nearly tripling the population during peak events.  Commercial 
businesses also have an impact as business success leads to plans for expansion.  Wastewater 
flow and loading to the TRWWTP were projected by estimating the contribution from the various 
service areas and sources, including residents, visitors, and commercial entities.  Wastewater 
flows are projected to be within the current permit limits for most of the 30-year planning period.  
On the other hand, high wastewater loading as characterized by biochemical oxygen demand, 
or BOD5, will be the primary driver for required near- and long-term improvements.   

This Master Plan addresses the ability of the TRWWTP to meet the new metals discharge limits, 
and the planning for near-term (5-year plan) improvements, and the long-term (30-year plan) 
expansion for wastewater treatment and biosolids disposal. 

Metals Compliance 
The Colorado Water Quality Control Division (WQCD) issued new discharge limits for several 
metals parameters that went into effect on January 1, 2017.  Metals test data were obtained 
from water supply and wastewater sources including drinking water supplies, influent wastewater 
and treated effluent from the TRWWTP.  The data was categorized, mapped and analyzed to 
determine if any defined sources of metals could be eliminated or treated before entering the 
TRWWTP.   

Three metals were identified as a potential concern: arsenic, copper, and selenium.  The 
numeric standard that was originally listed for arsenic was retracted by permit modification 
pending further study by the USEPA and subsequent development of an arsenic standard by the 
WQCD (potentially 10 years out).  The WQCD would issue a compliance schedule as part of the 
renewal of the TRWWTP discharge permit.  The arsenic standard is unknown at this time and the 
requirements to meet a future arsenic limit remain vague.  

Selenium data show that concentrations are normally below the permitted limit.  However, a few 
data points indicate unexplained spikes in selenium concentrations entering the TRWWTP.  
Ongoing monitoring will determine if these high levels are real, requiring the TRWWTP to 
incorporate a treatment process to remove low levels of selenium, which would challenge the 
current limits of technology.  

Copper concentrations show high seasonal levels, occasionally above the permit limit.  Further 
investigation was conducted identifying corrosion of copper service lines and household 
plumbing in the Telluride drinking water distribution system as a concern.  Our analysis showed 
that low buffering capacity of the drinking water and variable pH could be corrosive to 
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household plumbing and service lines.  Other possible sources of copper in wastewater include 
discharges of septage, brewery and distillery waste, and boiler water maintenance flushing.  The 
TRWWTP obtained a modification to their permit allowing an additional year (January 1, 2018) to 
address corrosion control of the drinking water and monitor impacts on copper levels in the 
TRWWTP effluent.  Monitoring indicates that Telluride’s corrosion control program for drinking 
water is not sufficient on its own.  Additional measures include an ordinance to limit boiler water 
discharges and discharge limits on specific commercial waste dischargers.  Interim measures are 
being implemented for chemical treatment to remove copper at the TRWWTP. 

Near-Term Improvements Plan 
Wastewater influent to the TRWWTP has a relatively high concentration of BOD5, which will bring 
the plant within 95% of its permitted design capacity within 3 years (refer to Figure ES-1).  The 
Town will work on pre-treatment agreements with commercial wastewater dischargers.  
Currently, the TRWWTP does not restrict septage receiving.  Seasonal restrictions on septage 
hauling to the TRWWTP will seek to decrease loadings during peak season.  A septage receiving 
station is also being considered for storage of septage, which gives operators control of releases 
into the TRWWTP. 

 
Figure ES-1  Loading Projections at Varied Population Growth Rates 

At the TRWWTP, several limitations impact operations and maintenance.  Condition assessments 
of observable structures and electrical system components were conducted.  Oxidation ditch 
no. 1 shows signs of corrosion of structural supports.  Several areas in the TRWWTP are classified 
according to the National Fire Protection Association Standard 820, which provides requirements 
for protection against fire and explosion hazards specific to wastewater treatment facilities.  As 
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related improvements are conducted at the TRWWTP, corrective measures will need to be 
incorporated into the plans. 

The most immediate needs are for improvements to the existing oxidation ditches.  Settled solids 
have accumulated and operators require a dewatering process for solids being removed during 
maintenance of these basins.  Three alternatives were evaluated involving permanent and 
mobile systems.  The two permanent options consist of concrete structures either using sand 
drying beds or geosynthetic tubes in a containment area.  The mobile system is a containerized 
filter unit mounted on a trailer.  The trailer unit can be used to transport the dewatered solids 
removed during maintenance activities to the landfill.   

Supplemental oxygen will soon be needed for the oxidation ditches.  The existing mechanical 
aeration system cannot supply enough oxygen to meet peak demand conditions resulting in 
periods of low dissolved oxygen concentrations in the oxidation ditches.  As growth in the service 
area increases the pollutant load to the TRWWTP will exceed the permitted capacity.  The first 
alternative for supplemental oxygen replaces the existing aeration system with larger units.  
Other alternatives would supplement the existing system using jet aeration or a pure oxygen 
saturator.  The deck-mounted jet aeration system is the least efficient but could be added 
without shutting down the existing units.  The pure oxygen saturator requires a source of liquid 
oxygen to be delivered and stored on site.  

Long-Term Expansion Plan 
If the near-term improvements are implemented, it is projected that the improved TRWWTP 
could serve the needs of the community until scheduled nutrient regulations for total inorganic 
nitrogen and total phosphorus are applied.  Colorado Regulation No. 85 nutrient limits are 
anticipated to take effect in 2027.  The TRWWTP will require major improvements just to meet 
these new limits.  As such, a 30-year planning period (to year 2047) was established for the 
expansion project.  Wastewater flow entering the plant in 2047 is estimated at 2.3 million gallons 
per day (mgd), and BOD5 loading criteria is currently projected at 6,005 pounds per day (ppd).   

Preliminary treatment would likely be the first construction to occur in support of a plant 
expansion.  Pre-treatment consists of screening, grit removal and flow measurement within the 
“Headworks”.  A headworks building can be constructed on site as the first phase of 
construction. 

The second phase of construction would target the secondary treatment processes.  Figure ES-2 
shows a diagram of a conventional activated sludge process for general reference. 
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Figure ES-2  Conventional Activated Sludge Process Diagram 
Image Source:  USEPA Nitrogen Control Design Manual, 2010. 

The existing TRWWTP site is constrained within a small area with little space to stage construction. 
Two technologies were identified as feasible if no additional land is added to the site:   

a) Membrane Bio-Reactor (MBR) coupled with an activated sludge system but replaces the 
secondary clarifiers with membranes 

b)  BioMag®, which is a proprietary enhancement to the existing process.   

MBR provides superior filtration technology configured with an activated sludge process to 
process organic pollutants.  The BioMag® system upgrades the existing activated sludge process 
using a magnetic ballast material that increases the settleability of floc particles within the 
secondary clarifier.   

MBR improvements can be done within one of the three oxidation ditch/clarifier units, which 
allows the remaining two units to maintain operation.  However, the limited space adds 
significant cost for demolition and construction activities for the MBR upgrades.  While the 
BioMag® process uses the existing oxidation ditches and clarifiers, they require completely new 
aeration equipment and mixing systems, and a space for the magnetite feed and recovery 
equipment.   

The MBR technology is preferred for expansion within the existing site but it is very costly for 
capital construction and for operation and maintenance.  The BioMag® system is new 
proprietary technology that has a very small number of installations, but it is the least costly.   
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If land adjacent to the site could be purchased, construction access and staging is no longer a 
major constraint.  New construction could occur without impacting the operation of the 
TRWWTP.  Two technologies were considered:   

a) MBR configured with activated sludge 

b) Conventional Activated Sludge (CAS).   

The CAS is a flexible process that has been used for over 100 years.  CAS would require a larger 
footprint that the MBR system and the capital cost is roughly the same.  The major disadvantage 
to the MBR technology is that the membranes must be replaced every 10 years at a significant 
cost.  However, the MBR technology is the system of choice to meet new regulations and 
stringent discharge limits. 

Expansion Project Cost Summary 
A present value comparison of capital and operation and maintenance costs in FY 2017 dollars, 
is shown below: 

Headworks:  Capital Cost = $2.5 MM 

On-site Expansion Options 
- MBR:  Capital Cost = $29.8 MM O&M Cost (PV2017) = $5.6 MM 

- BioMag®: Capital Cost = $19.1 MM O&M Cost (PV2017) = $4.5 MM 

Adjacent Site Expansion Options: 
- MBR (new):  Capital Cost = $28.3 MM O&M Cost (PV2017) = $5.6 MM 

- CAS (new):   Capital Cost = $26.9 MM O&M Cost (PV2017) = $3.4 MM 

The existing disinfection system would be used as part of the various options.  However, the cost 
to meet future limits associated with Colorado Regulation No. 31 are not included here.  The CAS 
process would likely require a tertiary filtration process for ultra-low phosphorus limits.  Very low 
nitrogen limits may require improvements to all process alternatives depending on the numeric 
standard given for the San Miguel River.  

Biosolids Management Plan 
Biosolids handling and treatment is a complex need for the TRWWTP.  Biosolids treatment 
currently uses aerobic digestion to meet Class B biosolids requirements.  There are four digester 
basins that are aerated using coarse-bubble diffusers.  After the required time under aeration, 
the biosolids are thickened and stored for a contract hauler to beneficially reuse at their 
permitted land application sites.   

The contract hauler operates throughout the region serving several other municipalities.  As 
such, the hauler limits their services to the TRWWTP, and if the hauler is delayed it places severe 
constraints on the ability of operators to treat, thicken and store biosolids within available 
capacity.  
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The TRWWTP wants to develop their own biosolids program, with the goal of meeting the 
requirements for Exceptional Quality (EQ), Class A biosolids, according to Colorado Regulation 
No.64.  The classification of biosolids is determined by pathogen and vector attraction reduction 
requirements. Class A biosolids have more requirements to meet than Class B. However, all types 
and classes of biosolids must meet the ceiling concentration for pollutants. The primary benefit of 
meeting Class A requirements is there are no site restrictions for beneficial reuse.  

Disposal of EQ Class A biosolids normally involves beneficial reuse as a soil amendment. Biosolids 
can be sold in bags, hauled off by individuals in trucks and other containers, or distributed in 
bulk.  End uses may include municipal restoration projects, such as parks and roadsides, mine 
reclamation, cover material for interim operations and final closure of landfills, agricultural land 
application and range land application.  

The following is a summary of options for biosolids treatment and for handling/disposal.  
Treatment options are described separately for Class B and Class A criteria.  

I. Biosolids Treatment 

A. Class B biosolids treatment options: 

1. Upgrade the existing digesters using mesophilic aerobic digestion in a 
process patented as MesoAer™. 

a) Advantages: Approved process by CDPHE 

b) Disadvantages: 

(1) Requires a new building on site 

(2) Requires WAS pre-thickening, which typically generates 
odors within the building 

c) Costs: 

(1) O&M, energy = $60,000 annually 

(2) Capital = $3,500,000 

2. CleanB™ using chlorine dioxide generated on-site. (Preferred option) 

a) Advantages: 

(1) Small footprint 

(2) Significantly reduced odors 

(3) Short stabilization time 

(4) 1-3 digesters can be repurposed 

(5) Easy to operate, supplier to provide all maintenance and 
chemical supply 

b) Disadvantages: 

(1) Requires a new building on site 
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(2) Requires storage and handling of 15% Sodium Chlorite 
solution, and 50% Sulfuric Acid solution 

(3) May generate disinfection by-products, which will be 
regulated in the future (manufacturer indicated DBPs are not 
formed) 

(4) Sole source supplier 

(5) Not yet approved for use in Colorado 

c) Costs: 

(1) O&M, energy = $36,000 - $46,000 annually 

(2) Capital = $2,000,000 

Note: Leasing a mobile CleanB™ system allows pilot-testing on site 
and data gathering for design, operation and permitting. The cost 
quote from the manufacturer for 24 weeks including shipping, 
setup, training, chemicals and removal from the TRWWTP is 
$100,000. 

B. Class A biosolids treatment options: 

1. Composting offsite using the biosolids product from the CleanB™ system 

a) Advantages: 

(1) Allows composting operations to be moved to remote site 
where odors are not a major detractor 

(2) Biosolids can be stored longer on larger site 

(3) Farmers/Ranchers are more likely to come to site and 
handle biosolids for land application 

b) Disadvantages: 

(1) TRWWTP has no composting experience 

(2) Bulking materials needed to mix with biosolids 

2. Autothermal Thermophilic Aerobic Digestion (ATAD) installation on the 
existing site would prevent expansion of the TRWWTP within its current boundaries. 

a) Advantages: 

(1) Relatively stable end-product 

(2) Would use existing digester basins 

(3) Includes an odor control system 

(4) Highly automated. 

b) Disadvantages: 

(1) Batched processing requires coordination of pre-treatment 
and post treatment systems 
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(2) Existing facility not set up for pre-thickening and post 
dewatering 

(3) Potential for odors if system is upset and odor control 
system fails 

(4) Reliance on multiple levels of instrumentation for stable 
operation 

(5) New pumps, blowers, and controls systems needed in a 
new building 

(6) Sequencing of construction may not be possible with 
current plant loading 

3. Off-site Composting by 3rd Party in Olathe 

a) Advantages: 

(1) Could be part of a near-term strategy to extend timeline 
for improvements 

b) Disadvantages: 

(1) Site not currently permitted to take domestic biosolids 

(2) No guarantees of permits or long-term viability of 
arrangement 

(3) Town would be responsible for hauling 

4. Closed alkaline stabilization process by Schwing Bioset, Inc. 

a) Advantages: 

(1) Compact 

(2) Energy efficient 

(3) Achieves a drier biosolids product. 

b) Disadvantages: 

(1) High alkaline biosolids difficult to distribute in SW Colorado 
having alkaline soil conditions. 

 

II. Biosolids Hauling and Disposal 

A. Hauling options 

1. Extend contract for hauling and disposal 

2. Take over hauling and disposal operations in-house 

a) Costs: 

(1) O&M = 1 full time FTE 

(2) Capital = $200,000 
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3. Transition from contract hauling to in-house operations over the next year 
to allow purchase of equipment, development of additional permitted land 
application sites, and hiring of staff to take over in-house hauling and disposal 
operations 

B. Disposal options 

1. Expand sites for Class B biosolids disposal for long-term plan 

2. Establish a Class A biosolids storage and distribution operation on existing 
permitted site in Nucla, CO and develop relationships with local farmers/ranchers, 
County landfill and others as part of end-use plan. 

3. Develop a near-term plan to expand permitted sites for Class B and/or 
agreement with private compost facility owner until plant expansion allows 
construction within existing site for Class A treatment. Note that Disposal Option 3. 
still requires an end use plan to be developed for Class A biosolids but provides 
more time for transition. 
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Professional Wastewater Advisor to Assist the Town of Telluride with 

Implementation of the Tel luride Regional 
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT MASTER PLAN 
FEBRUARY 2021 
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February 19, 2021 

Paul Ruud 
Public Works Director 
Town ofT elluride 
1370 Black Bear Road 
Telluride, Colorado 81435 

Subject: Proposal for the Professional Wastewater Advisor - Implementation of the Telluride Regional 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Master Plan 

Dear Mr. Ruud and the Selection Committee: 

On behalf of H2O Innovation and Carollo Engineers (Carollo), I would like to thank the Town of Telluride 
for the opportunity to provide this proposal in response to the Request for Proposals for a Professional 
Waste"':'ater Advisor. As a leader in th.e implementation of membrane-based treatment technologies, H

2
0 

lnnovat,on-s v1s1on of an membrane b1oreactor (MBR) retrofit for the existing Telluride Regional 
Wastewater Treatment Plant (TRWWTP) holds the potential to save the Town and other stakeholders 
millions of dollars while accelerating the schedule and taking advantage of existing infrastructure . 

Our company has a highly qualified technical staff focused on innovative system engineering and 
manufacturing, To provide the Town of Telluride the very best Professional Wastewater Advisory role, we 
have partnered with Carollo, a first-class company who we highly respect as leaders in consulting 
engineering and design-build projects. Carollo has the in-house engineering expertise, vast experience 
with design-build projects in Colorado, and familiarity with CDPH E regulations to provide the ideal 
complement to H2O Innovation's strengths to form a Professional Wastewater Advisory Team. H2O 
Innovation has enjoyed partnering with Carollo in previous projects. most notably the implementation of 
our Fiberflex Ultrafiltration membrane system installed for the Clifton Water District, which is h ighlighted 
within this document. 

H2O Innovation and Carollo have appreciated the preliminary interactions we have had with the Town of 
Telluride representatives and have gained a deep understanding of the existing plant processes and 
equipment, as well as the importance of environmental stewardship, safety, and a practical approach to 
design for this project. We look forward to an opportunity to work with the Town to establish a 
collaborative vision in response to the upcoming regulatory framework that leverages the existing 
infrastructure at the Telluride Wastewater Treatment Plant. The oulcome of the project scope detailed in 
this proposal will support the rapid execution of a waslewater treatment upgrade that incorporates sound 
engineering practices and the best available technology to secure the long-term compliance of the Town's 
wastewater program. 

Sincerely, 

Fraser Kent, PhD, PE 

H20 Innovation 
8900, 109•· Ave North, Suite 1000, Champlin. MN 55316. United States 

Tel: 763.566.8961 Fax: 763.566.8972 
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CAROLLO ENGINEERS, INC . 
At Carollo, their mission is simple: Provide creative, 
responsive, and quality solutions 10 those they serve. They 
achieve this by focusing on only water-related engineering 
services. Since the tirrn's foundinn in 1933, Carollo has been 
a leading expert in the planning. design, and construction 
management of water and wastewater projects for 
public agencies and municipalities. With more than 1,200 
employees in 49 offices. Carollo is the largest water-focuser! 
engineering firm in the country. Their cornrnitmenl· to the 
water industry has been a company hal lrmuk for 88 years. 
They strive to sustainably optimize the use and benefits of 
this precious resource with a single-minded locus that allows 
them to deliver innovative solutions, the best talent in the 
business. and exceptional, responsive client service. They 

have become a leader in the development of comprehensive 
master planning projects. asset management. reliability 
assessment, and financial plans tor clients nationwide . 
Carollo's history covers work on more than 25,000 projects, 
from small studies to large, complex design-builds. 

Unparalleled Colorado Experience 
Carollo's Colorado offices have more 1han 150 professionals 
dedicated to solving water and wastewater challenoes for 
clients. They have provided engineering services tor dozens 
of wastewater planning and design efforts throughout 
Colorado, including tor Eagle River Water and Sanitation 
District, Clifton Water District: and the Cities of Grand 
Junction, Montrose, Crested Butte, Aspen, Fort Coll ins, 
Greeley, Loveland. Longmom. Boulder, and Aurora . 

The H
2
0/Carollo team complen1ent 

each other perfectly to provide the 

expertise Telluride deserves for a 
successful project. 

1oject 
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Project re?.rrt : __ . __ /: ··c_ •.• :--~ <._. · ... 
TEAM ORGANIZATION 
We have assembled a focused team to support and advise the Town on this important project. Our team is built around o simple . 
yet powertul concept-put the best individuals inI0 roles where they can add the highest value to the Town and lhis project . 

~DE-

Project Lead 
Fraser Kent. PhD, PE 

1------~-

H,O Innovation 
Project Manager 
Ch(s Whil ing 

Procurement 

Carollo Project Manager 
I eanne Miller, PE• 

l 
Project Engineer 
8~;an Codav, Pl1D, PE ' 

Fraser Kent, PhD. PE 
I eannc Miller, PE · 

Hydraulic Modeling 
Bry~n Coduv, PhD. PE ' 

Rows and loads/ 
Regulatory Planning 
Hryan Coday, PhD. PE· 

IT and Controls · Paul Bartletl 
Electrical - E1iP.nne Roy, PE 
Cost Es1imaIing Jason Rozgony, PE• 
Structural . t,.,fork Keller, PE, SF · 
HVAC - Chad Green, P~ • 
financial Analyst · Cody Berg• 
Project Coordination • Shayan Yaghoubi 

THE RIGHTTEAM FOR TELLURIDE 

liquids Stream and 
Preliminary Evaluation 
Katherine Scon, PE 
Adam Moore, PE 
Andrew Gilmore, PE ' 

Solids and Biosolids 
Management Strategy 
Beck'1 I una. PE• 

Implementation Plan 
Jeff Herlin. PE· 

OA/OC Lead$/Adv1sor$ 
Engineering Manager 
Darren O'Neil, PF 
Process Technical AdVisor 
Andrew Gilmore, PE• 

Construction Implementation 
Jason Garside, PE• 

Execution 
Equipment Fram Kent, PhD. PE 
Procurement 
Leunne Miller. PE ,. 

• Ca.roll:> .~ngjneers. Inc 

We have built our 1eam around your needs for a professional 
wastewater advisor. Many of our core learn members are 
already familiar with Telluride because ot their experience 
working with you, and I heir industry contributions to 
challenges that you share with other util ities. such as fast
tracked schedule, aging infrastructure, complex construc1 ion 
chal lenges, and meeting stringent future effluent limits. We 
have a proven track record supporting wastewater utilities 

in treatment plant expansion planning and implementation 
and delivering cost-effective solutions that maximize existing 
reuse of equipment. More imporLantly to you, each team 
member has demonstrated experience that comes only from 
years of excellence in their respective disciplines. Our team's 
organiza1ion corresponds to our project approach. and the 
following pages detail our team member's qualificat ions. 
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TEAM QUALIFICATIONS 

H20 INNOVATION KEY TEAM MEMBERS 

Team Member 

Darren O'Neil, PE 
Q 

ott,PE 

Adam Moore, PE 
Po es Sp st 

Biography 

Fraser is a Psofessional Engineer with over 20 years of process design experience in water and 
wastewater treatment with a focus on membrane filtration. He has a Ph.D. in Environmental 
Engineering. and his doctoral thesis focused on membrane bioreactors and re1•erse osmosis 
technologies for water reclamation. He has extensive experience with membrane technologies 
gained from over a decade working at Zenon [nvironmental and GE Water & Process Technologies 
before joining H,O Innovation in 2012. He will s~rve as the project lead. Town contact. provide 
technical design expertise, and quality assurance/qualiT'{ control for various aspects of the project. 
His relevant project experience includes: 

• Conventional Activated Sludge Plant lv1BR Retrofit in Princeton, NJ 
• SBR to flexMBR'·' Retrofit Solution for Ciry of llecall!r, AR 
• Virginia Water Hub MBR-RO for Sustainable Water. I/A 

Darren is a Professional Ew1ineer with 0,01 20 •1ears ol water and wastewater treatment and 
engineering experience including projecr management. mechanical and process eng;neering design 
for various mulri-million-dnllar projects in both municipal and industrial fields. He has worked on 
large wastewater treatment projects such as Lhe 4 MGD Marco Island MBA in Florida. tho Tri-City 
WPCP in Clackamas County, Oregon-a 10 MGD MBA facility. and a 400-kW anaerobic digester for 
the Michigan State University power generation faciliry. Darren is H,O Innovation's Engineering 
Manager and will provide qualil·1 assurance and quality control support for the preliminaf'/ design 
of the proposed retrofit as part of this project. Projecl experience includes: 

• SBR to flexM□nn., Retrofir Solution for City of Decarur. AR 
• Virg;nia Waler Hub MBR-RO fo1 Sustainable Water. VA 

• Charles A. Strain WTP Micoliltration/Ultrafiltration Progressive Design-Build 

Katl1erine is a Professional Engineer with over 10 years of experience in membrane applications 
for drinking watc, and industrial water and wastewater systems. Her experience centers on cost 
developmenr, wastewater process evaluation anti design. and commissioning and managing 
rnembrane pilots systems. As part of This p1ojecr, Katherine will serve as a wastewater process 
design and provide valuable insight as part of the liquid stream evaluation and preliminary design 
phases oh he Implementation Plan. Project experience includes: 

• SBR to flexMBR™ Retrofit Solution lor City of Decatur, !\R 
• VirQinia Water Hub MBR-RO for Susrainahle Water, VA 
• Ceramic lvlBR Retrofit for Charles Count·{. MD 

Adam is a Professional En;1ineer whoso education and experience has focused on wastewater 
treatment using membranes. His research work was focused on the •PPlication of membrane 
bioreactors for treating high strength food industry wastewarer for porential reuse. His 
past experience includes conducting surface water field programs involving stream flow 
characterization. water quality orld watershed surveillance. Adam's various experience benefits 
The team by providing "big picture" contexr ro the liquid stream process design. For this project. ho 
will provide modeling support &nd mechanical design feasibility considerations as part of the liquid 
stream evaluation and preliminary desi(Jll. 

• SBR to flexMBR' ·' Retrofit Solution for Ciry of Oe<:aM. AR 
• flexMBR1

"' Industrial Retrofit in .Jamesrown, NY 
• Biological Nutrient Rernovol lvlBR lor Crni~. 1\-IT 
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eli;M•!•J KEY TEAM MEMBERS 

Team Member 

Leanne Miller, PE 
a r M·an.i,gcr 

Andew Gilmore, PE 
Q 1./ i A vs 

Bryan Coday, PhD, PE 
p 

Jeff Berlin, PE 
I Pa 

Biography 

Leanne brings over 11 years of water and wastewater planning, design, construction, and 
oplirnitalion experience lor treatment plants und infrastructure. She has authored multiple water 
and wastewater planning srudies for communities throughout Colorndo, such us Grand Junction . 
lvlontrose, Ouray, Orchard Ci~/. and Crested Butte. For this projer.t, she will support hydraulic model 
development. solids processino and biosolids management strategy, cost estimating for developed 
solutions, evaluation of equipment acquisition, and development 01 the phased implementation 
plan. Leanne is known for her client centered, collaborative approach and is located in Glenwood 
Springs. allowing her 10 provide cost-el lcctive onsile support if needed throughout the project. Her 
experience includes: 

• Persigo Wastewater Treatment Plant lvlaster Plan Development for City of Grand Junction, CO 
• Wastewater Treatment Plunt Nutrient Removal Optimizution for City of Montrose, CO 
• WWlP Master Plan for City of Durav, CO 

Andrew has 23 years of professiunul experience in project management, wastewater treatment 
process and design, construction administration. water svstem process and desiQn, civil site 
dosir1n. and cost estimating. He serves as Carol/o's wastewater technical practiee's Membrane 
Biorear.tor Chief Tschnologist and is a national expert with both conventional and membrane 
wastewater t1eatment technologies. Project experience includes: 

• Bee RidQo Water Reclamation Facility Expansion and Upgrade to Advanced Wastewater 
Treatmem for Sarasota County, rL 

• Robert W. Hite Northern Treatment Plant Owner's /\dvisor - PAR 1088 for Metro Wastewater 
Reclamation District, CO 

• Wastewater Reclamation Owner's Advisor for Hi-Desert Water District, CA 

Becky is respected tllrouohout t11e industry for her expertise in solids handling and biogas 
processes, and for her unwavering r.ommitment to rlelivering projern cha, are tailored to clients· 
specific needs. She brings 18 years of experience focused on wastewater planning, design and 
construction. Becky is known for her hands-on, collaboiative approach with nutrient removal 
projects. Project experience includes: 

• Wastewater Planning. Regulatory Assistance, and Other Seo1ices for Eagle Ri•:er Water and 
Sanitation District, CO 

• Persigo Wastewater Treatment Plant Master Plan Development for City of Grand .Juncrion. CO 
• Wastewater Treatment Plant Nurrient RF.moval Optimization for City of Montrose, CO 

Brian is a lead technologist with Carollo specialiting in wastewater process performance 
optimization. process hydraulic modeling, and the planning and design of wastewater treatmP.nt 
facilities. He has developed advanced and dvnamir. BioWin models to assess nutrient removal 
improvements several Colnrarlo U1ilities and is trusted for his expertise in process and hydraulic 
modeling, data evaluations. condition assessments, desinn drawinns. and report writing. His 
experience includes: 

• Wastewater Planning, Renulato1y Assistance. and Other Services fur Eu~le River Water and 
SaniTation District, CO 

• Persigo Wastewater Treatment Plant Master Plan Development for Ci~, of Grand Junction. CO 
• Wastewater Treatment Plant Nutrient Removal Optimization for Ci~, ol Montrose. CO 

Jell brin~s 20 \'ears oi experience in wastewater treatment planning, design, operations . 
consrmcrion administration, and cost estimating. He has helped cities across Colorado comply with 
Reijulation 85 and mP.et their nutrient rnmoval needs and has been ser:ing Colorado clients, for 
more than 16 years. His Colorntio wastewater design experience inc/odes projects 101 the Eaole 
River Water and Sani talion District, Cities of Boulder: Longmont, Greeley, and Loveland, as well as 
for Metro Wastewater Reclamation District. Project experience inr.hrdes: 

• Wastewater Planning. Regulatory Assistance, and Other Services for Eagle Ri•:er Water and 
Sanitation District, CO 

• 1/\/PCF Treatment and Nutrient Master Plan and Design for City of Greeley, CO 
• WWTP Nutrient Removal Planning Srndy for City of Longmont. CO 
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Relevant Project Exp_erie()Cf? _ . . 

AN INTEGRATED TEAM WITH SHARED EXPERIENCE 
H o Innovation and Carol lo team members have become trusted advisors on innovative wastewater treatment plant expansion 
r:1rofits for utilities throughout North America. Our varied experience brings the right resources to help you make intormed 
decisions, giving you the confidence in the path ahead ot the TRWWTP Expansion . 

H
2
0 Innovation and Carollo's 

Combined Relevant Experience 

in North America 

CANADA 

NORTH AMERICA 

COLORADO 

Ute Water Clifton Wattr 
C.nte,va.,cy District 
DiS1rict ,: s•~ .- .. .,..r-'1----..1 , ••~woo•• 

Spn•gs Brecken idge 
• Aspen 

i 
Gfand 
J1111c1ion 

• Montrose II 
Carollo's Experience with 

Colorado Mountain and 
Western Slope Communities 

1-\0 11111!'!,111;~ r~BE ~ro)da 

I ClfcilCI >WI ~1«•» 
rt C;,i~ b Q,.,11r.·•11;.d,l"'"<llfOjecCIS 
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CHARLES A. STRAIN WTP MICROFILTRATION/ ULTRAFILTRATION 
PROGRESSIVE DESIGN-BUILD 
CLIFTON WATER DISTRICT, COLORADO 

As the design engineer. Carollo completed the design and construction of 
this 12 mgd membrane filtra lion water treatment plant. This prowessive 
design-build project utilized 30 design and frequent meetings with the 
District early in the design phase to make important decisions that kept 
the project on track. Main-iaining operation of the existing waler treatment 
facility during construction demanded a high-level of collaboration between 
the Districl. Carollo. and the design-builder to maintain water quality and 
ensure the success of the project. This project helped meet the District's 
goal of applying leading edge water treatment technologies to provide 
superior drinking water to Ihei r customers. The use or an open platform 
for the membrane system allowed the District to take advantage ot lower 
project capital costs, the potential for system customization. and lower 
life-cycle costs without compromising long-term membrane module 
performance and warranties. Hp Innovation served as the equipment 
supplier on this project. We designed Lhe Hexihle, open platform membrane 
technology to meet the project design criteria. H,O also provided the project 
integraiion and controls for the facil ity. The project was the firs I surface
water open-platform application in North America . 

SBR TO flexMBRm RETROFIT SOLUTION 
CITY OF DECATUR, ARKANSAS 

The City of Decatur wastewater treatment plant operated as a Sequencing 
Batch Reactor (SBR) for over 10 years. The facil iL y reached its maximum 
capacity of 7 .2 MG D and was s1ruggl ing to achieve the required effluent 
criteria. A design-bui ld team determined 1ha1 retrofi1 of SflR into a MRR. 
H20 Innovation was chosen as 1he MBR suppl ier to expand the capacity 
to 4.6 MGD based on their competitiveness and unique design approach. 
Virtually all 1he existing infrnstrur.ture was leveraged for the MBA retrotit. 
The membrane system employs H,O Innovation's flexlvlBR™ design and 
highlighted energy savings and SCADA integral inn. The flexMRR1"' system 
includes a universal platform support system designed to fit mos1 MBR 
modules covering an acceptable membrane surface area range. 

The unique variable influent trends for lhe City of necatur facility allowed 
an energy saving controls strategy 10 be implemented. Additionally, the 
design included blower VFDs and dissolved oxygen control loops leading to 
an extremely energy efficient process. 

The SCADA developed by H
2
0 Innovation included a new state-of-the-art 

55-inch touchscreen SCADA control panel. It also allowed inIegra tion of 
the existing headworks. dewatering system. influent pumps. and UV system 
in addition to the new MBR controls system. Extensive process monitoring 
functionality and the addition of automated report general ion was provided 
using the lgni tion software platform . 

l;iffiMtiY! 
Dale Tooker I Manager 
970-434-7328 
dtooker@diftonwaterdislrict.org 

PtRSONNEl INV3LVCD 

Fraser Kent, Darre11 O'Neil, Mark Keller, Chad Green 

fii40f.i 
Completed 2016 

t@aliiitil 
James Boston I Public Works Manager 
479-212-0726 
iboston.ood@gmail.com 

PfRSOlll'tEL INVOLVED 

Fraser Kent, Darren O'Neil, KathetineScott, 
Adam Moore, Paul Bartlett 

tiOIIJ.i 
Completed 2019 
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VIRGINIA WATER HUB MBR-RO 
SUSTAINABLE WATER, VIRIGINA 

Sustainable Water, an industrial manufacturer located in Virginia, was 
interested in novel ways of managing their water use and environmental 
impact. Historical ly they had discharged their wastewater 10 sewer 
and paid the city for potable water in their cooling tower makeup. HzO 
Innovation worked to develop a cost-effective solution to construct a 0.71 
mgd onsite system to treat wastewater to an industrial reuse level for 
cooling tower application. An lvlBR was selected as the initial treatment 
process, with an HO downstream. Due to 1he variable nature and now of the 
industrial waste, the facil ity has integrated flexibil ity in the lvlBR design-a 
sewer interceptor pul Is was1ewater from the exist ing sewer up to a 
rnaximum flow and sends this flow to an equalization tank via line screens. 
The wastewater is treated by anoxic and aerobic biological treatment 
followed by a swing post-anoxic tank that can be converted to additional 
aerobic volume as influent water qual ity demands. From this single 
bioreactor, the mixed liquor is pumped to three membrane trains, each of 
whid1 is fitted with a flexMBR"'' system. lhe ffexMBRn,i system include~ 
a universal platform supporl system designed lO fit most MBR modules 
covering an acceptable membrane surface area range. The robust plant 
controls accommodate a pre-determined range or membrane manufacturer 
operating parameters, including air scour rates, permeation cycles. cleaning 
frequencv. and other process control parameters, such as sludge wasting to 
control MLSS . 

lillliiHtlBI 
Eric Lohan I DirectorofTechnology 
434-242-1693 
eric.lohan@sustainablewater.com 

PERSONNEL INVOlVrD 

Fraser Kent., Darr811 O'Neil, Katherine Scott, Paul Bartlett 

Completed 2019 
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flexMBR™ INDUSTRIAL RETROFIT 
PRIVATE INDUSTRIAL CLIENT, NEW YORK 

A Diesel Engine Manufacturer, was experiencing problems with their agin[J 
wastewater treatment plant. The facility's innuent included domestic and 
industrial waste. The average da ily flowrate of 50,000 GPO was treal.ed 
with a conventional activated sludge system but was unable to meet 
effluent discharge limits due to the challenging wastewal er characteristics . 
H,O IMovalion was selected to provide a flexMBR"'' demonstration pilot 
where bolh a ceramic membrane and PTFE membrane were evaluated for a 
full-scale facil ity over the course of eight months. 

Based on the results of the pilot siudy, the ceramic membrane was selected 
as the technology of choice, and a ful I-scale facili Ly was constructed . 
In order to expedite the execu1ion of the project and take advantage of 
offsite manufacturing, a pre-fabricated approach was used, including five 
stainless steel tanks and a pre-engineered shippable btrildin[J thal houses 
the ancillary equipment. The pre-fabrication allowed the site construction to 
commence and the tanks and building to be constructed in parallel, saving 
approximately 8-12 months in the overall schedule . 

H10 Innovation's design involves fine screening tallowed by flow 
equalization and three trains of Anoxic -> Aerobic Membrane-> Filtration 
process flows . 

iilfil;i449i 
Christian Brinegar I Facilities Engineer 
716-397~615 
christian.brineg,ir@cummins.com 

P~RSONIJU INVOLVED 

Fraser Kent, Darren O'Neil, Adam Moore, Paul Bartlett 

L'iliill:1 
Completed 2019 
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WASTEWATER PLANNING, REGULATORY ASSISTANCE, 
AND OTHER SERVICES 
EAGLE RIVER WATER AND SANITATION DISTRICT, COLORADO 

Carollo developed a master plan for three interconnected wastewater 
treatment plants (total combined capacity of 10 mgd) that considered 
flow and nutrient trading to develop 1he bes1 -value and lowest life-cycle 
cost approach for achieving Regulation 85 and 31 compliance. Carollo 
developed and calibrated BioWin models for all three plants and identifier! 
optimization opporlunities at each facili'ly with plan t staff. The project 
team conducted field testing with operations for alternative process 
control strategies to provide recommendations that were effective 
and acceptable to treatment staff. A major element of the project was 
performing a condition assessment to evaluate remaining useful life of 
the process/mechanical, stru~iural, electrical/instrumentation and control, 
and HVAC systems at the three plants. With the results from the condition 
assessment, Carollo identified a prioritized list of asset replacement 
projects and an overall sequence of facility improvements . 

Based on recommendations from the master plan. Carollo was selected to 
design the $50M Avon Wastewa ter Treatment Facility Biological Nutrient 
Removal Upgrades project, including conversion from an MLE to an A20 
I1rocess, with flexibility to operate in the 5-Srnge Bardenpho configuration. 
Construction includes expansion of existing aeration basin volume; 
construction of a third secondary clarifier; and replacement of major 
equipment tor screening, grit removal, primar'I r.:larification, ~qualization, 
and electrical infrastructure. rnis construction project is in progress and is 
being delivered using the Construction lvlanager at-Risk (CMAR) alternative 
project del ivery method . 

PERSIGO WASTEWATER TREATMENT 
PLANT MASTER PLAN 
CITY OF GRAND JUNCTION, COLORADO 

For this project, Carollo is currently developing a comprehensive review of 
the existing treatment processes and recommending improvements using a 
holistic approach. This facility master plan is intended to develop a roadmap 
for achieving operational res ii iency and reliability to meet the wastewater 
needs of users within the 201 Service Area. The master plan will identify 
the wastewater infrastructure needed to serve the anticipated gro,A1h 
projections for future land uses ioentified in the Ci1y's 2070 Comprehensive 
Plan. Additionally, the master plan will ensure the facility meets the current 
and future regulatory and statutory requirements whi le reinvesting in asset 
revital ization and replace men l. 

MU2dih9 ◄ 
Siri Roman I Director of Operations 
970-476-7480 
sroman@erwsd.org 

FERSONNLL INVOLVl'U 

Becky Luna. Bryan Coday, Jeff Berlln,Jason Rozgony, 
Mark Kelter, Cllad Green 

fit·ii1d 
Ongoing constJUction 

IMiiiNdil 
Kurt Carson I Wastewater Services Manager 
970-256-4171 
kurtt@gjclty.org 

•ERSONNU INVOlVFU 

Leanne Miller, Bryan Coday, Becky Luna,Jason Rozgony 

™ Ongoing 
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WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT NUTRIENT 
REMOVAL OPTI MIZATION 
CITY OF MONTROSE, COLORADO 

Carollo comple1ed an evaluation of the ability of the exis1ing wastewater 
treatment plant to improve biological nutrient removal and identify 
opportunities for implementing phosphorus removal. Working together with 
plant staff, the Carollo team developed an understanding of the existing 
processes to create a roadmap for the facili ty to achieve future effluent 
nitrogen and phosphorus limits, focusing specifically on Reuulatio11 8!i and 
the Incentive Program. The plant staff's e>-1ensive historical understanding 
of the process in conjunction with a calibrated BioWin process model 
and historical process data we,e used to highligh1 process optimization 
opportunities that could be full-scale tested as part of Phase Z of this study. 

As part of Phase 2. Carollo is conducting a full -scale test in coordination 
with plant stnff to optimize DO concentrations in the oxidation ditches 
by automating and adjusting brush aerator speed to facilitate conditions 
ror simultaneous nitrification and nitrification. The full-sc, le 1es1i11y is 
a 16-week test, which also includes pilot testing ammonia and nitra!e 
instrumentation. Results ot this study will be used to develop a final 
approach to achieve future effluent nitrogen and phosphorus dischartie 
limits . 

lilhiilVirii 
David Bries, CET, CPM I Utilities Manager 
970-240-1484 
dbries@ci.montrose.oo.us 

l'ERSOIINEL INVOLVED 

Leanne Miller, Bryan Coday, Becky Luna, Jason Rozgony 

D@Uhi 
Ongoing 
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BEE RIDGE WATER RECLAMATION FACILITY EXPANSION AND 
UPGRADE TO ADVANCED WASTEWATER TREATMENT 
SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA 

The County selected Carollo to evaluate design upgrades and requirements 
to expand the far,ility from 12 mgd monthly average daily flow to 18 mgd 
maximum monthly average daily flow (MMAOFI and convert its process to 
meet Florida's advanced wastewater treatment [AWTI requirernen IS . 

Carollo evaluated seven treatment alternatives to determine the best option 
LO meet the County's requirements for AWT. The evaluations included 
BNR process in conventional activated sludge [CAS} arrangements and 
alternative technologies, such as MBR, IFAS, AGS, and BAS. A su ite 
of decision criteria was used during a comparative analysis of each 
alternative. The County's priorities for each criterion were applied at a 
workshop and MBR. CAS, and IFAS al1ernatives were short-listed for further 
evaluations. Short listed evaluations assessed hydraul ics, site layouts, 
additional project-specific design criteria, anrf various economic and non
economic criteria. such as capital and O&M costs. site constraints, and 
flexibility for future upgrades. Ultimately, a Modified Bardenpho treatment 
process with MBR was selected, as it required a much smal ler footprint. 
allowing flexibility for future expansion. The MBR also provides future 
opportuni lies to implement high-level treatment options, such as indire~i 
non-potable reuse . 

After completion of the pre Ii minaiy design phase, Carollo assisted the 
County in selecting a CMAR. including development of Request for Proposal 
documents, responses to proposer questions, and preparation of addenda . 
The County and Carollo are currently nego1iating a scope of services for 
ClvlAR preconstruction activities . 

UhiilMlril 
Greg Rouse, PE I Engineering Manager 
941-861-0548 
grouse@scgov.net 

PERSUr◄NEl INVOIV~D 

Andrew Gilmore 

liMUhi 
Ongoing 
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A successful project begins \•\lith a thoughtful and actionable plan which leverages experience in 
alternative project delivery, mountain construction complexity, and wastewater process design . 
Our team's combined experience provides this breath of expertise coupled with a focus on 
customer service and collaboration . 

The Town of Telluride is looking tor a professional wastewater 
advisor to serve as a partner through the implementation 
of a phased expansion project for the TR\I\IWTP over 1he 
next 5-years. Our team lead, Fraser Kent, has spent the past 
two years reviewing the wostewater cha I Ieng es facing I he 
Town. Through multiple meetings with your Slaff mid key 
stakeholders, he has become intima1ely familiar with these 
challenges and has developed a cost-effective retrofit option 
to expand the existing facility. 

We listened, and what we heard from your staff and 
key stakeholders shaped our approach to providing the 
professional wastewater adviser services on the following 
lour key goals. 

• Develop a cost-effective pathway to achieve capacity 
and regulatory requirements . 

• Re-using the existing infrastructure 'where practical" 
while improving process efficiency, operability, and facility 
redundancy/reliabilily. 

• Minimi1e risk to the Town through selection of the 
appropriate alternative projecI delivery method, equipment 
procurement strategies, and development of appropriate 
comract documents. 

• Underst.1ndin(1 construction complexity common 10 mountain 
communities like Telluride and developing a plan to achieve 
fast tracked schedule goals within these cons1raints. 

To accomplish these goals, the five tasks included on 
the request for proposal tall into 1hree project phases: 
procurement. implementatio11 plan and preliminary design, 
and execution . 

PROCUREMENT 
Task1 

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

Tasks2-4 
EXECUTION 

Task s 
• Selection ot Alternative Project 

Delivery Method 

• Support EngineerjCon&1ruction 
Contractor RFP and contract 
document 

• Review Engineer /Construction 
Contractor proposals and provide 
evaulation and recommended 
selection 

Confirm the basis ot design 

• Optimize the facility hydraulic grade line 

• Provide liquid and solids process solutions 

• Develop the preliminary process design 

• CreaIe a thoughtful, cost-effective, and 
flexible biosolids management stra Iegy 

• Oeliver a $-year implementation plan 

• Provide an equipment acquisition straiegy 
consistent wiLl1 the Town's goals 

• Support the City 
throughout the 
alternative delivery 
process to ensure the 
vision is realized 

Our team's col laborative approach and scope of work is organized to prioritize your input and guidance using seven interim 
del iverables and four workshops as shown in the project schedule on page 28. This approach provides multiple decision points 
to achieve consensus for future objectives and obtain buy-in at every step ot the process. The following pages further outline 
our understanding, approach, and scope of services to deliver an actionable irnplemen ta1ion plan for a successful, cost-e lfective 
expansion project within the budgetary and schedule goals . 
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PROCUREMENT 
our project delivery experts will listen carefully to your needs, then apply proven 
assessment methods to efficiently identify the best alternative delivery method to 
meet your project goals. 

The TRWWTP expansion project wil I be a multi-year program 
which requires thoughtful planning and preparation for 
successful execu lion. Developing a well 1hought ou-1 program 
for procuring the Engineer/Construction Contractor team 
will be a critical step to delivering the implementation plan 
program cost effectively. on schedule. and while minimizing 
risk. As your wastewater advisor. our team will guide you 
through the process ot selecting the delivery me1hod Iha! 
best meets the needs of your wastewater treatment plant 
improvement program. Step one in this process starts by 
identifying and understanding the key criteria which are 
driving the goals and objectives you have for your project. 
Step two is focused on evaluatirl(I these criteria with respect 
to the live delivery methods that municipal owners, engineers. 

Delivery Model Characteristic Comparison 

Selection Criteria 

Owner hwo1,.,ement 
and Flexibili:y 

Schedule 

Des1gn
B1d-Build 

Price b,ised 

Good through de:ailed 
design. Minimnl aftc, 
construction cont,act is 
~w·arded 

Numhe1 ot Contracts 3 to manage (1Nith OAI 

Potenial 
to Deliver 
·1 east Cost ' 

Ve,-; gnod 
lin favorahle market 
condi:ions with 
good design! 

Compem,ve 
Sealed Pro osals 

Qualifications 
IJasP,l wilh price 
considerations 
Good throu□h det<1iled 
dcsi911. Pruvitles lor 
modifications aftc, 
selP.<:tion 
Slowest 

3 

1/e,y good to great 
(in favorable mart<e1 
condi1ions with 
good designl 

neduced control once Some flexibility 
Cost Control cons1rue1ion contract is in cost conuol 

awarded after seleCiion 

Potential for Change Migher 
Orders and Claims 

We recommend keeping the procurement approach 
s1reamlined and concise. Overly complex and extended 
procurement cycles will discourage prospective respondents 
due to the time and expense required in getting to contract 
award. In our experience as an Owner's Advisor. we know the 
most efficient way to select and get an Engineer/Construction 
Contractor hired is with a one-step RFQ. There is I ittle material 
needed for a design criieria package [which compresses the 
procurement cycle) and the basis of selection is focused on 

and contractors have experience with on water /wastewater 
projects in Colorado and across the United States. Each of 
these delivery methods have varying capaci1ies for meeting 
the Town's goals. We have provided the table below. which 
shows a high level comparison of how several typical project 
criteria are met by each delivery method. We will work with 
the Town to prioritize your iden1ified project selection criteri;i, 
and then match these criteria to the delivery model that best 
meets them. Once the project delivery method has been 
selected, your criteria wi II also be used to determine the best 
procurement approach. Whether I he procurement approach is 
a one-step or two-step procurement process, we will prepare 
documenta,ion lha l will be eflicienl for the Town, as well as 
maximize interest in potential respondents. 

Design/ 
CMAR 

Qualifications 
based with price 
considerations 

Lump Sum 
Design•Bu,ld 

Primarily priced based 

, . Good ihrough 
Guoe tll1011gho1.1I ernre r . d . 
design and ccJnstruction pre ,mma,y es,gn. i' · •. · Minimal after DB 
P ·a~es contract is a1-varded 
Fas1er Fastest 

3 3 

Good to very gocd Good 

Progressive Design
Build 

Qualifications 
base-d •Nith price 
considerations 

Good 1hroughou1 entire 
design and constructior 
p~ases 

Faster 

2 

Very good ro grea: 

L .d .fi . Early cost identification. 1 .d .• . 
ater cost , ent11 cabon. 

1 
east control alter .ater cost , entmcat,on. 

More control :h1oughout 1. . d . . Most control tllroughout . . pre rnunar•{ es1gi: 1s . . 
cnt11e p1uJe<:l advanced entire pro1ecr 

Lcwcr Highe1 Lowest 

firm qualifications. past experience with similar wastewater 
projects. and the experience of their key team members. 

Procurement Task Workshops and Deliverables 

• Workshop 1: Kickoff, Vision, and Site Visit 
• Draft RFP Comments. 
• Draft EngineeriConstruction ContracLOr Learn contract 

comments. 
• Evaluation summary and recommendation for the selection ot 

the EngineeriConstruction Contractor learn. 
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We will deliver a phased implementation plan to meet capacity expansion requirements, 

discharge permit compliance goals as well as satisfy mountain construction boundaries 
while respecting budget constraints . 

The goal of the 
implementation plan is 
to provide a detailed set of 
next steps-a prioritization 
of recommended steps for 
the project describing an 
implementation pathway. You 
have already invested in developing 
a plan to meel future objectives 
and we want to leverage these 
efforts to reduce cost and schedule 
impacts associated with "re-work'. To 
confirm lhe recommendations in the 2017 
Master Plan and development of a 5-year 
implementation plan we have outlined the 
four sIeps of our approach-basis of desitIn, 
plant hydraulics, developing solutions, and 
implementation planning . 

Basis of Design 

Dramatic growth in flows and 
especially organic loads to the 
TRWWTP were discussed in the 
2017 IVlaster Plan and serve as 
a call to action. While not yet an 
emergency, initiating this facility 
expansion is pressing and a 
well -structured plan is crucial Lo 
getting the necessary capacity 
improvements in place. You are 
already opera ling your facili ty 
beyond CDPHE's wastewater 
planning trigger (80 percent of 
rated capacity) and were quickly 
approaching the State's capacity 

.-:.5(10 

1,000 

expansion trigger (95 percent of rated capacity) as of the 2017 
Master Plan. Construction capacity improvements will need to 
be operational before the facility reaches 100 percent capacity 
-I ikely by 2023/2024 based prior projections . 

We have analyzed the previous flow and organic (BOD) load 
projections from the 2017 Master Plan. This evaluation is now 
over five years old and lacks a comprehensive ,;valuation of 
influent nutrient loading that will impact how the Town plans 
and designs for Regulation 85 and Regulation 31 effluent 

_ ___ ______ _ 80% thresbold 12,966 ppdt __ 

nutrient limits. We suggest revisiting flow projections and 
capacity needs with you to de-fine the exact near-term capacity 
raling that matches growth projec1 ions, and a logical modular 
facilily expansion considering economies of scale. While 
the definition ot the average daily maximum month flow 
(ADIVIMFI and load con<fitions is important for demonstrating 
rated design capacity with CDPHE, the definition of the future 
peak hour flows and loads from peak tourist seasons are 
also critical for design. We have experience in quantifying 
infiltration and inflow [1/1) contributions and separating these 
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from peak hydraulic tlow projections. We also are adept at 
characterizing the touristic nature of mountain communities 
to ensure you have adequate capacity and flexihili ly to 
confidently respond to seasonally variable conditions. 

The e rnuent design conditions are equally as critical as 
the influent design conditions. Targeting future anticipated 
effluent limits as part of this effort, reduces ,he need for 
another significant capi tal project within the 20-year planning 
horizon. Additionally, reducing nutrients in the near-lerm 
allows the Town to take advantage of the voluntary incentive 
program offer by CDPHE to possibly defer Regulation 31 limits 

Your discharge permit issued December 2020 includes a 
number ot new I imits. such as the 2026 potential dissolved 
Copper limit. Other neor term regulatory concerns to 
consider in the planning effort associated with this project 

Regulation 85 • The nutrient reductions required 
by Regulation 85. 'Nutrients Management Control 
Regulation," are implemented through effluent TIN and TP 
limits as a running annual median of t 5 mg/L and 1 mg/L 
respectively. Regulation 85 implementation is delayed 
until December 31, 2027 for dischargers who discharge 
to a low priority watershed, like the TRWWTP. Planning 
for Regulation 851 imits at a minimum are recommended. 
Your permit also includes a daily maximum TIN limit of 17 
mg/L that is effective starting in 2025. We anticipate the 
Town will receive nutrient limits as part of the next perrnit 
renewal cycle with limits effective starling beIween the 
years 2027 and 2029 . 

Regulation 31 • During the Regulation 85 and 
Regulation 31 Rulemaking Hearings in 2017. the State 
delayed adoption of TN and TP standards for rivers until 
2027. Anticipated future nutrient limits under Regulation 
31 therefore remain uncertain. We wi II work with the Town 
to define anticipated future effluent nutrient discharge 
limits required to meet the Regulation 31 insIrea111 
standards, assuming the current dilution credit and the 
available instream background pollutant concentrations. 
TN and TP I imits associated wi lh Regulation 31 would 
likely become effective as annual median limits sometime 
between 2032 and 2034 based on the permitting cycle. 
assuming no earned credit under the Incentive Program. 

Metals • Your COPS permit lists monitoring requirements 
and I imi IS for several meIals. While you currently meet the 
limits for most the listed metals, your seasonally variable 

Basis of Design Task Workshops and Deliverables 

• Workshop I : Kickoff. Vision, and Site Visit 
• Technical Memorandum: Basis of Design. 

are summarized below. Due to the costs associated with 
construction in remote mountain communi Lies and the smal I 
footprint of the existing site you need reliable. efficient 
technology to achieve future regulatory requirements. Our 
team recommends prioritizing anticipated future effluent limits 
as a component of this expansion project to recognize cost 
savings and capital ize on effluenI limit incentives from the 
voluntary incentive program. 

CDPHE has a current back log of several months. The site 
application wil I need to be publisher! and reviewed for 
commenting by a number of reviewing agencies before CDPHE 
wil I start its review. To keep the project on schedule, we 
need to hit the ground running with an updated flow and load 
evaluation and gain clear consensus with your stakeholders. A 
redefinition or ·the project later on can significantly delay your 
schedule. 

ernuent copper concentrations (typically 15 to 20 µg/L) 
exceed 1he future limits starting in 2026 ( 12 µg/L 30-day 
average and 0.95 µg/L 2-year average}. Your last Master 
Plan provided a first glimpse at some possible solutions. 
but did not yet conduct a systematic process analysis, 
predict the cost-effectiveness of proposed alternatives. or 
develop a practical plan for how 10 implement solutions 
at the TRWWTP. The good news is that you are already 
proactively working wilh LRE on your current and future 
ernuent permit compliance. We will coordinate and verify 
efnuent copper compliance assumptions with you. LRE, 
and CDPHE. while conducting an evaluation in-para I lei 
on what technologies can meet your effluent permit 
requirements should additional treatment be needed. 

Temperature· In compliance with the new permil 
requirements, your faci lily is currently conducling 
temperature monitoring i11 Lh~ final effluent and likely 
in the San lv1 iguel River. As a result, the Town may 
receive temperature I imits as parl of a future permit 
renewal, should the decision be made that there is 
reasonable polefflial for the facil ity to cause or contribute 
to an exceedance of the water quality standard tor 
temperature. Our team is familiar with efficient 
wastewater cooling technologies currently on the market 
and has worked with other Colorado facilities to identify 
and evaluate opportunities to meet future effluent 
temperature limits. We will bring this experience to bear 
on this project and provide solutions to replace the aging 
temperature recovery system currently installed at the 
TRWWTP. 
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Developing an optimized hydraulic grade line 
of the existing facility allows us to understand 

hydraulic bottlenecks and evaluate alternative 
flow pathways to reduce energy consumption 
and minimize future O&M costs . 

The existing facil ity was constructed in three phases between 
1987 and 2001. Our evaluation of the existing hydraulic 
grade line and futUJe hydraulic grade line will evaluaie site 
layout opportunities and options to reduce multiple points of 
pumping through the TRWWTP. To characterite the existing 
facility hydraulics, bottlenecks. and site limitations, as well ilS 

opportunities for hydraulic optimization, this task includes the 
following components: 

• Site survey: We will parrner wiLh local surveyor. Bulson 
Surveying to develop a site su~1ey which will be used 
during optimization of the site layout, conlirmation ot critical 
structure top of wall elevations. and water surface elevations 
(WSEsj during current flow conditions for model calihration . 
The developed site survey can also be used by the Engineer/ 
Construction Contractor team during design and will expedite 
the next steps for the design team . 

• Raw sewage lilt station and headworks review: Our 
team will review av-dilable equipment information and 
facility assessments to understand redundancy, equipment, 
and operational shortcomings and work with the Town in 
developing a path forward for an efficient ~nrl rnliable innu;;nt 
pumping and headwurks G0nfiguration. 

Carone 's ,,,temaj hyrlml!l,r: mct!r.l .•,1; ,w Excel l::;1sr1d program spec,•f.ca,'i'y 
(:'es;g,,ea for Cl( ;::.1i'H,on ,:;f wastewa1~: tr£at:-nem ll,\1,"!t il,'i:ra,.;lks . 

The fo ll<H·Ving o b_iectrH_:'_':, \till he ach1€'\,ed 

through this e ~- aluat ion to f-)tO\..··rctc a rin,,iJ 

product that faci!ital Ps ease of c1p(•r,0ifH111 

and process reliability and df1c1t'nc\. 

1. Oeternine pntennal :··ydr,:.;u!lc 1r'11 ;Jl1u· ·, ;=in( flu .. ,., 
rHstriction; nt :he !1quic strea rn ~r : .. :iu-:.'<-es 

2. Identify uotBntial corrnctive measJre•; an( 1n-pcct 
from new r,rocess clemBnts as part of the al trnufr,ie 
anulysis. 

1 Srrnmarize lirii'Jlrons and requrrnc upgrades tc r,rnvidc 
sufficient hydraul ic capacitv of the licuid stream tc 
meet current and future flu,,vs 

4. Evaluate alterrrali11e flow configura,icns lo reduce 
energy use and Maximize hymaulic etficiencies. 

To model 1he hydraulic and energy grade 
I ines through the facility we will use 

70 --------- --

our Hydraulix'~ modeling software. The 
program es1imaIes the WSEs at a given 
point in the process stream by creating a 
hydraulic profi le of the entire treatment 
facil ity. This process is a fundamental 
sIep to understanding the opportunities 
to reuse exisl ing infrai.i ructure while 
minimizing risk and compl ications during 
construction . 

Plant Hydraulics Task Workshops 
and De/ivarables 

• Workshop 1: Kickoff, Vision, and Site 
Visit 

• Workshop 2: Liquid SI ream 
Recommendations and Hydraulic 
Grade Line. 

• Technical lvlernorandurn #2 - Existing 
and Future Hydraulic fvlodel. 

- Pump Curve (890 rp m) - Pump Curve {700 rpmj 

60 

50 

Existing Influent Pump( uM: 
-40 --- Fairbanks Morse 20-VTSH 

890rpm !;. 

130 ~--1-----"'-I------,,-

20 

10 

o----L-_ __ ,_ _ __________ .,_ __ _ 

0 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 10,000 12,000 

flowrate (gpm} 

Jr, t:dd.i:irm ro 6·rw., path.\·, de!a.iied hydri!al.ii, ;maf:1sis will ,1ssess p;,unping rem.L;rcmetJ!S, 
1:,;r,,1:.:j ty, a.rid Sow :a,igiNi. 
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our head start will allow us to rapidly assess existing assets for replacement or optimization, as well 
as streamline the overall design direction for your facility to meet your short and long term goals. 

Our team has visited the facility and has worked with your staff to explore preliminary design concepts for the proposed 
expansion retrofit. Key aspects of the proposed improvements are shown on the figure below. I he concepts below will be 
discussed in a workshop with Town staff in a collaborative fashion. with the goal to obtain ideas from Town staff and work 
towards a future vision that meets the near and long term goals. 

Key Retrofit Features to Make this Project a Success 

• Re-purpose existing clarifier 1 
tor membrane train installation . 

• Consider existing clarifier volume 
for equalization or potential solids 
thickening process. 

• Review Parkson Aolar~• Drum 
thickeners. 

• Evaluate volute dewalering 
process. 

• Confirm adequate capacity, 
redundancy, and storage tor 
design period. 

----·- 1;-1 f. 4 - -~._· -y.:~" ~~ -------
-

E <ISTM !lCNNSJRt,TDII' 
oniu.nCM I UIUllllG 

E1.!Sill~ 
OXIOJJ!Oti OlfCK 

·K0.2 

U!STIOO 
OXDATIOX MCH 

110.1 

• Determine end use goals for 
solids. 

• Expand digestion ca1>acily \l\.•ith 
rouse of existing aerobic digester 
basin infrastructure. 

• Consider existing infrastructure 
for additional solids storage. 

• Potential conversion of oxidation 
ditches to four stage biological 
nutrient removal process to meet 
future permit limits. 

• Oelermine best use ot any volume 
not needed in this project 

YU 

,. 

QIU,t~L 
STORAGE 
fACLrfY 

• Add fine screens to protect the 
membranes . 

• Further evaluate the need for grit 
remo\fal or 1>ossible variance 
request from COPHE. 

• Evaluate location for new 
head1,,1orks and eliminate double 
pumping, for long·term energy 
savings . 

• Improve operator health and 
safety with improved 
containment, conveyance, and 
treatmenl or odors along with 
improved air quality into the 
operators spaces. 

Administrative Building/ 
Lab/SCADA: 

• Evaluate space previous!~, 
used b~• animal control for 
administrative services. 

• Identify optimal approach to 

controls integration ot existing 
and new equipment 

• Improve SCADA to include 
laboratorv data integrated with 
analogue parameter trending. 

UV Disinfection 
• Increase UV capacity tor 

WWTP expansion and provide 
redundancy for critical 
disintection process. 

• Pontential UV optimization after 
membrane trealment for lower 
lifecycle costs. 

• Consider hvdraulic improvements 
in conjunction with headworks 
planning to eliminate pumping 
influe11l twice and improve 
system redundancy, operability, 
and staff health and safety. 
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MBR technology will maximize the reuse of 

existing infrastructure, provide exceptional 
effluent water quality, and defer capital 

expenditures. 

The Town of Telluride is at a crossroads with the selection 
of the future technology to meet nutrient limits at the 
forefront of that decision. There are several opIions which 
have been presented in prior reports and certainly meetings 
with parties interested in participating in this expansion 
project Some of Ihe options available to the Town are: 

• Granular Sludge /such as Nereda\. 
• Moving Bed Bioreactor Reactor. 
• Membrane Bioreactor . 

Each or Ihese options hold the poten1ial 10 upgrade the 
existing oxidation ditch 10 meet lhe strinoent nutrient 
requirements. Our analysis suggests that an fVlBR is the 
most suitable pathway fo1ward for several key reasons: 

Proven opera1ion in cold climates. 
2 Proven ability to meet stringent nutrient requirements. 
3. Proven intensification approach that is not bleeding edge 

and reduces risks LO the Town. 
4. Ability to get best value pricing by using open platform 

membrane equipment approach. 
5 Ability to modify the existing facility with the lowes1 cost 

and least interruptions to the existing plant 

Oxidation Ditch Modifications into an MBR 
meets Telluride's Future Permit Requirements 

1 New Fino Screens 
will be required to protect 
the membranes but will 

also benefit operation by 
reducing the amount of debris 
that gers into the plant. 

2 Swing Zones 
Allows testing 
tho benefits of 

adjusting Pre-Anoxic 
and Post•Anoxic zone 
sizing for seasonal 
condifjons. 

From P,lma,y 
ClaIifiers 

h1fotiifv.ir.'g !ht; m:i,~~•r/m; .-:ircr. i.·,m an /t..fUH Nii! ,o:ovide;; mbus:. f..'!.>::hlr., r:r:d 
u~Hab,'!1 sys1e:t: k'!r ,1Jic Tow.,. T/10 ::,rc:cess c::Jr.fgat:01• Shii 'f,,.,, H,jlf pu;v;tiir l$r 
e:J,';a:~~ed :J;:Jk'{.)/cal ::,.;:,.;em rt;:r:!aw: ,'.n:).1:ac,1 t1no' pi1ospho.t:.,•s}. 

Modify to using slainless steel 
baffles allows tor added llexibifty if 
in the future you need to reduce or 
expand the sizes of zones. You are 
not locked into the configuration. 

3 RAS ond IMLR Rates and 
Return Locations 
Allows testing of alternate 

RAS & IMLR approaches to prevent 
oxygen poisoning and optimize 
conditions in anaerobic/anoxic 
zones. For example, high•rate RAS 
return to aerobic zones and 
n.vo-step lower IMLR return from 
aerobic to anoxic, and anoxic to 
anaerobic zones, as shown here. 

Fine Screens Anaem~ic Pre-Anoxic • Aerobic Zones 
I 

Post-Anoxic 
Zones 

Membrane 
Tanks 

To Peuneate 
Storage Tanks Zona Zonw 

I 
, Biological 
1 Reactor Basins 

RAS 

4 Universal MBR Rack 
Each membrane manufacturer provides a special rack configuration to accommodate their system's 
design. However, with a bit of additional design thinking, a oniversal rack system can be designed to 

accommodate multiple manufacturers. This open platform approach will let the Town select a membrane 
supplier that is the best value and provide flexibility if in the future to adopt different manofacturers that may 
advance this process. A key benefit is that the Town is not locked into one suppliers configuration and platform . 
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After the review of lhe alternatives our Telluricle WWTP Design Criteria 
8------------------------

team recommends proceeding with the 
recommended membrane bioreactor (MBR) 
strategy for a secondary treatment approach 
due to the exceptional water qualitv. which 
wil I achieve anticipated Regulation 31 
effluent limits, small footprint, and ability to 
retrofit into existing infrastructure. The initial 
proposal for these improvements involves 
the installation of three (3\ MBR tra ins. 
allowing an increase in treatment capacity 
and improved efnuent water quality within the 
confines of the existing structures-

7---

s----

5- ---

4----

0 

7.0 7.0 

Solutions Task Wotkshops and 
Deliverables 

20S0 Design 
Requirement 

Existing Oxidation 
Ditch Process 

Proposed MBR 
Retrofit Process 

■ Flowtato (MGD) ■ Loading Rato (lbs/day In 1000s) 
• Workshop 2: Liquid Stream 

Recommendations and Hydraulic Grade Line. 
• Technical Memorandum: Liquid Stream 

Process Recommendations. 

lhe .o'iydret,•,'jc sno' arg,,.~.:r: k.i;-uJ/;:g ::,'!/Ntt:ii'y of 1.'Je exls!i,•i.(f oxir:,31/ua diich a:!d MBR ,e!.ro,'it 
tis c:Jmp,1mr: t,; f,~e 2D.'l) i./r1s:g;~ to,n'/!io;; d-amor,sr.re:s :.i1e u:.worwn/:ies to re:..·ss ex:sii1-ig 
:r.fm.~,rr::r:::!fe. 

BENEFITS OF PROPOSED MBR RETROFIT 

0 Optimized Operation and 
Maintenance Costs 

An biological nutrient removal MBR provides state
of-the-art biological process design mini mi zing 
chemical consumption. The process incorporates 
pre-and post-anoxic biological zones that minimize 
alkal inily consumption by returning half of the 
consumed alkalinity during the denitrification 
process. Also. the inclusion of an upfront 
anaerobic biological zone allows the proliferation 
of polyphosphate accumulating organisms that 
facilitate biological phosphorus removal to minimize 
the amount of coagulant needed to reach the 
effluent criteria. Finally, control and monitoring 
systems can provide real-time feedback loops and 
customi1ed metrics to ensure consistenI visibility 
on chemical and power usage to identify areas of 
potential savings_ 

A Minimal New Construction 
~ The biggest cost in any plant upgrade is 
new construction. Our approach considers the 
site-specific restrictions and building layout to 

maximize reuse of the exisIing infrasuucture. Care 
has been taken to ensure that the system can be 
upgraded without requiring significant additional 
land development. significantly reducing the overall 
project costs . 

A Existing Plant Integration 
U The retrofit plan ensures that the plant 
will continue 10 operate at the required capacity 
throughout the MBA upgrade. Membranes can be 
insta lied in Clarifier 1 to avoid impacting the exisIing 
plant. Oxidation ditches can be retrofitted and 
commissioned on a train-by-train basis to eliminate 
downtime during the retrofit and avoid interrupting 
the existing process . 

0 Except ional Water Quality 
JvlBRs have been recognized as a superior 

wastewater treatment technology with effluent 
TSS values near zero and the ability to virtually 
eliminate BOD, phosphorus and total ni lrogen. This 
provides peace ot mind thal effluent criteria will be 
consistently met. now and in the future. 
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Advancing the process design as part of this 
scope of work will bring focus to the Engineer/ 
Construction Contractor RFP, zero-in on your 
goals and needs, and expedite project delivery . . 

The proposed upgrade approach requires updating the 
TRWVVTP drawing set. At the end of the project a full set 
of as-built drawings will be provided to the Town that are 
finalized by the success[ ul Engineer/Construction Contractor 
Team. However, there are distinct advantages to creating 
process focused engineering drawings in parallel with the 
development of the EngineeriConstruction Contractor RFP to 
define the process design. The advantages include: 

• Improved schedule - Moving forward with preliminary 
design saves the time it would take to develop these 
documents afler the Engineer/Construction Contractor 
team is brought on board. 

• Facilitation of Hvdraulic Grade Line Optimization 
- The development of P&IDs and preliminary process 
selection for the various unit operations is necessary to 
complete Task #2 since the hydraulic profile is tied to the 
unit operations selected. 

• More Representative Evaluations of RFP Responses 
-Advancing the preliminary process design prior to the RFP 
will bring focus to the RFP responses. improving the ability 
to ma~e representative evaluations of the responses. 

• Improved Efficiencv for Engineer/Construction 
Contractor - A preliminary process design will allow ihe 
successful Engineer/Construction Contractor to commence 
immediately on other aspeGts of design such as structural, 
electrical, mechanical and architectural aspects and avoid 
the delays and distractions associated with a lack of 
direction in regard to the process design. 

Process Flow Diagrams (PFD) 
The basis or desitJn inputs established by our team become 
inputs in the PFD where the general processes used to 
achieve the efftueni waler quality parameters established 
within the basis of design can be proposed. 
A PFD acts as a high level vision of how the 
wastewater lreatment process r unGiions. 

Piping and Instrumentation 
Diagrams (P&ID) 
The piping and instrumental ion diagrams 
a1e more detailed than the PFOs and identify 
equipment. valves. instrumentation and pipe 
sizes._ There is a significant advantage to 
~reatrng preliminary P&IO drawings early 
111 the process because there are so many 
ram1ficat1ons of design elements th;it cannot 
be identified without P8dO development. 

to a membrane tank is tied to the optimization of the Hydraulic 
Grade Line and vice versa. Ultimately, a reasonable se1 or 
P&IO drawings brings more focus to the RFP for the Engineers/ 
Construction Contractors and stakeholders looking to move the 
project foiward. 

Layout Drawings for Priority Unit Operations 
To optimize the reuse of existing infrastructure at the 
TRWWTP, we will conduGi an evaluation of the available 
spaces and their ability to adequately house new equ ipment. 
We will model the proposed equipment in the existing spaces 
after iield verification of dimensions to provide an assessment 
of process options at a 'go/no-go" level. This step eliminates 
iterations by the successful EngineeriConstruction Contractor 
team. It also feeds the constructability perspective regarding 
installation restrictions such as limiting doorway or hallway 
sizes. Furthermore, and perhaps most importantly, the 
development of these visual proposed upgrades will provide 
the opportunity for TRWWTP s1arr to visual ize the proposed 
upgrades and provide comments early in the design process. 
Staff input is invaluable as the vision of the fulure treatment 
process takes shape. 

Process Controls and Integration 
A process control narrative (also known as a functional 
description) is an explanation. in words, of how the 
equipment, valves and instruments internet 10 function as a 
unified treatment process. It identifies process boundaries 
and system reactions to various conditions. It is essentially a 
summary of how 1he treatment system "should" work. This 
document will be developed to comp! iment the PFD, P&ID and 
layout models to clarify the manner in which the various uni I 
operatiuns will interact. This is particularly important for the 
TRWWTP staff to start to explore treatment processes they 
may be unfamiliar with and provide comments and feedback. 

Preliminary Design Task Deliverables 

• Liquid Treatment Process Preliminary Design. 

For ~xample, the size or a particular pipe 
required to transport liquid from a bioreactor 

fotegraiing r.e.w ar:d exfstif!tJ sql•i;:ur.eN r.md prccr.sscs ftithi:1 a SCADA SJS!em e.,),-,mes :.,,·,ifiea' 
Sys'!em m!J:.','Wr:,..,g ~s we.',' ts r."m :,ppt;rti::,::v ::.1 u;ke a:.A·a .. 1:aqe of !he i'a!e$t SC:ADA p,'e1:orrns. 
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we will consider a range of solids treatment and 
biosolids end-use options, so the Town has a 

robust and flexible plan moving forward . 

Secondary sol ids are sent to four aerobic digesters for 
stabilization and are thickened by a rotary drum thickener 
prior 10 conveyance lo a recently installed volute dewatering 
press prior to be hauled offsite. Class B biosolids are 
hauled by a private contractor and are currently landfilled, 
although the Town has entered a contract with 3xlvl Grinding 
and Compost LLC for use at a compost facilily in Olathe, 
Colorado. TRWWTP's solids handling system has several 
limitations, including thickening limitations with the ROT 
and within the aerobic digesiers, digester performance, odor 
generation, redundancy, layout of solids processing equipment 
[dewatering and thickening is on the opposite site of the site 
from the digesters}, and managing hauler's requirements. 

Solids Handling Evaluation 
Dur team wil I evaluate your existing aerobic digestion process 
alongside alternative stabil ization scenarios to determine the 
best fil for your facility in conjunction with your end use goals 
ot achieving a Class A or Class B product. Your latest master 
plan provided an ove1View of digestion options, bul ultimately 
recommended a technology !hat was not successful during 
pilot testing. While aerobic digestion may well be the best fit 
for your facili1y given your existing infrastructure and lack of 
primary clarifiers, our team will consider sol ids stabilization 
opportunities that compliment your existing infrastructure, 
planned secondary treatment retrofit, and long-term solids 
handling goals . 

We recommend consideration of 
tile following alternative solids 
stabilization approaches. 

1. Aerobic digestio~. 

2. Autothermopr.i lic acrcbic digestion (ATAD). 

Aerobic Digestion 
Your current aerobic digestion process results in a biologically 
stable Class Bend product. Aerobic diges1ion provides you 
with a simple-to-operate stab ii ization approach that has 
been proven at similar faci lities across the country. While 
maintaining this process would result in Ihe lowest capital 
cost requiremen IS, it is critical I hat your existing limitations 
be addressed. Dur team proposes considering several 
optimization measures, including an improved aeration and 
mixing system to improve oxygen transfer, and recuperative 
thickening . 

Dur team's history and experience with optimizing aerobic 
digestion will give the Town the confidence thal, if this 
alleroa1ive is selected, plant staff will have a fully optimized 
digestion facility that reduces operating costs . 

Our team ·s approach to optimizing 

aerobic digestion at other facilities 
reduces both capital and operating 
costs. The following optimization 
measures have been included in our 

recent designs. 

• Si,igP.d configurarion rn ldp dr.c·casn the rli~c:s:er 
volume iequired to meet Class B from 60 d,iys down 
10 42 days at 15 degrees Celsius. 

• Thickening :o up to 3 ~erccn: solids to further 
decrease tile vclume requiremenl 

• Cyclic aeration 10 reduce energy :;onsumpticn a·,rJ 
help prevent di;Iester failure associaled wil', pH 
deple,ion. 

• Energy cfficic0 t cnixe's t◊ keep solids in suspension 
during unaerated cycles. 

• Recunerativc trickening to prevent overheating of 
the digesters due to exothermic reacticns. 

• Foam alli1Ier1ent spray bars to provide relief durirg 
diges;er foarniri~ episodes 

Autothermophilic Aerobic Digestion (ATAD) 
An advantage of the ATAD system, which is a variation of both 
conventional and high-purity oxygen aerobic digestion, is that 
ii has a small footprint and can generate Class A biosolids 
if operated in batr.h mode. The high temperature process 
increases the biological activity and results in a relatively 
short detention time (6 to 12 days). Adoption of this process 
opens up the potential for creating a marketable biosolids 
product for the Town. First neneration ATAD systems installed 
in the 1990's experienced recurring issues with undersized and 
ineffective aeration equ ipment, and inadequate odor control 
svstems. The second generation ATAD process technology has 
significantly imµroved mixing and aeration equipment, and 
better odor control. 
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ATAO h,1s been 
successfully 
implemen led in 
Colorado at the City 
of Fruita and the 
Eagle River Water 
and Sanitation 
District (Edwards 
Facility). The Edvvards FRtVSD r!xp:mffcri u·:ci.- ATAtl prrJcoss ir: ✓-,1'ifi. 
t reatment facil ity 
opted to expand their ATAO process in 201 6. torgoing an 
evaluation of other solids stabilization processes given their 
satisfaction with the technology (i.e., easier compliance. 
less monitoring and recordkeeping, and less odor in the final 
product). This high-temperature process is expected to result 
in a higher volatile solids reduction, in a range of 35 to 45 
percent, which would reduce hauling costs. 

Dewatering 
The recent dewatering improvements at the TRW\IVTP to 
incorporate a volute dewatering press has improved the 
biosolids produ~i and reduced implications on cost and 
end use options due to liquid hauling. This modifica tion is 
anticipated to have significantly reduced hauling costs and 
reduced the bo11leneck associated with your existing holding 
tanks. As part of the implementation plan, the capaci ly of 
the existing equipment and anv opportunities to increase 
process efficiencies and redundancy will be reviewed relative 
to the proposed secondary treatment improvements and 
solids production projections. Additionally, considerat ion 
will be given to how the production of a dewatered cake 
(and associated return flows) rnight impact the liquid stream 
process. Our team is experienced, not just in the design of 
dewatering facilities, bot working with uLi Ii ties throughout 
Colorado, from Montrose to Fort Collins, to optimize their 
secondary treatment processes for nutrient removal. We will 
combine our experience in both solids handling and nutrients 
to maintain a whole plant perspective through this project. 

Biosolids Disposal/Use 
An evalua1ion of digestion alternatives for the Town must 
include capita l and operating costs, ease of operation, 
tlexibilily for maintenance, and your long-term solids hauling 
and end use goals. For example. while continuing aerobic 
digestion may have the lowest capital costs, this process has 
higher solids generation, requiring additional land for land 
application and/or higher landfill tipping fees. On the other 
hand. conversion to ATAD or composting to produce a Class A 
produc t would increase market<1bility for beneficial use of your 
biosolids and could open up markets closer to the TR\JVWTP. 

Throughout the country, we advise our client~ that they 
maintain alternative management practices to ensure that 
their continued operation is not impacted by changes Lo 
the land application site, weather, or other external factors. 
Nowhere is this more important than in our mountain 
communities. As part of this project. we recommend that an 
evaluation be performed regarding the management practices 
for Class A and B biosolids to identify any cost savings 
opportunities. 

Diversification of disposal options will provide redundancy 
under adverse wea ther and other unforeseen condi tions. This 
strategy could involve Class B land application in conjunction 
with the 3XM composting facility. A third standby option 
may be to provide an onsite location for extended storage of 
biosolids to mitigate unanticipated events. 

Solids and Biosolids Management Stratflgy 
Workshops and Deliverablfls 

• Workshop 3: Solids Process Alternatives and Biosolids 
Management. 

• Technical Memorandum: Solids Precess and Biosolids 
Management Recommendations. 
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Our team's dedicated cost estimating personnel 
'.mprove co5t certainty and confidence in 

implementation costs starting at conceptual 
planning and design, avoiding cost surprises. 

The proposed 5-year pla, is anticipated t b . "fi . r . 0 e a s19rn cant 
investment or the lown As such dei,elop·ing . ·. . • cost certainty 
you can have confidence m 1s essentia I. 

Our tenm·s approa_ch to cost estimating is specifically dcsigneo 
to repl 1cate the pncmg methods used by general contra Lio rs 
such as those expe_cted to submit pricing for this projeL1. This 
includes the establishment of a dedicated team of full-time 
estimators who have al I gained most of their work experience 
working for general contractors or specialty subcontractors 
that focus on the water/wastewater market space. This body 
of experience allows our temn to not only anticipate the 
proper level of effort based on the complexity of the worl<, 
but anticipates a contractor's procurement strategy, both of 
which are critical to predicting project costs. Our team also 
understands the importance of early cost certainty and works 
to not only price what is shown in the preliminary engineering 
documents, but also what experience tel Is us will be required 
to construct the intent of the design. 

Pre liminary Estimate 

This team has implemented the use of indld 
estimating software and other quantity 
add quality and consistency to the pricing 111 .. lni'illiiit 
tools aUo_w us to confidently identify project 
and priorit12e budgetary pricing requests from the 
Experience has shown that this approach is superior to 
relying on published pricing manuals created for the genarat 
construction industry. 

Final Estimate 

ative 
umptions 

• Confirm/Revise Quantities • Finalize Quantities and Prices 

ded Scope Including 
c1pa1ed Work 
Concepts 

• Updated Pricing for Cost Drivers 
• Incorporate Site and Schedule 

Constraints 

• Incorporate Primo Contract Terms 
• Adjust Contingency based on 

Bid Risk 
• Predict Fee Based on Anticipated 

Bid Participation 
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Our phased Implementation plan will define 
the path to capacity expansion and discharge 
permit compliance, while reflecting mountain 
construction realities and adhering to budget 
constraints. 

Ow plan will develop a phased approach that respects funding 
ava1lab1 hty constraints but prioritizes needs and provides 
the justification lo allocate funds through the budgeting 
process. This project is unique due to the remote location 
relative to material suppliers and labor availabil ity. The 
complexity of mountain construction wil I play an integral 
role in implementation planning as we consider sequencing, 
cost, variable influent conditions, and site access for exterior 
construction throughout the year. 

The implementation plan incorporates the following 
components: 

• Develop a pennitting plan to understand the required 
timelines for COPHE permitting and identifying the critical 
path submittals. 

• Refine preliminary cost estimates and annual . 
expenditures based on the outcomes and recommendat1ons 
from the cost estimating process to provide annual budgeting 
for improvements. 

• Conduct a constructability/projecl delivery analysis 
for the project phases or targeted process construction to 
determine how best to achieve cost certainty while meeting 
an accelerated schedule when necessary . 

• Develop a phased implementation plan that allocates 
available funding to the most urgent needs first and while 
maintaining plant operation. 

Implementation Plan Workshops and Deliverables 

• Workshop 4: Implementation Plan and Cost Estimates. 
• Technical l'vleinorandurn: Implementation Plan . 

Our hands-on equipment procurement 
experience provides real-world perspective 
on equipment procurement options, tailored 
to meet the Town's scheduling and budgetary 
needs detailed in the Implementation Plan. 

Identification of the appropriate method of equipment 
acquisition will be dependent on the selection of the project 
delivery method and the developed implementation strategy 
and schedule. The Implementation Plan will be used to 
understand critical path equipment and identify opportunities 
to reduce project schedule, cost, risk. and improve process 
performance assurances. Chapter 4, article 6 of your municipal 
code allows equipment procurement without competition if 
prescribed by a professional advisor (Sec. 4-6.2511.h). Thia 
strategy may be recommended depending on the developed 
schedule. Pre-selection of equipment based on a best value 
selection process can also be used to streamline design, 
permitting, and construction while maintaining procurement 
responsibilities with the project contractor. 

As part of a recent project for Glenwood Spring5 we 
developed an equipment procurement app1oach tha: 
combined pre-selection and pre-purchase options 
based on equipment lead ti1-:ics to meet an ayyressive 
del ivP-ry sr:·1edc1le in response to the 2020 wild'irc 
irripi:lcts to the Cit(s waters~ed. 

Equipment Acquisition Strategy Deliverables 

• Technical Memorandum: Equipment Procurement Evaluation 
and Strategy Recommendation 

Costs by Year (set Inflation to 0 % to see unescalated costs) 

Phase Name e Capa.:it>/ Exp,;nsio11 e Pl~n$ & Srvclies e Primtf'/ Trcatrn . • Reg J J l,np,o•, ... e Reg 8~ lmcfo•· . -Esc~latod Cosl 1 ... 

S60M 

$20M 

$53.2M 

,....;i·F:'i 
S5l.3M \ 

---------------f .'J--------..,..-.m-

·~· 
$32.9M 

S12.3M 
SI(ffi.-----

2028 2030 2032 203<1 2036 
Year 

Carr;H:, crc.1:cd ,1 

dv:1;1mi:: C!P ,:as,'ib.1;·~rd 
~·si,-:•g ~'.l~mJ;1;d 
h:1jcrosofi Piwter Bl ,'o.r 
m,3 City of 6'ree1-:y ·s 
fOtit·_OhBS/:. WWTP C!f 
Tt:s O·ashOOa:rJ ;Nd 
DSSOCiOter. (ti!rib:,res 
i:.:{J:e ::astom,wr.' 
t!; !he City S c;1pifal 
rSl.'iJiterrmt:ts . 
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EXECUTION 

Developing a vision and a thoughtful implementation plan Jays the foundation and 
•guard rails'' to guide a successful TRWWTP expansion project. Maintaining our 

advisor role through design and construction provides continuity and reduces rework . 

Our team is committed to maintaining key decisions 
made during planning through design, construcIion, and 
commissioning. Upfront, clear collaboration. has proven to be 
a winning formula for delivering fas1-tracked projects cost
effectively and on budget. 

A!;. ,OIJ,'i. of oar A:tet:~~1i,''1S p,T<jett 
~c.ii'il":'.►' (APtJ} !:-C'►',:r:cs. ,,;,1re,/lo 
hr,$ dsl'elo:;crt c(:."JSTH:tt:'on p,":£J$e 
APD t;1,.r!;s:g,~t pmr:f!dt,t!i.S tt.m 
r:ei:r.e,we r:o.r1,,;:.r.;,-:tm:1 ;;:id tj:!it,•;~.,. 
;;:.•di:,,.i'i{j :r;/,<;.\' f.·~r :hr: 01','•"l!;r. 
a:.'!: Pu;fess;:m~/ .4d.,/.wH - N:t~ 
J.;rcced!J:f!ii ha·v$ bee .. 1 i.'iSC+Jbb~!I 
a{ DBiA a::; i.w,;{ ,,.•c;.:Uces 
a,•id .•essc,,s .'sa;:~eo· .:,, t.PD 

Key areas where our team has supported Owners during the 
execution phase include: 

• Projec1 management. 
- document management [reportingj. 
- workflow and cuntract management. 

• Risk mitigation/project conIrols . 
• Interim design and GMP review . 
• GMP contract negotiations . 
• Construction management. 
• Commissioning . 
• Project completion/warranty . 

CAROLLO' S TWO-STEP 
APPROACH TO AN EFFECTIVE 
PROJECT CONTROLS STRATEGY 
I. Identify the project risks. 
2. Develop tailored collaboration 

and management tools to 
effectively monitor and 
manage the project. 

Carollo's project controls strategy is based on the process 
of monitoring, controlling, and reporting on scope, budget, 
schedule, and quality. Effective management in all of 
these areas is critical to managing overall project risk . 

We recommend evaluating the scope ot services during 
design and construction for the professional advisor 
after selection or the project delivery method and 
development ot the implementation plan to understand the 
services needed to best meet the project objectives. For 
completeness of this proposal response, we have included 
costs for attendance at one monthly design or construction 
meeting through 2026. 

As your Professional Advisor, our focus during the execution phase is to help you efficientl\' 
and effectively meet your goals-it's not about taking control of your project. it's about being 
your trusted advisor and working as an extension of your team. We will ensure we have the 
committed resources doing the right things at the right time. This means working for you in a 
collaborative environment and never losing focus until your project is a success. 
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Project Management and Coordination 

Our ,earn's project management approach centers on a 
collaborative process. Our project lead, Fraser Kent will 
provide the hands-on management experience required for a 
successful professional services advisor. Fraser is a technical 
expert who will be intimately involved with your Slaff and will 
facilitate Ihe daily technical direction of the project to move 
this effort forward . 

Planning the Work 

The workflow diagram and schedule presented in this proposa I 
illustrate the phases of work anticipated in 2021. The projecl 
schedule on page 28 shows the tirnefrarnes for key project 
elements, workshops, and deliverables anticipated during the 
rirst year of profess ional advisor services . 

QA/QC 
Our team's core value is delivering quality products to our 
clienls within the budget and schedule required. Our OA/OC 
program is straightforward. We use industry experts not fully 
engaged in the projecI who employ time- tested qua I ity review 
procedures and checklists for each deliv~rc1ble throughout the 
project to ensure we meet our company wide standards and 
your expectations. We have assigned number individuals as 
the QC, each with different expertise. These individuals will 
review deliverables prior to being submitted . 

0:.1r fl.~ . .f zo1/s im:/mJe smr:o'arc tas:s ;Jf :Jia:~r:it+g ~l"/ec:d.:srs. /r::J'epeo(ff,1t 
process re·lie•'1S, ;1ud ens: ro·1ir .. vs. which are :'r:tegriteiJ ·,t,.'r,~ O(it sumr.a:d 
checKlr.g process fr-om ptv/ec: statt r::, tmi:I. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 
• Systematic up-front planning to convey expeccations 

and provide the framewor~ for exccu,ing tasks. 

• Conduct mon:hly progress meetings with select. ~cv 
teari member to solicit staff inout. maintain orcject 
schedule. a1d review orcgrcss on project tasi(S. 

• Maintain and issue decision and ac;icn logs Lo keep 
track of changes, resolu:ion of issues. ar.d document 
the progression of wor< relalive lo rhe cnnlractual 
scope. Designate responsible personnel wilh due 
dales on il lirnely basis after all rneelir,gs, conference 
coils. and wurkshups. 

• Conduct "s"IJ:ion-f:,cusec" workshOps as dcfi110d n 
our project scheliule - that conce~:rate t:r,e involve11ent 
of staff along with all relevant disciplines on key 
decisions anc mak:: effic ient use of all of ow ·imB. 

• Issue rnont!1I'{ progress reports documenting progress 
relative to schedule, budget, major decisions, ano 
other key information. 

TEL~UlilC1£ RE:GIOIJAL WWTP MASTER PLAN AOVIS{)'l! ~;. ! ••. 
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Draft CpntrrJ~t B~_yif!\1,': .. l , •• ~. • • .. .- -

Below is a summal'{ of the requested modificat'ons to the 
Town of Telluride draft conimct. 

■ Section 7 .4: It is no\ possible to name additional insureds on 
Professional Liability insurance policies. To make that clear. 
we request ihe following changes: 
» In the 1st line. insert "or Professional Liability" after 

"Workers' Compensation." 

» In tlle 6th line, delete ··tand/or Professiorml Liability." 

■ Section 8: This indemnification obligation should be in 
accordance with CRS 13-50.2-102 (Section 8[a) To make this 
indemnification obi igation insurable under a professional 
liability insurance policy and to brin(1 it into conformance with 
the noted statute, we requesI the fol lowing: 

» In lhc 3rd line, replBce: "if" with "to the extent," 

» In the 4th line, insert "negligent" before "act. omission," 

» In the 5th line, replace "other fault" with "error." 

» New Section 8.2: Unless attributable 10 gross negligence, 
wi llful misconducL, or bodily harm. Consultant's liabilitv 
shall not exceed the insurance limits required under 
this Agreement and nei !her party shall be I iable for 
consequential. indirect. or special damages. 

• New Sections: As shown below for inclusion. 

22 STAN DARO OF CARE 
Co11sultant shall complete the se!Vices required hereu11der in 
accordance with the prevailing sta11dard of care bv exercising 
the skill and ability ordinarily required of consultants 
performing the same or similar services, uoder the same or 
similar circumstances, in the State of Colorado. 

23 TOWN-PROVIDED INFORMATION AND 
SERVICES 

Town shall fumish Cons!lltaflt available studies, reports 
and other data perti11ent to Co11sultant's services; obtai11 
or authorize Consultant to obtain or provide additional 
reports and data as req!lired; furnish to Consultant services 
of others required tor the pedormaoce of Consultant's 
services hereu11de1; and Consultant shall be eotitled to use 
and reasonably rely !lpon all such information and services 
provided b)' Town or others in performiog Consultaot's services 
hereu11der, in accordance wilh the prevailing standard of wre. 

24. ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS 

Corisultant has no control over the cost of labor, materials, 
equipment or services furnished by others, over the incoming 
wastewater quality and/or qu,3ntity; or over the way Tc>was 

plant(s) and/or associated processes are operated and/or 
mai11tained. Data projectio11s a11d estimates are based oo 
Coosc,ltant's opioion based on experience and judgment. 
Consultant cannot and does not guarantee that actual 
costs and/or quantities realized will llOt vaJY from the dala 
prujectiofls and estimates prepared by Consultant ,:md 
Co11sultallt will /Jot be liable to and/or indemnify Town a1Jd/ 
or any third party related to ally inconsistellcies between 
Consultant's data projections a/Id estimates arid actual 
costs and/or qualltities realized by Town and/or any third 
party in the future, except to the exteot such inconsistencies 
are caused by Consultant's llegligent performance 
hereunder . 

25.DELAYS 
Cu11sulta11t is no/ responsible for dam,Jge or delay in 
performallce caused by events beyond the reasonable 
control of Consultant. In the event Co11sultant's se,vices 
are suspe11ded, delayed or interrupted for the convenience 
of Tawil or delays occur beyolld the reasonable control of 
ConsulliJnl, an equitable adjustment in Consultant'.~ time 
of performance and cost of Co11sulta11t's personnel and 
subcolltractors may be made. 

26. WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES, AND 
DAMAGES 

Collsultant shall not be respollsible for warranties, 
guarantees, fitness for a parlicc1lar purpose, breach of 
fiduciary duty, loss of a11ticipated profits or for economic, 
incidental, liquidated, or collsequential damages to Town 
or any third party arisiog out of breach of contract, delay, 
termillation, or for professiollal negligence. Additionally, 
ConsulIa1it shall not be responsible for acts and decisions of 
third parties, includi11g govemmental ageocies, other than 
Consultant's subconsultams, that impact project completion 
and/or succe.~s. 

27 THIRD PARTIES 

The services to be performed by Consultant are intended 
s()lely for the benefit of Town. No person or e11tity IwI a 
signatOJY to the Agreement shall be entitled to relv on 
Co1Jsultant's performance of its services hereunder, and no 
right to assert a claim agains1 Consullanl by assignment 
of i11demnitv rights or otherwise shall accrue to a lhird 
party as a result of the Agreemellt or the performance of 
Collsultant's services hereunder. 
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Notice to Proceed {March 19, 2021) 
Project Management and Coordination 

Project Management Data Requisitions. Collection and Review 
Kickoff Meeting and Workshops 

Procurement · Engineer/ Construction Contractor RFP 
Determination of Project Delivery Method 
Develop RFP Approach and Required Materials for Inclusion 
Review of Draft RFP and Engineer/Contractor Procurement Contract 
Issue Engineer/Contractor RFP 
Review Proposals, Interviews, Provide Recommendation and Award 

Im lementation Plan 
Confirm Basis of Planning 

Evaluate Population and Historical Flow and Loading Data 
Develop Projected Flow, Organic, and Nutrient Influent Conditions 
Regulatory Boundary Conditions (Effluent Criteria) 

Existing and Recommended WWTP Facility Hydraulic Grade Line 
WWTP Liquid Stream Approach 
Develop Liquid Treatment Process Design Summary 

Preliminary Drawing and 3d Models 
Preliminary Equipment List 

Solids Handling and Biosolids Management Approach 
Implementation Plan 

Equipment Procurement Alternatives and Recommendations 
Execution 

Design Review Services 
Construction Phase Services 

PROPOSED PROJECT SCHEDULE 
With a commitment to providing a timely and responsive schedule. we assume a start date of 
March 19. 2021. 

The schedule provided above shows our proposed work for 2021, with an approximate schedule 
through Lhe 2026 implememation 1irne frame. Our team will work with the Town during project 
initiation to finalize the schedule. including key deliverables, site visits. and workshops. Work 
completed in 2021 for the Implementation Plan will further di~tc1le the remainder tor the project 
schedule. 

W2· 
and H 

W3· 
Mana 

W4 -1 
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$2,$00 S6,600 $9,200 $47 ,soo 

Projecl MaM;1emcnt. O,1t.1 Rt~~Vi$iij<;n.:;, C~l<.:<.:tior: $!.>24 SG2-t S9,744 

ProjeCl COO!Oln,!ltlon and Pr~ ~ss Reporting (l:l M $234 S2:J.4 S3,tiM 

Mon;hly Coordinaij<X1 Calls (0 l,fomh$) $4 16 $4Hi- $6,491} 

WotMl!oo 1 K.ic>.off. Project DcCive,y AiJoro;:,<:11 $1,274 $6.?19 $7,693 $27,633 

Plan Englnee,1Con9tructlon Contractor RFP tTa&k 1 $2,000 so 1,2,000 $3.1,800 

D<.:tc1111in:)li(.ln or pH>p:';l ~b~li11t:fy n,t:lflod $336 S33S S5,550 

lJeye-1:p AH• approach and requir&: ms.lerials for $SOO sm. $0,31~ 

R<;•1k:1J <;S <.lrs•fl RFP :lrn-1 e n9int11)f/C<>i1h:)(:l~11 Pf(!(, $5,72 $572 $,.l!,780 

t<ew~,,, proposaiS. inte-.'\•ifl11s. proM ~ recommend· $520 t -ti20 -t.8,120 

Implementation Plan (task 2. ◄) $16,700 $0 S18,700 1271.800 

l:.valuate P.opulS11on and Hls;orleal flow and Lcadll $572 S572 $8.0'44 

Develop Pt◊~t;;d Flow, Organic, and Nutrient Int,, $23-4 $2-14 $3,920 

Rl':!)1Jlt-1lc11y {lo1md:tfy Clllldili\)1)1'; (!=m1,!!nl C111Mi.'l:, $,3.g>j saoo SS,362 

D 1 (D,atl) BaSis Of Pi81'1(A111g $$20 $-520 $7 .12<1 

D1 (F-i11a,'J B;..sis of Pi'ar,,-.,:r,g S364. $364 t;i.0$6 

Develop existing \\!\-VI r• Hydraulic Moael S 1.2-la9- f,1,24!> $1i\ 502 

Evah1;l!~\ ~lltc1m.t!i•J-:) f.<11J <.:1>nfimm.11iQnt- (sit.sun:<: 3 S1.i 44 $1.144 $1 7.672 

0 2 (DllJf/) H-J(iff t.JA"C Modeling £v~tvttticn $2.!!6 S2~6 53,926 

c 2 (f,nei) H'jd1a1,1:c MGdeMg eva•i.•1H.'¢.1 $104 .f,1Qt S1,304 

'NNTP LG:1i<l $11'e3/fl f\rtf)ff,~h $1 ,144 $1,144 S1S,3:i2 

0 3 f Dteft) ! lq:,ld srreem Pf¢Cess Recommend. S832 Sfl32 t>U.168 

C3 fFiMf) !.iq.J,'d Srte~r:; P:cce.ss ReX("'l"1'181"d S520 SG20 $7, Hl4 

Woti<sbop 2 i.iqt,iri $.'(IM:r, :~rid J-,y<'!f'ftul;c G!8 $'.)76 SGJQ $ 10 ,5,!,S 

Pri.iminmy P:ocess Design ~3.848 S3,848 350,130 

S.00.ds Ha1Y.Jin~ and Rie-:1olk'Ss Ma11.!9emen1 Appro $ 1,170 $1,1 70 S1 7,186 

D-t (Dr ott)) Sor.as .=:t0..--ess nNJ Stcso1iCJs Mo:10 S5°'0 $5♦13 tS.186 

!)4 (Fi-:al} Solid$ Pr:)C(I$$ aM S,',:;S(){•Q$ ,\41,'lilt. $221 S221 s:1, 1a1 

wa,Y.SJ:cp J S06dS P,ccess e!'1!! BiCSOi!GIS t,la $780 $7-00 l li.380 

huplc;m(,1'1i<ltion Pl<m $962 t962 $ 15,534 

D5 (O!~fl)J (mpieme11,.,/k»1 P(S I} sg10 $910 S13,026 

D~ ,~ .. ,a;J ,m1--.~meNa~.'i P•i.'i $468 $.<!68 ,10,3'00 

#(}111.$.'•QO 4 . (mp.'c;nc'lt;:,iioto ,OJt,1n (v,'rJi,al) S1.014 $1.()M $16,076 

1=111.Jiprncnt Proru«>ment Evalu..1ion an<.f Stmlt1!J'/ $390 53;;.::, SG.202 

Dfi (Dr~ft) E(i.;,:p..,.cm P1cc~1tcmcm Cvttk,ltJ!iM $206 $2')8 $3,3♦8 

C6 !f•r,er, Eq:..,pms,n Ptoc:..'em~nr C:vo.'.i;o,r,,;, $1:lb $ 130 $2,030 

Exe-cu lion (Tll.sk 5) $3,100 so $3,100 $48,700 

>,1ontll.f}· Ce.sign f•ro-7 1:ss Meellngs (assumed 2~ S l ,246 f; l.24' $19,488 

Monthly Cl.)1:'1.:;i;u<.:OOn Prol;Jll;lSf Moetit19$ (~tllicip,s S1,-072 $6,618 t-Ul72 $2~.232 

PROJECT TOTALS S26.300 $9~0 $33 000 $399800 
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Deliverable 
Contracted 

Date 

Revised 

Date 
Reasons for Delay Comments

TM 1 - Basis of Design 7/29/2021 8/26/2021

* Received final influent flow data required for calculating peak hour and peak

   instantaneous factors on August 11 from BHEC (originally requested June 30) 

* Received direction from Town regarding design flow and load on August 5

TM is unlikely to capture the permit modifications that are anticipated from the CDPHE in the regulatory update. 

Apply for PELs 8/6/2021 8/19/2021 * Received decision on design flow and loading on August 6 Package will be ready for Town to submit to CDPHE after Town review and input 

TM 2 - Hydraulic Modeling Evaluation and 

Recommendations 
8/27/2021

9/2/2021

9/16/2021

* Received final equipment headloss information on 8/6/21 

* Providing a week between submitting TM1 and TM2 for Town review for initial draft 

* Second draft will be submitted with the liquid stream recommendation to incorporate

   the hydraulic evaluation for the proposed alternative. 

This draft will only cover existing hydraulics at the facility for 2.1 mgd and the proposed design capacity of 2.3 mgd.  The 

hydraulic evaluation for the recommendations will be developed with H₂O Innovations during the Liquid Stream Approach TM 

and submitted to the Town for review. 

TM 3 - Liquid Stream Process Recommendations (H₂O 

Innovations) 

Workshop 2 - Liquid Stream and Hydraulic Modeling 9/22/2021 On Schedule 

TM 4 - Solids Process and Biosolids Management 

Recommendation
10/5/2021 On Schedule Pending delivery of solids projections from liquid stream recommendations are provided by September 1. 

TM 5 - 5 Year Implementation Plan and CIP 11/19/2021 On Schedule 

Pending scheduled delivery and Town review of TM 3 and TM 4 as information developed for these deliverables are inputs for 

the implementation plan, cost, and sequencing. 

Understanding of Town's bond spending requirements in 2022 is also required to complete this task. Originally requested on 

June 18, 2021 

Workshop 4 - Implementation Plan Review 12/1/2021 On Schedule 

TM 6 - Equipment Procurement Evaluation and 

Strategy Recommendation 
12/21/2021 On Schedule 

Pending scheduled delivery and Town review of TM 3, 4, and 5 as information developed for these deliverables are inputs for the 

strategy to procure equipment.

Understanding of Town's bond spending requirements in 2022 is also required to complete this task. Originally requested on 

June 18, 2021 
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Telluride Regional WWTP 
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// Kick-off workshop(s): agenda(s)

1. Welcome and Introductions [10 min.]

 Introductions

 Agenda Overview

 Meeting Objectives 

2. Project Information / Background / 
Expectations [20 min.]

 Team contacts

 Communications

 Scope, Workflow, Schedule

BREAK 

3. Regulatory Overview [40 min.]

 Overview 

 Liquid Stream 

 Solids Stream discussion 

4. Flow and Load Projections [50 min]

 Population projections 

 Influent flow and load Conditions 

5. Wrap up and coordination for next week 

1. Surveyor Site Meeting [60 min.]

2. Project status, workflow, schedule [10 min.]

3. Basis of Design [20 min.]

 Information request

 Influent projections 

 Regulatory overview

4. Project Goals and Objectives [90 min.]

 Background 

 Group Exercise

LUNCH 

5. Facility Walk Through [2 hrs.]

2

PART 1 – JULY 8 PART 2 – JULY 13 PART 3 – JULY 14

1. Alternative Project Delivery Method 
Selection [2 hrs.]

 Summary of Project Goals/Objectives 

 CMAR and Progressive DB

 Schedule Implications 

LUNCH 

2. Hydraulic Profile Model Development [60 
min.]

 Review flow path 

 Clarifications 

 Required field verification 

3. Field Verification [2 hrs.]

4. Workshop wrap up [60 mins.]

1. Goals

2. Selected ADP Method 

3. Schedule 

4. Next Steps and Action Items 

1

2
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// Today’s meeting objectives 

• Kick-off project and review scope, fee, and 
preliminary schedule

• Review projections and influent conditions

• Discuss regulatory scenarios

• Review of data and data gaps 

• Confirm agenda for next week’s site visit 

3
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Project Information

3

4
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// Primary project team contact list 

Contact Name Project Role Phone Number Email Address

Paul Ruud Public Works Director (970) 728-3077 pruud@telluride-co.gov

Karen Guglielmone Env. and Engineering Manager (970) 728-0190 kguglielmone@telluride-co.gov

Katie Doody Water/ Wastewater Manager  (970) 708-4862 kdoody@telluride-co.gov

Joyce Huang Town Engineer (970) 728-2169 jhuang@telluride-co.gov

Fraser Kent 
H₂O Innovation 

Project Manager 
(289) 813-5533, ext 103 fraser.kent@h2oinnovation.com

Leanne Miller Carollo Project Manager (720) 878-8465 lmiller@carollo.com

Andrew Gilmore Technical Advisor (602) 474-4214 agilmore@carollo.com
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// Project communication 

• Funneling communications

 Decisions – through PMs 

 Correspondence – carbon copy PMs

• Data storage and sharing: Project OneDrive

 Wastewater Data

 Equipment Shop Drawings

 Facility Record Drawings

 Planning Documents

• Weekly coordination calls – Thursdays 1:00pm  

• Meeting minutes, action items, decision log  

6

5

6
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// Project Objectives and Goals – PSA Implementation Plan

• Select and solicit project delivery method and equipment procurement method(s)

 Minimize Town risk by selecting appropriate project delivery method, equipment 

procurement strategies, and development of appropriate contract documents 

• Create a hydraulic model for the facility 

 Understand expansion project optimization opportunities

• Develop an Implementation Plan for the TRWWTP Expansion

 Provide pathway for liquid stream and solids stream improvements 

 Cost effective solutions to achieve capacity and regulatory requirements 

 Re-use existing infrastructure where practical while improving process efficiency, 

operability, and facility redundancy/ reliability 

 Understand complex mountain construction constraints  to create a plan that achieves 

expansion goals, timeline, and cost within these constraints
7
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// Project workflow

8

› Objectives 

› Population 

› Projections 

› Regulatory

› Survey 

› TM 1

› Kick-off Meeting

Basis

› Capacity Analysis 

› Hydraulic Model 

› TM 2

› Workshop 2

Modeling

› Liquids Stream

› Solids Stream

› TM 3 and 4  

› Workshop 2 and 3 

Recommendations 

› Expansion Project 
Implementation Plan 

› Equipment 
procurement strategy

› TM 5 and TM 6

› Workshop 4 

Prioritize

Project scope, workflow, and anticipated schedule is HIGHLY 
dependent on selected project delivery method and schedule for 

design team onboarding 

Alternative Project Delivery Procurement 

7

8
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// Interim deliverables and workshops opportunity to provide 
input and direction

• Define the interim deliverables 

• How to review and provide input

• Addressing your comments 

• Final versions 

9

TMs, workshops, and other deliverables 

are used to create your vision.

DELIVERABLES AND WORKSHOPS

1. Six (6) Tech Memos

2. Four (4) Workshops

3. 2-Day Site Visit

Fi
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e
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0

// Interim deliverables and workshops opportunity to provide 
input and direction

• TM 1: Basis of Design (July)

• TM 2: Hydraulic Modeling Evaluation (Aug.) 

• TM 3: Liquid Stream Process 
Recommendations (Sept.)

• TM 4: Solids Process and Biosolids 
Management Recommendation (Oct.)

• TM 5: Implementation Plan (Nov.)

• TM 6: Equipment Procurement Evaluation 
and Recommendation (Dec.)

10

TMs, workshops, and other deliverables 

are used to create your vision.

DELIVERABLES WORKSHOPS

• WS 1a: Basis of Design (virtual)

• WS 1b: Site Visit and Kickoff Workshop

• WS 2: Liquid Stream and Hydraulic 
Model (Virtual)

• WS 3: Solids Process and Biosolids 
Management (Virtual) 

• WS 4: Implementation Plan (Virtual)

9

10
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// Schedule and Key Milestones

11

JUN JUL AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN 22 FEB 22

ADP PROCUREMENT 

DOCUMENTS AND RFP

BASIS OF DESIGN

HYDRAULIC 

MODELING

RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION 

PLAN / PRIORITIZE 
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// Project schedule – 3 month look ahead 

12

JULY

› TM 1 Draft : July 29

› WS 1: July 8, 13 - 15

AUGUST

› Apply for PELs: Aug 1* 

› TM 1 Comments Due: Aug 6

› TM 2 Draft: Aug 27

› TM 2 Comments Due: Sept 3

SEPTEMBER

› TM 3 Draft: Sept 15

› TM 3 Comments Due: Sept 30

› Workshop 2: Sept. 22 (virtual)

11

12

* 
* ** 
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Regulatory Drivers and 
Scenarios
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// Current effluent permit limitations

14

Parameter 30-day 

Average

7-day Average Daily 

Maximum

2-Year 

Average

TSS (mg/L) 30 45

BOD5 (mg/L) 30 45

E. Coli (#/100 mL geometric mean) 224 448

TRC (mg/L) 0.02 0.032

Total Ammonia (mg/L) 1.8 to 10 20 to 37 2.4 (Sept.)

Total Inorganic Nitrogen (mg/L) 34

17 (eff. 2025)

* Metals limits that are currently included in the Town’s discharge permit will be contested through 
the permit modification, alternatives analysis, and discharge specific variance processes.  These 
limits will be summarized next week and incorporated into the final basis of design technical 
memorandum. 

13

14
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// Regulation 85 technology based effluent limits

• Effective implementation date
 Sept. 30, 2012

• Delayed implementation date
 Dec. 21, 2027

• Qualifications for delayed 
implementation
 Design flow greater than 1 mgd 

but less than 2 mgd
 Existing watershed control 

regulations
 Discharging into a low-priority 

8-unit HUC watershed

15

Parameter Annual Median 95th Percentile

TIN (mg/L) 15 20

TP (mg/L) 1.0 2.5

HUC = Hydrologic unit code

Regulation 85 Discharge Limits
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// Voluntary Incentive Program for Early Nutrient Reductions

16

Parameter Upper End Lower End

TIN (mg/L) 14.99 7.0

TP (mg/L) 0.99 0.7

Voluntary Incentive Program Effluent Targets

15

16

CDPHE's Voluntary Incentive 

Program allows facilities to reduce 

nitrogen and phosphorus in the 
effluent below Regulation 85 limits 

in exchange for an extended 

Regulation 31 compliance schedule. 

Incentive credits will be calculated 
for each calendar year based on the 

annual median of each pollutant. 

Incentive credits can be earned for 

up to a maximum of 10 years if 

decreasing both nutrients. 

ENTER DATA HERE 

Annua l median concentrations 
TIN TP 

mg/L mg/L 
2018 21.3 
2019 16.8 
2020 
2021 
2022 
2023 
2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 

Total months 
E . .ble Months 
E " .ble Yun 

I CREDITS EARNED 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
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// Historical effluent TIN concentrations

17
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// Historical effluent TP concentrations

18

17
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// Regulation 31 Water Quality Based Effluent Limits 
(WQBELs) implemented after 2027

• Assumptions

 30E3 flow data used in lieu of 
1E5 data (conservative)

−Evaluated with and without 
bifurcation

 85th percentile of in-stream TN 
and TP data adopted

• Q1 = Upstream flow

• Q2 = WRRF Design flow

• Q3 = Downstream flow

• M1 = In-stream background concentration

• M2 = Calculated WQBEL

• M3 = Water Quality Standard

19

Condition Total Nitrogen (mg/L) Total Phosphorus (mg/L)

In-stream Requirement (Cold Designation) 1.25 0.11

The limits shown above were the limits included in 
the 2017 Master Plan 
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// Regulation 31 Water Quality Based Effluent Limits 
(WQBELs) implemented after 2027

• Q1 = 2.5 cfs / 9.7 cfs

• Q2 = 3.2 cfs

• Q3 = 5.7 cfs / 12.9 cfs

• M1 = 0.35 mg/L (TN) / 0.00 mg/L (TP)

• M2 = Calculated WQBEL

• M3 = 1.25 mg/L (TN) / 0.11 mg/L (TP)

20

Condition Total Nitrogen (mg/L) Total Phosphorus (mg/L)

In-stream Requirement (Cold Designation) 1.25 0.11

• Assumptions

 30E3 flow data used in lieu of 
1E5 data (conservative)

−Evaluated with and without 
bifurcation

 85th percentile of in-stream TN 
and TP data adopted

19

20
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// Regulation 31 Water Quality Based Effluent Limits 
(WQBELs) implemented after 2027

21

Condition (Current Design Capacity 2.1 mgd) Total Nitrogen (mg/L) Total Phosphorus (mg/L)

In-stream Requirement (Cold Designation) 1.25 0.11

Estimated Discharge Limit (with bifurcation) >1.94 >0.19

Estimated Discharge Limit (without bifurcation) >3.93 >0.44

• Q1 = 2.5 cfs / 9.7 cfs

• Q2 = 3.2 cfs

• Q3 = 5.7 cfs / 12.9 cfs

• M1 = 0.35 mg/L (TN) / 0.00 mg/L (TP)

• M2 = Calculated WQBEL

• M3 = 1.25 mg/L (TN) / 0.11 mg/L (TP)

• Assumptions

 30E3 flow data used in lieu of 
1E5 data (conservative)

−Evaluated with and without 
bifurcation

 85th percentile of in-stream TN 
and TP data adopted
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// Regulation 31 Water Quality Based Effluent Limits 
(WQBELs) implemented after 2027

22

Condition
Total Nitrogen 

(mg/L)

Total Phosphorus 

(mg/L)

In-stream Requirement

(2017 MP design condition)
1.25 0.11

Estimated Discharge Limit 

(without bifurcation, 2.1 mgd)
> 3.93 > 0.44

Estimated Discharge Limit 

(without bifurcation, 2.5 mgd)
> 3.50 > 0.39

21

22
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// Regulation 31 Water Quality Based Effluent Limits 
(WQBELs) implemented after 2027

23

Condition at current rated capacity Total Nitrogen (mg/L) Total Phosphorus (mg/L)

In-stream Requirement (Cold Designation) 1.25 0.11

Estimated Discharge Limit (with bifurcation) >1.94 >0.19

Estimated Discharge Limit (without bifurcation) >3.93 >0.44

• Assumptions

 30E3 flow data used in lieu of 
1E5 data (conservative)

−Evaluated with and without 
bifurcation

 85th percentile of in-stream TN 
and TP data adopted
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2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035

Current 
Permit

- New Permit
- Reg 85 Comp. Schedule

- New Permit
- Reg 85 Limits

- Reg 31 Comp. Schedule 

New Permit
Reg 31 Limits

// Summary of potential future effluent nutrient regulations

24

Parameter 30-Day Average Daily Maximum
Regulation 85

(~2030)

Regulation 31

(~2035+)

Ammonia (mg/L) 1.8 - 10 20 to 37

TIN (mg/L)
34

17 (eff. 2025)
15 /  20

TN (mg/L) ~ 3.5

TP (mg/L) 1 / 2.5 ~ 0.39

CDPHE WQCD could immediately jump to Regulation 31 implementation in 2027 (plus time for 
negotiated compliance schedule)

23

24

• EffOrgN 
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Flow and Load Projections
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// Flow and load projections – introduction 

• Per capita flow and loading developed to project future influent 
WWTP conditions

• Population projections adopted from 2017 Master Plan

• Projections developed for

 Average day annual (ADAF)

 Average day maximum month (ADMMF)

 Peak Week Winter (Oct thru Mar) (PWW)

 Peak Week Summer (Apr thru Sep) (PWS)

 Peak Day (PDF)

 Peak Hour (PHF)

26

25

26

LOAD 

ALIGN 
COMMUNITY 

GROWTH 
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// Flow and load projections – definitions

27

Condition
Projected 

Parameters
Purpose

ADAF Flow and loads
Demonstrating treatment capacity with units out of service 

now and in the future.

ADMMF Flow and loads CDPHE permitting and design treatment capacity.

PWW Flow and loads
Demonstrating peak seasonal treatment capacity now and 

in the future.
PWS Flow and loads

PDF Flow
Demonstrating hydraulic treatment and equalization 

capacity now and in the future.

PHF Flow
CDPHE for permitted hydraulic treatment capacity 

purposes – selected processes.
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// Population projection for service area

28

Adopted from 2017 Master 
Plan

27

28
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Resident & Visitor Estimates for Telluride and Mountain Village 
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Annual Growth Rate 
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// Historical influent flow data

29

Flow 

Condition

2017 

Value 

(mgd)

2021 

Value 

(mgd)

Peaking 

Factor 

ADAF 0.70 0.83 -

ADMMF 1.04 1.32 1.59

PW – Winter NA 1.01 1.22

PW – Summer NA 1.41 1.71

Peak Day 1.39 1.47 1.78

Peak Hour 2.8* 2.00 2.41

Current permitted hydraulic capacity = 2.1 mgd

* 2017 Peak Hour was an estimated value based 
on 2x peak day 
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// Historical influent flow data – Peak hour

30

29
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// Historical influent flow data

31

Flow 

Condition

Value 

(mgd)

Per Capita 

(gpd/cap)

ADAF 0.83 66

ADMMF 1.32 104

PW – Winter 1.01 80

PW – Summer 1.41 112

Peak Day 1.47 116

Peak Hour -- --

*Assumes 2021 population of 12,693
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// Influent flow projections

32
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// Historical influent BOD5 data

33

*Not uncommon for Town events to coincide with and 
even mask I/I events
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// Historical influent BOD5 data

34

Statistically 
relevant shift 

in data 
distribution

33
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// Historical influent BOD5 data

35

• Greater data variability since Nov. 2019

 Median value has increased

 IQR has increased

 Min-Max range has increased

Reading a Box Plot
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// Influent BOD5 projections (excluding 2021 data)
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// Historical influent TSS data
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// Historical influent TSS data
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• Greater data variability since Nov. 2019

 Median value has increased

 IQR has increased

 Min-Max range has increased

Reading a Box Plot
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// Historical influent NH4 data
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**Influent nutrient data sampled only 1x per month
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// Discussion – Data for inclusion in the flow and load 
projections
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// Recap Today’s Meeting Objectives 

Confirm agenda for next week’s site visit 

Kick-off project and review scope, fee, and 

preliminary schedule

Discuss regulatory scenarios

Review projections and influent conditions

Review of data and data gaps 
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// Next steps / 30 day look ahead 

47

• Town to complete information request 

• Finalize site visit agenda and confirm meeting locations 

• Select project delivery method 

 Revise project schedule 

• Basis of design and PEL application

• Hydraulic modeling 

• Site Survey 

• Draft TM 1 to Town July 29

47
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Technical Memorandum 1 

BASIS OF DESIGN 

1.1   Introduction 

The Town of Telluride (Town) manages, operates, and maintains the Telluride Regional 

Wastewater Treatment Plant (TRWWTP) for the benefit of the current and future users of sewer 

service, which includes the Town, Mountain Village, and Aldasoro, Lawson Hill, and 

unincorporated San Miguel County. Mountain Village participates jointly with the Town to provide 

financial support for operation and maintenance of the facility. The current TRWWTP was 

commissioned in 1988 and has complied with its statutory and regulatory requirements along 

with meeting obligations as outlined in the agreement between the Town and Mountain Village. 

 

Figure 1.1 Vicinity Map and Aerial of TRWWTP 

The Town is committed to safeguarding the community's most vital resource, clean water. A 

team of dedicated water professionals manage, operate, and maintain the wastewater 

treatment systems in a fiscally responsible manner that ensures the protection of public health 

and the environment. The TRWWTP provides reliable and efficient wastewater collection, 

conveyance, and treatment service to approximately 12,000 people in surrounding service area. 

The TRWWTP: 

1. Provides treatment services for the surrounding service area and receives septic waste 

from users not connected to the collection system in the surrounding area. 

2. Treats wastewater flows at the 2.1-million-gallon-per-day (mgd) facility, which is 

located at 12000 Colorado 145 (location shown in Figure 1.1). Effluent from the 

TRWWTP is discharged to the San Miguel River. 
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1.2   Project Objectives and Goals 

As part of the Town's 2017 Master Planning effort, expansion projects for the TRWWTP were 
recommended to address increasing organic and hydraulic loading to the existing TRWWTP. The 
purpose this memorandum and the additional memoranda supporting this document is to 
develop a strategic implementation roadmap for achieving operational resiliency and reliability 
to meet the wastewater needs of users within the service area through the 2050 planning 
horizon in a strategic and financially responsible manner. 

The primary goal of this effort is to develop influent and effluent design criteria based on existing 
facility data. As part of this project, the Town identified seven objectives to guide the 
development of the implementation pathway and the ultimate TRWWTP expansion project. The 
main objective of the implementation plan is to recommend sequential improvements using a 
holistic approach that: 

• Revitalizes aging infrastructure to support long term operation of the new facility.  
• Protects the health and safety of the community and Town employees. 
• Generates solutions that are forward thinking to provide options to address future 

regulatory challenges. 
• Streamline unit process efficiency to reduce variability and minimize staff attention by 

leveraging operational and energy efficiencies 
• Enhances facility automation and control by increasing connectivity and functionality 

for process control, data management, and decision making by implementing the latest 
technology standards. 

• Develop project communication guidelines between the Town, engineer, and 
contractor team to enhance project success and efficient delivery of the final TRWWTP 
expansion project. 

• Solutions are protective of and provides benefit to all environmental media (water, air, 
land) by considering opportunities for enhanced sustainability practices through 
resource recovery opportunities, renewable energy, and energy efficient processes. 

1.3   Population Estimates  

Population projections for this basis of design were adopted from the Telluride Regional 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Master Plan (2017 Master Plan) (Stantec, 2017). The projections 
were developed from 2017 through a 30-year planning horizon of 2047 and assumed a constant 
annual growth rate from both residents and short-term visitors to the Town. Key findings and 
assumptions from those population projections included: 

• The year-round resident population of the service area is relatively small and has grown 
at a rate of between 1 and 2 percent, annually. 

• The available accommodations are likely to be developed at a rate that is consistent 
with residential population growth. 

• Projections for both the Town and Mountain Village assumed a 1.5 percent annual 
growth rate for residents and visitors for the next 30 years. 

Figure 1.2 shows the totalized resident and visitor populations during the peak seasons at three 
annual growth rates over 30 years; 1 percent, 1.5 percent, and 2 percent. For continuity of 
planning and at the direction of Town staff, this basis of design adopted these projections 
assuming a 1.5 percent annual growth to estimate future flows and loads. Town staff approved 
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the use of the 1.5 percent growth data, as it is consistent with observed growth in the service 
area since the 2017 Master Plan was published. 

 
Adapted from the 2017 Master Plan 

Figure 1.2 Resident and Visitor Population Projections for TRWWTP Service Area 

1.3.1   Future Impacts of Commercial and Industrial Dischargers  

The 2017 Master Plan identified three additional sources of wastewater that impact flows and 
loads into the TRWWTP, which will remain primary contributors into the future. 

1.3.1.1   Septage 

Septage will continue to be collected at the TRWWTP into the future. At this time, septage 
haulers discharge flows into a manhole outside of the facility headworks; no storage is provided 
to attenuate flows. The 2017 Master Plan recommended installation of a dedicated receiving 
station consisting of an equalization tank and odor control treatment system, giving operations 
staff the ability to control how and when septage is discharged into the plant headworks. 

Based on several assumptions regarding the number of county septic systems, the gallons 
pumped from each system, and the pumping frequency, the 2017 Master Plan used an annual 
growth rate of 3 percent for septage flows into the TRWWTP. In 2047, the estimated septage 
flows were 1,700 gallons per day (gpd) (average daily flow), 5,600 gpd (maximum month flow), 
11,200 gpd (maximum week flow), and 56,000 gpd (peak day flow [PDF]). The projected 
maximum month flow represents approximately 0.3 percent of the current rated hydraulic 
capacity of the facility. The estimated 5-day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD₅) loads in the 
2047 were 99 pounds per day (ppd) (average daily), 330 ppd (maximum month), 660 ppd 
(maximum week), and 817 ppd (peak day). The projected maximum month BOD₅ load represents 
approximately 8.9 percent of the current rated organic capacity of the facility. 

Given the comparatively low flow and load contribution to the TRWWTP on a maximum month 
basis (as a percentage of the total flow and load), and the fact that the 2017 Master Plan septage 
projections were based largely on textbook values and not actual sampling data, this basis of 
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design assumed that septage flows will increase at a rate proportional to the resident and visitor 
population into the future. Septage flows and loads were not allocated separately as compared 
to other contributing sources and were instead assumed to be represented in the combined 
historical influent wastewater data provided by the Town. 

During the design phase for the TRWWTP expansion project, septage flow data collected since 
the completion of the 2017 Master Plan should be used to design and appropriately size the 
recommended septage receiving station. For purposes of the implementation plan and 
conceptual cost estimates in subsequent phases, the projections from the 2017 Master Plan will 
be used for sizing purposes. 

1.3.1.2   Commercial Businesses 

The following subsections discuss the significant commercial dischargers identified as 
contributing flows to the TRWWTP in the 2017 Master Plan. Town staff have indicated that there 
has been no change to the commercial dischargers since the 2017 Master Plan was published. 

Restaurants and Bars 

The 2017 Master Plan assumed that the estimates of resident and visitor population account for 
the flow and loading from this source; this assumption will remain consistent for this basis of 
design. An exception is the discharge of fats, oil, and grease (FOG) from restaurants. By Town 
ordinance, restaurants are required to install and maintain grease traps on their service lines. 
Currently, haulers of FOG transport this material as far as Grand Junction for disposal. Long-
term, the Town is interested in considering opportunities to receive this waste at the TRWWTP. 

Hotels and Laundromats 

The 2017 Master Plan assumed that waste associated with hotels and laundromats are also 
captured in the per capita flow and loading associated with the resident and visitor population 
estimates. For continuity of planning, this basis of design has adopted the same assumption. 

Boiler Systems 

Another source of high strength waste that is commonly discharged to the collection system 
comes from boilers used to heat buildings and infrastructure. The 2017 Master Plan noted that 
the spent glycol-based boiler water is either discharged into the collection system or transported 
by septage haulers to the TRWWTP during maintenance activities. Because the discharges are 
associated with maintenance activities that are unpredictable in nature, no flow or load 
projections were established in the 2017 Master Plan for this waste stream. It was instead 
recommended that the Town develop a utility ordinance and public education program to 
control the discharge of boiler waste streams in the collection system. 

Given the comparatively low flow and load contribution to the TRWWTP, and the lack of 
available data, this basis of design assumed that boiler discharge flows will increase at a rate 
proportional to the resident and visitor population. 

Brewery and Distillery 

The Town is home to one brewery and one distillery. Currently, the waste streams from both 
businesses discharge to the TRWWTP under an industrial discharge permit with required 
monitoring, sampling, and reporting. Based on discussions with the business owners regarding 
speculative future growth, the 2017 Master Plan developed projections through the 30-year 
planning horizon for consideration against the current rated capacity of the treatment facility. In 
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2047, the estimated brewery/distillery waste flows were 12,700 gpd (average daily flow), 
19,100 gpd (maximum month flow), 22,230 gpd (maximum week flow), and 25,500 gpd (PDF). 
The projected maximum month flow represents approximately 0.9 percent of the current rated 
hydraulic capacity of the facility. The estimated BOD₅ loads in 2047 were 573 ppd (average daily), 
846 ppd (maximum month), 1,025 ppd (maximum week), and 1,170 ppd (peak day). The 
projected maximum month BOD₅ load represents approximately 23 percent of the current rated 
organic capacity of the facility. Note that these projections from the 2017 Master Plan assumed 
that a 400 percent brewery expansion would occur at a new location in 2020, and that a second 
brewery would open in 2030. Town staff confirmed that the brewery expansion has not occurred 
as intended and that the planned expansion location is no longer an option for the brewery. 

This space to be updated with information from the Town regarding the future expansion plans from 
the brewery. 

1.3.1.3   Institutions 

Schools are currently the only large institutions in the TRWWTP collection system. The 2017 
Master Plan assumed that the resident and visitor population estimates cover the flow and 
loading from these sources. For continuity of planning, this basis of design has adopted the same 
assumption. 

1.3.1.4   Society Turn Development – Medical Facility 

Although not included in the 2017 Master Plan, future development adjacent to the TRWWTP is 
anticipated to occur within the expansion project planning horizon. Documentation provided by 
the development engineer in a memorandum dated May 31, 2019, indicated that all water use 
for the development is anticipated to be conveyed to the TRWWTP as irrigation will be provided 
through a separate raw water irrigation source. Uses anticipated as part of this development 
include retail, food and beverage, office space, industrial, medical center, employee housing 
(multi-family), and a proposed hotel. Projected wastewater flow from the final development is 
anticipate to equal 376 gpd (average daily flow). 

Although this analysis developed anticipated hydraulic loading from the proposed development, 
organic loading and other constituents of concern anticipated to be conveyed to the TRWTTP 
(metals in particular) were not identified. During the design phase for the expansion project, 
special consideration of the medical center waste and possible recommendations for industrial 
pre-treatment should be further considered to protect the TRWWTP. For the purposes of the 
basis of design, an assumption was made that projected flow and loading from resident and 
visitor populations will cover the addition loading associated with this development. 

1.4   Influent Flow Projections 

In support of the TRWWTP expansion project, the Town provided 5 years (2016 to 2021) of 
historical average day flow data. These data were used to quantify the recent base and peak flow 
events, which were then projected through 2050 based on the available population projections 
as discussed in Section 1.2. For the basis of design, future projections were developed for the 
scenarios shown in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1 Summary of Projected Flow and Load Conditions 

Condition Projected Condition Master Planning Purpose 

Average Daily Annual 
Flow (ADAF) 

Flow and Loads 
Relevant for demonstrating treatment 
capacity with units out of service now and in 
the future. 

Average Daily 
Maximum Month Flow 
(ADMMF) 

Flow and Loads 
Relevant for Colorado Department of Public 
Health and Environment (CDPHE) permitting 
and design treatment capacity purposes. 

Peak Week – Winter Flow and Loads Relevant for demonstrating peak seasonal 
treatment capacity now and in the future Peak Week – Summer Flow and Loads 

PDF Flow 
Relevant for demonstrating hydraulic 
treatment and equalization capacity now 
and in the future. 

Peak Hour Flow (PHF) Flow 
Relevant for CDPHE for permitted hydraulic 
treatment capacity purposes. 

Peak 15-Minute Flow Flow 
Relevant for demonstrating hydraulic 
treatment and equalization capacity now 
and in the future 

The TRWWTP influent wastewater is a combination of flows from the Telluride interceptor, 
Lawson interceptor, Mountain Village interceptor, and the Aldasoro interceptor. Nonresidential 
sources of wastewater entering the plant were discussed in Section 1.2.2 and include commercial 
businesses (e.g., restaurants/bars, breweries, distilleries, hotels), septage (hauled from 
residential septic tanks, recreational vehicles, and from portable toilets set up during festivals), 
boiler water drain waste, and institutions (e.g., schools). The Town continues to develop its 
Industrial Pretreatment Program with monitoring requirements for nutrients, BOD₅, and various 
metals. Flow and organic loading from the industrial dischargers are routinely monitored by the 
Town but are not restricted. 

A reasonable expectation, based on discussions with operations and Town staff, is that 
commercial and industrial customers in the service area will continue to grow at a rate 
proportional to the anticipated residential growth. Therefore, flow and load projections that 
were calculated in this basis of design on a per capita basis comprise all existing flow sources 
including domestic, short-term visitors, commercial, institutional, and septage wastewater. By 
multiplying the expected future population by combined per capita flows and loads, future 
commercial and industrial flows and loads are inherently reflected in flow and load projections 
for the treatment plant. 

Results derived from the flow and load analyses, along with supporting documentation from 
previous studies and population projections, are summarized below. 

1.4.1   Current Flow 

Historical influent flows the TRWWTP are plotted from 2016 through April of 2021 in Figure 1.3. 
Each of the influent flow scenarios defined in Table 1.2, excluding PDF, PHF, and peak 15-minute 
flow were determined from this data set. Note that the 7-day running average influent flows are 
not shown and can instead be viewed in Figure 1A.1 of Appendix 1A. All critical flow values used 
to calculate hydraulic peaking factors in this basis of design and for use in the flow projections 
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occurred in 2019. This was a particularly wet and busy year for the Town and many other 
mountain communities, with above average snowfall, runoff, and a significant increase in 
regional tourism. 

 

Figure 1.3 Average Day and 30-day Running Average Flows Since 2016 

A water balance approach for estimating future ADMMF and PDF was attempted during this 
analysis. The water balance approach is based on the premise that the ADMMF and PDF events 
are comprised of a "dry weather" and a "wet weather" flow component. The wet weather flow 
contribution is calculated as the difference between the peak 30-day running average or PDF 
(typically inflow and infiltration [I/I] influenced) and the base dry weather flow. The project team 
can then choose to hold the wet weather flow contribution constant through the planning 
horizon and add the flow component to the projected increase in dry weather flow due to 
population growth. Or the project team can assume that the wet weather flow contribution will 
increase proportionally to the base dry weather flow through the planning horizon, which is a 
more conservative approach. 

Given the increase in year-round tourism of the area and the large number of tourism events and 
festivals that occur in the Town during peak I/I season (typically June for mountain communities 
similar to Telluride), it was not possible to distinguish (with an acceptable level of certainty) 
between peak runoff and I/I flows and the increase in influent to the TRWWTP due to heavy 
tourism volume associated with events in late May and June. Therefore, the project team 
adopted the more conservative approach to project the future hydraulic flow conditions and 
assumed that wet weather flows will increase proportionally with population. 

The historical PHF and peak 15-minute events were determined using the combined 15-minute 
flow data from the Telluride interceptor and Mountain Village Interceptor (upstream of influent 
pumping) (Figure 1.4). The combined flow from these two interceptors represents most all of the 
influent flow to the TRWWTP, as shown in Figure 1.4, when overlayed with the daily average 
pumped influent data. Generally, it is preferred to evaluate at least 5 years of diurnal influent 
flow data for estimating peak flows to ensure that the high variance exhibited by hydrologic 
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factors that drive peak flow are captured. However, only 15-minute data from January 2019 
through August 2021 was provided to the project team for this analysis. 

 

Figure 1.4 Combined Influent Flow Data from Telluride and Mountain Village Interceptors 

 

 

Figure 1.5 Comparison of Daily Average Influent Flow Data – Combined Interceptor and Pumped 

A summary of the current flows and peaking factors calculated from the available historical data 
are presented in Table 1.2. These values are used for the flow projection analysis described in 
later sections. 
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Table 1.2 Summary of Historical Flow Conditions and Peaking Factors 

Condition Current (mgd)(1) Peaking Factor(2) 

ADAF(3)(9) 0.83 1.0 

ADMMF(4)(9) 1.32 1.59 

Peak Week – Winter(5)(9) 1.01 1.21 

Peak Week – Summer(6)(9) 1.41 1.70 

PDF(7)(9) 1.47 1.77 

PHF(8)(10) 2.16 2.60 

Peak 15-Minute Flow(10) 2.30 2.77 
Notes: 
(1) Assumes that wet weather flow contribution (i.e., I/I) grows proportionally with population through the planning horizon. 
(2) Peaking factors for each flow condition are calculated against the reported ADAF of 0.83 mgd. 
(3) Maximum value from a running 365-day average calculated over the span of available data. 
(4) Maximum monthly average value obtained by a 30-day running average of flows over the span of available data. 
(5) Maximum 7-day running average obtained for months October through March over the span of available data. 
(6) Maximum 7-day running average obtained for months April through September over the span of available data. 
(7) Maximum 1-day average flow observed in the available data. 
(8) Maximum flow rate sustained for a 1-hour period over the span of available data. 
(9) Based on daily influent flow data from 2016 through April 2021. 
(10) Based on 15-minute influent flow data from the Telluride and Mountain Village interceptors from January 1, 2019, to 

August 1, 2021. 

1.4.2   Inflow and Infiltration Analysis 

A specific I/I assessment of the collection system was not conducted as part of the basis of 
design. While the Town intends to maintain and rehabilitate segments of the collection system 
to reduce I/I in future years, the project team did not take credit for possible I/I reductions in the 
peak flow projections. This approach is conservative and assumes the wet weather flows will 
increase proportionally with population in the future as discussed in the previous section. 

1.4.3   Unit Flow Rate Per Capita 

Per capital flow rates, calculated using the current population (shown in Section 1.3) and the 
historical influent flows shown in Table 1.2, are presented in Table 1.3. These values are used to 
project future influent flows through 2050. Per capita flow values are not shown for PDF or PHF, 
as these are flow conditions that are typically influenced by I/I; these conditions were projected 
by applying the peaking factors from Table 1.2 to the projected ADAF. 

Table 1.3 Summary of Historical Flow Conditions and Peaking Factors 

Condition Current (mgd)(1) Per Capita Flow (gpd/capita)(2) 

ADAF 0.83 65.2 

ADMMF 1.32 103.8 

Peak Week – Winter 1.01 79.7 

Peak Week – Summer 1.41 111.3 
Notes: 
(1) Assumes that wet weather flow contribution (i.e., I/I) grows proportionally with population through the planning horizon. 
(2) Per capita flows are calculated for each condition assuming a population of 12,693, adopted for 2021 as presented in the 

2017 Master Plan. 
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1.4.4   2040 Projected Flow Conditions 

Figure 1.6 presents the projected influent flows to the TRWWTP through 2050. For clarity, the 
projected flow rates for each condition in 2050 are as follows: 

• ADAF = 1.29 mgd. 
• ADMMF = 2.05 mgd. 
• Peak Week – Winter = 1.56 mgd. 
• Peak Week – Summer = 2.19 mgd. 
• PDF = 2.28 mgd. 
• PHF = 3.35 mgd (not shown). 
• Peak 15-Minute = 3.57 mgd (not shown). 

 

Figure 1.6 Projected Flow Conditions through 2050 

Per CDPHE, domestic wastewater treatment works are required to 1) initiate engineering and 
financial planning for expansion whenever the ADMMF throughput and treatment reaches 
80 percent of design capacity, and 2) commence construction of such expansion whenever 
ADMMF throughput reaches 95 percent of the design capacity. The estimated ADMMF in 2050 
(2.06 mgd) is less than the current permitted capacity of the WWTP (2.10 mgd ADMMF) but is 
projected to exceed the 95 percent construction trigger around 2047. 

Therefore, the near-term drivers for design and construction of capital improvements at the 
TRWWTP are not driven by the hydraulic capacity of the existing facility, which is consistent with 
the general finding in the 2017 Master Plan. 

1.5   Influent Load Projections 

Influent loads and design concentrations for BOD₅, total suspended solids (TSS), total Kjeldahl 
nitrogen (TKN), ammonia (NH4) and total phosphorus (TP) are summarized in the sections 
below. Detailed analysis of historical influent concentrations and loads to the TRWWTP underlie 
the load projections for this basis of design. 
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1.5.1   Current Influent Loads 

In support of the influent load analysis, the Town provided historical influent wastewater 
concentrations from the following date ranges: 

• Influent BOD₅ and TSS from January 1, 2016, to April 30, 2021. Samples were generally 
collected by operations staff between 1-2 times per week.  

• Influent TKN, NH4, and TP from January 1, 2019, to April 30, 2021. Samples were 
collected by operations staff once per month.  

Graphs presenting the influent concentrations and calculated influent loads for each constituent 
are available in Appendix 1A. 

During analysis of the available data, the project team identified a shift in the reported influent 
concentrations that occurred in early November 2019 and continues through present day. The 
shift was most notable for influent BOD₅ and TSS, where the mean and interquartile range (or 
the statistical spread) of the data increased as compared to previous years. This is confirmed by 
visually inspecting the concentration data (see Figures 1A.2 and 1A.5 in Appendix 1A) and by 
developing box plots for both data sets (see Figures 1A.3 and 1A.6 in Appendix 1A). 

The project team cannot conclude with certainty that a similar shift in concentrations occurred 
for the influent nutrients given the limited span and number of available data points. During 
project meetings with the Town on three separate occasions regarding the influent data 
(June 24, July 8, and July 13, 2021), operations and lab staff provided the following additional 
information pertaining to influent sampling. 

• Prior to November 2019, influent samples were hand composited using grab samples 
collected four times per day (8:00 AM, 10:00 AM, 12:00 PM, and 2:00 PM). Since then, 
the facility has transitioned to an autosampler, which collects a 24-hour flow based 
composite sample. Following the meeting on June 24, operations and lab staff initiated 
a side-by-side comparison of the autosampler and hand composited data from the 
influent to determine if there was a significant, repeatable difference in the data 
between the two approaches. Results from that effort were pending at the time of this 
draft report and will be updated for the final report. 

• Operations staff noted on June 24 that there have been periods when the influent 
sampler tube has been found touching the bottom of the influent channel. During these 
periods, the samples may have collected a higher load of solids that were either moving 
across or deposited on the bottom of the influent channel. Operations staff have since 
raised the sample tube in the influent channel and are currently monitoring it to ensure 
that the tube remains submerged under diurnal low-flow conditions. 

• Operations staff noted on both July 8 and July 13, the uncharacteristically high influent 
TSS concentrations (concentrations much greater than 1,000 milligrams per liter [mg/L]) 
are most likely due to recent (and more frequent) mechanical issues with the influent 
screening equipment. The influent screen was offline for a period of 4 weeks during the 
second quarter of 2021. When the screens are down, there is a significant increase in the 
solids conveyed through the influent channel. These events also likely impacted the 
influent BOD₅ measurements, albeit not to the same degree. 
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After presenting a summary of the influent concentration and load data to Town and operations 
staff on July 8, the Town directed the project team to proceed using the influent loading data 
prior to November 2019 for load projections while the operations team continues to investigate 
the observed sampling discrepancy, such as the side-by-side sampling campaign noted above. 
Ultimately, a sampling error could not be confirmed by the TRWWTP through ongoing review of 
the influent data and the side-by-side comparison, and therefore the data from beyond the 
November 2019 was incorporated in the projected loading values. For comparison and 
documentation, the loading projections which excluded the influent data after November 2019 
are included in Appendix 1B. 

The current influent wastewater loads and calculated design concentrations assuming the entire 
data set are summarized in Table 1.4. Note that the following five influent TSS samples (all above 
1,000 mg/L) were excluded from the analysis, as these concentrations are atypical for municipal 
wastewater and don't align with other influent parameters collected on and around the same dates: 

• 1,310 mg/L on December 12, 2019. 
• 1,533 mg/L on August 11, 2020. 
• 3,493 mg/L on August 26, 2020. 
• 1,460 mg/L on October 7, 2020. 
• 1,322 mg/L on February 17, 2021. 

Even with the exclusion of the above data points, the peak week influent TSS loads may be 
biased by uncharacteristically high influent concentrations. Typically, the BOD₅ to TSS ratio in 
municipal wastewater influent is around 1.0, while ratio calculated for the influent at the is 
significantly lower, as low as 0.52 for peak week calculations. 

Table 1.4 Current Influent Flows, Loads, and Design Concentrations Using All Available Data from 
January 2016 through April 2021 

Parameter ADAF ADMMF 
Peak Week – 

Winter 
Peak Week – 

Summer 

Influent Flow, mgd 0.83 1.32 1.01 1.41 
Influent Loads     

BOD₅, ppd 2,180 3,880 4,480 3,980 
TSS, ppd 2,010 3,560 8,360 5,740 
TKN, ppd 325 475 475 465 
NH4, ppd 190 345 345 290 
TP, ppd 60 90 90 85 

Design Concentrations     
BOD₅, mg/L 316 353 530 338 
TSS, mg/L 291 324 990 487 
TKN, mg/L 47 43 56 39 
NH4, mg/L 27 31 40 25 
TP, mg/L 8.7 8.0 10.4 7.2 

Given the limited availability of influent nutrient data, the project team recommends that a 
sensitivity analysis be conducted as part of the liquid stream and solid stream approach technical 
memorandum using a range of influent concentrations. This approach will inform the Town and 
the final design engineer (to be contracted in late 2021) of any capacity (both liquids and solids 
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stream) and nutrient removal bottlenecks/deficiencies that should be addressed if the influent 
concentrations are indeed higher in coming years. The sensitivity analysis is especially prudent 
given the likelihood that the facility will be designed for Regulation 31 limits. 

The project team also recommends that the TRWWTP increase the frequency of influent 
nutrient sampling to at least once per week moving forward. Ideally, laboratory staff would 
collect one composite sample representative of weekend conditions, and at least one composite 
sample representative of weekday conditions each week. This increased sampling becomes even 
more critical during peak tourism events in the service area which may necessitate collecting 
samples on additional days during peak week scenarios (Telluride Bluegrass Festival, Fourth of 
July, Christmas, Spring Break, etc.). 

1.5.2   Per Capita Loading Rate 

Per capital loading rates, calculated using the current population (shown in Section 1.3) and the 
historical influent loads shown in Table 1.2, are presented in Table 1.5. These values are used to 
project future influent loads through 2050. 

Table 1.5 Current Per Capita Loading Rates 

Per Capita Loading Rates ADAF ADMMF 
Peak Week –

Winter 
Peak Week –

Summer 

BOD₅, ppd per capita 0.17 0.31 0.35 0.31 
TSS, ppd per capita 0.16 0.28 0.66 0.45 
TKN, ppd per capita 0.026 0.037 0.037 0.036 
NH4, ppd per capita 0.015 0.027 0.027 0.023 
TP, ppd per capita 0.0047 0.0069 0.0069 0.0067 

1.5.3   Influent Load Projections 

Influent load projections, based on the historical influent data prior to November 2019 and 
summarized in Table 1.4, are presented in 2050 in Table 1.6. For brevity of this section, load 
projection graphs for each influent parameter are provided in Appendix 1A. 

Table 1.6 Load Projections in 2050 

 ADAF ADMMF 
Peak Week –

Winter 
Peak Week –

Summer 

Influent Flow, mgd 1.29 2.06 1.58 2.21 
Influent Loads     

BOD₅, ppd 3,410 4,910 6,290 6,230 
TSS, ppd 2,480 3,990 4,440 3,960 
TKN, ppd 380 655 485 655 
NH4, ppd 295 535 535 360 
TP, ppd 55 75 75 75 

As noted previously, CDPHE requires domestic wastewater treatment works to 1) initiate 
engineering and financial planning for expansion whenever the average daily maximum month 
(ADMM) organic loading to the plant reaches 80 percent of design capacity, and 2) commence 
construction of such expansion whenever ADMM organic loading reaches 95 percent of the 
design capacity. The estimated ADMM BOD₅ in 2050 (4,910 ppd) exceeds the current permitted 
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capacity of the TRWWTP (3,708 ppd as BOD₅) and is anticipated to exceed the CDPHE 
95 percent construction trigger around 2027. 

Note that for transparency in this basis of design, the estimated ADMM BOD₅ load in 2050 is 
6,070 ppd assuming the use of all historical influent data (not shown in Table 1.6). Under this 
assumption, the facility would have already exceeded the 95 percent construction trigger when 
using a 30-day rolling average calculation (in lieu of a 30-day calendar average) of the influent data. 

Regardless of the chosen data set, initiation of design and construction of capital improvements 
at the TRWWTP is driven more immediately by organic loading capacity and anticipated 
regulatory requirements as opposed to hydraulic capacity. 

1.6   Comparison to Previous Studies 

The 2017 Master Plan was reviewed in support of the flow and loading analysis to provide a 
comparison between historical and current flows and load and population projections. 

Table 1.7 shows a comparison of the design flow and loading concentrations and peaking factors 
that were summarized for conceptual design. Generally, the values presented in the 2017 Master 
Plan are slightly more conservative as compared to the values calculated as part of this basis of 
design (assuming all years of available data). It is important to note the following with respect to 
the 2017 Master Plan values: 

• Influent design concentrations were only provided for the average daily annual condition. 
No recommended design concentrations were provided for the other planning scenarios 
including average daily maximum month or peak seasonal conditions. 

• The concentrations shown were based on ratios calculated from 24-hour composite 
influent monitoring that was conducted on December 26, 2016, which represented the 
maximum week wastewater loading conditions at the time. These values were adopted as 
a conservative basis of planning but are not based on long-term influent monitoring data. 

Table 1.7 Historical Master Planning Effort – Flow and Load Projection Factor Comparison 

Parameter Units 2017 Master Plan 
2020 Basis of Design –  

All Historical Data Since 2016 

ADAF Per Capita Flow gpd/capita 80 65.2 
ADMMF Per Capita Flow gpd/capita 120 103.8 
ADMMF/ADAF -- 1.50 1.59 
Peak Week – Winter/ADAF -- 

1.75 
1.22 

Peak Week – Summer/ADAF -- 1.71 
PDF/ADAF -- 2.01 1.78 
PHF/ADAF -- 3.89 2.58 
Peak 15-Minute/ADAF -- -- 2.74 
BOD₅ mg/L 350 / NA 316 / 353 
TSS mg/L 250 / NA 291 / 324 
TKN mg/L 49 / NA 47 / 43 
NH4 mg/L 35 / NA 27 / 31 
TP mg/L 7.0 / NA 8.7 / 8.0 

Notes: 
(1) Projected loads for ammonia were not included as part of the 2017 Master Plan. 
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1.6.1   Influent Flow 

Figure 1.7 shows the influent flow projections from the 2017 Master Plan assuming 1.5 percent 
population growth and the actual ADMMF observed each year since 2016. This graph shows 
that influent flows to the TRWWTP are trending lower as compared to the projections in the 
2017 Master Plan. 

 

Figure 1.7 Comparison of 2017 Master Plan Flow Projections and Historic Influent ADMMF Data 
(2016-2021) 

Projecting the 2019 ADMMF of 1.32 mgd forward through 2050, the TRWWTP is not expected 
exceed its current rated hydraulic capacity or the projections presented in the 2017 Master Plan 
(Figure 1.8). The 95 percent construction trigger associated with the hydraulic capacity is 
projected to be exceeded between 2046 and 2047. The current rated capacity of the plant would 
be exceeded between 2051 and 2052. 

 

Figure 1.8 Comparison of 2017 Master Plan Flow Projections and Basis of Design Flow Projections 
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1.6.2   Influent Organic Loading 

Figure 1.9 shows the influent BOD₅ load projections from the 2017 Master Plan using the 
1.5 percent annual population growth and the actual ADMM BOD₅ loads since 2016. The plot 
includes two scenarios from the 2017 Master Plan: 

1. The first scenario assumes a 400 percent expansion of the Telluride Brewery in 2020, 
followed by the opening of a smaller brewery in 2030. 

2. The second scenario assumes no Telluride Brewery expansion. 

At the July 13, 2021, meeting staff confirmed that the Telluride Brewery expansion was not 
anticipated within the planning horizon. Town staff intend to confirm the brewery's long-term 
plan, no update has been provided at the time of this draft report. Information will be updated in the 
final report if available. 

The graph shows that influent loads to the TRWWTP were trending about 10 percent lower as 
compared to the BOD₅ projections in the 2017 Master Plan until this year, when BOD₅ fell 
between the two projection scenarios noted above. 

 

Figure 1.9 Comparison of 2017 Master Plan BOD₅ Load Projections and Recent Influent BOD₅ Load 
Data (2016-2021) 

Projecting the current ADMM BOD₅ load of 3,880 ppd forward through 2050, the TRWWTP has 
already exceeded its 95 percent construction trigger, is at risk for triggering a construction 
schedule compliance plan in the event the increased loading conditions occur within a 30-day 
calendar period and may exceed the current rated organic loading capacity within the next 2 years 
(Figure 1.10). The organic loading projections fall between the two influent loading scenarios 
presented in the 2017 Master Plan with and without and expansion of the Telluride Brewery. 
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Figure 1.10 Comparison of 2017 Master Plan BOD₅ Load Projections and Basis of Design BOD₅ 
Load Projections 

1.7   Summary of Hydraulic and Loading Projections for Preliminary Design 

Based on the information presented above, Table 1.8 summarizes the 2050 influent conditions 
based on the available historical process data from January 2016 to April 2021. 

Table 1.8 Summary of Projected 2050 Influent Design Criteria (based on historical data) 

 ADAF ADMMF 
Peak 

Week – 
Winter 

Peak 
Week – 

Summer 
PDF PHF 

Peak 
15-Minute 

Influent Flow, mgd 1.29 2.06 1.56 2.19 2.28 3.35 3.57 

Influent Loads     

Not Analyzed 

BOD₅, ppd 3,410 6,070 7,000 6,230 

TSS, ppd 3,140 5,570 13,100 8,980 

TKN, ppd 510 745 745 725 

NH4-N, ppd 300 535 535 455 

TP, ppd 95 140 140 135 

Based on discussions with the Town for developing design criteria for the proposed expansion 
project, the above hydraulic and organic loading considerations are close to the 
recommendations included in the 2017 Master, and therefore the ADMMF and organic loading 
recommended in the 2017 Master Plan will be used for design implementation. The final influent 
design criteria are provided in Table 1.9 and the primary difference is the influent flow criteria. 
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Table 1.9 Summary of 2050 Influent Design Criteria 

 ADAF ADMMF 
Peak 

Week – 
Winter 

Peak 
Week – 

Summer 
PDF PHF 

Peak 
15-Minute 

Influent Flow, mgd 1.44 2.3 1.74 2.45 2.54 3.73 4.0 

Influent Loads     

Not Analyzed 

BOD₅, ppd 3,410 6,005 7,000 6,230 

TSS, ppd 3,140 5,570 13,100 8,980 

TKN, ppd 510 745 745 725 

NH4-N, ppd 300 535 535 455 

TP, ppd 95 140 140 135 

1.8   Regulatory Framework 

The regulatory requirements for the TRWWTP are continuously changing through revisions of 
current regulations, new water quality standards, or the addition of new facilities that can alter 
existing assimilative capacity allocations in the San Miguel River. The following sections present 
current, future, and other potential water quality regulatory drivers that are expected to impact 
near- and long-term treatment planning activities for the TRWWTP. 

1.8.1   Current Discharge Permit 

The TRWWTP is owned and operated by the Town and is permitted under Discharge Permit 
No. C00041840 that went into effect on December 1, 2020. The permit is valid for 5 years and 
will expire on November 30, 2025. The TRWWTP is located in the SW 1/4 of the NW 1/4 of S33; 
T24N; 12000 Hwy 145, Telluride CO; at 37.94866° N and 107.87366° W. There is one permitted 
outfall location to the San Miguel River. 

The TRWWTP is permitted for a hydraulic capacity of 2.1 mgd ADMMF and an organic loading of 
3,708 ppd measured as BOD₅. Table 1.10 summarizes the current discharge limits as published in 
the permit (December 1, 2020). The current discharge permit does not set effluent limits for TP 
and a variety of metals, but the Town is required to monitor and report effluent concentrations 
for these constituents at this time. On March 31, 2021, the Town submitted a permit 
modification request to CDPHE to incorporate instream modifications that removed the 
bifurcation condition and adjust the low flow criteria based on provided monitoring data 
collected and submitted by the Town. At the time of this draft report, the permit modifications 
have not been finalized by the CDPHE Permitting Division. 
  

I I I I I I I 
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Table 1.10 TRWWTP Discharge Permit Limitations for San Miguel River (excluding metals)(1)(2) 

Effluent Parameters Units San Miguel River Effluent Limitations 

Effluent Flow mgd 2.1 

E. coli #/100 mL 
224 (30-day average) 
448 (7-day average) 

Total Residual Chlorine mg/L 
0.02 (30-day average) 

0.032 (daily maximum) 

BOD₅ mg/L 
30 (30-day average) 
45 (7-day average) 

TSS mg/L 
30 (30-day average) 
45 (7-day average) 

pH SU 6.5-9.0 

Total Inorganic Nitrogen (TIN) mg/L 
34 (daily maximum) 

17 (daily maximum)(3) 

Oil and Grease mg/L 10 (daily maximum) 

Total Ammonia as N  30-day Average Daily Maximum 

January mg/L 2.8 28 

February mg/L 2.8 27 

March mg/L 2.8 29 

April mg/L 2.8 23 

May mg/L 2.8 20 

June mg/L 2.8 28 

July mg/L 2.8 36 

August mg/L 1.8 34 

September mg/L 10 37 

October mg/L 1.8 28 

November mg/L 2.8 31 

December mg/L 2.8 28 
Notes: 
(1) As of August 26, 2021. 
(2) The TRWWTP also has monitoring and reporting requirements for the following parameters: effluent temperature, total 

dissolved solids, aluminum, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, iron, lead, manganese ,mercury, molybdenum, nickel, 
selenium, silver, zinc, chloride, sulfate, and nonlyphenol. 

(3) Effective December 1, 2025. 
mL milliliter 
SU Standard Unit 

The TRWWTP is authorized to only use the following chemicals on-site based on the current 
discharge permit documents: sulfuric acid for pH control during biosolids digestion and sodium 
chlorite for chlorine and chloride control in biosolids digestion. 
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1.8.2   Water Quality of Receiving Water 

This section provides a brief overview of water quality considerations in the San Miguel River 
discharge Segment COGUSM03b (water quality based effluent limits [WQBEL] summarized in 
Table 1.11). Segment COGUSM03b in the San Miguel River is designated as reviewable under 
the classification for Aquatic Life Cold 1, Recreation Class E, Agriculture and water supply and 
requires an antidegradation review as a "reviewable" segment. The dilution ratio of the chronic 
low flow (30E3 – 30-day average low flow recurring in a 3-year interval) to the design flow of the 
TRWWTP (2.1 mgd) for discharge into the San Miguel River is 0.78:1 based on the information 
provided in the most recent discharge permit. 

The stream segment is on the 303(d) list of water quality impacted streams for cadmium, zinc, 
and sediment. The CDPHE's Restoration and Protection Unit has completed the determination 
of total maximum daily loads (TMDL) and therefore, the requirements of the TMDLs would 
normally apply for these constituents. However, the TMDLs completed in 2008 determined that 
the Town is not considered a major contributor of metals and therefore, the fact sheet and 
discharge permit does not include waste allocation loads (or limits) for the TRWWTP. 

According to the Rationale for Classifications, Standards and Designations of the San Miguel 
River, Segment COGUSM03b is designated a water supply. For this reason, the nitrate standard 
of a daily maximum instream concentration of 10 mg/L, which is applied at the point of intake to 
a water supply, was evaluated as part of the last Water Quality Assessment in 2020. The daily 
maximum effluent limitation of 21 mg/L for TIN effective September 1, 2024, are therefore 
based on that standard. 

Table 1.11 CDPHE Chronic and Acute WQBELs Developed for San Miguel River 

Effluent Limit Units 
San Miguel River 

Acute  Chronic 

E. coli #100/mL 126  
Total Ammonia  TVS TVS 
Chlorine mg/L 0.019 0.011 
Sulfide   0.002 
Boron   0.75 
Nitrite as N mg/L 0.5  
Nitrate as N mg/L 10  
Chloride   250 
As, dissolved µg/L 340  
As, total recoverable(1) µg/L  0.02 
Cd, dissolved  SSE SSE 
Cd, recoverable µg/L 5.0  
Cr +3, total recoverable µg/L 50  
Cr+3, dissolved µg/L TVS  
Cr+6, dissolved µg/L TVS TVS 
Cu, dissolved µg/L  TVS 
Cyanide, free mg/l 0.005  
Fe, total recoverable µg/L  1,000 
Pb, dissolved µg/L TVS  
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Effluent Limit Units 
San Miguel River 

Acute  Chronic 

Pb, total recoverable µg/L 50  
Mn, dissolved µg/L TVS TVS 
Mo, total recoverable µg/L  150 
Hg, total µg/L  0.01 
Ni, dissolved µg/L TVS TVS 
Ni, total recoverable µg/L  100 
Se, dissolved µg/L TVS TVS 
Ag, dissolved µg/L TVS  
Zn, dissolved µg/L  190 

Notes: 
(1) Expiration date of 12/31/2024 
µg/L micrograms per liter 
SSE site specific equation 
TVS total volatile solids 

1.8.3   Water Quality Parameters Potentially Relevant in Future Permit Renewal 

1.8.3.1   Temperature 

In compliance with the permit requirements, the TRWWTP is currently conducting temperature 
monitoring in the final effluent and in the San Miguel River. As a result, the facility may receive 
temperature limits as part of a future permit renewal, should the decision be made that there is 
reasonable potential for the facility to cause or contribute to an exceedance of the water quality 
standard for temperature. Table 1.12 summarizes the in-stream standards. 

Table 1.12 Temperature 

Date Daily Maximum Temperature (°C) 
Maximum Weekly 

Average Temperature (°C) 

October 1-October 31 13.9 9 
November 1-March 31 13 9 
April 1-May 31 14 9 
June 1-September 30 21.7 17 

Notes: 
°C degrees Celsius 

1.8.3.2   Nutrients 

Total Inorganic Nitrogen and Total Phosphorus – Regulation 85 

The nutrient reductions required by Regulation 85, "Nutrients Management Control Regulation," 
are implemented through the TIN and TP limit as a running annual median of 15 mg/L and 
1 mg/L, respectively. Regulation 85 also requires meeting a running annual 95th percentile limit 
of 20 mg/L TIN and 2.5 mg/L TP. Although Regulation 85 became effective on September 30, 
2012, delayed implementation (until December 21, 2027) is specified in the regulation to occur 
for domestic WWTPs that fall into one of three categories: discharge more than 1 mgd and less 
than or equal to 2.0 mgd; have an existing watershed control regulation; or where the discharge 
is to waters in a low-priority 8-digit hydrologic unit code. 
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Based on the Fact Sheet to Permit No. C00041840, the TRWWTP discharges to a low-priority 
watershed and therefore, implementation of technology based effluent TIN and TP limits under 
Regulation 85 are delayed. As such, the Town is anticipated to receive (at the minimum) a 
compliance schedule as part of the next permit renewal cycle with limits effectively starting in 2030 
(assuming CDPHE does not proceed immediately to Regulation 31 limits – summarized below). 

Total Nitrogen and Total Phosphorus – Regulation 31 

In March 2012, interim numeric nutrient criteria were adopted for total nitrogen (TN) and TP, but 
not directly applied to streams and lakes except in limited cases in which TP standards were 
adopted above discharge locations and in direct use water supply reservoirs. The Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) subsequently approved the interim values for TN and TP in lakes (with 
additional recommendations) and chlorophyll-a in lakes and streams but took no action on 
stream TN and TP interim values. During the Regulation 85 and Regulation 31 Rulemaking 
Hearings in October 2017, the Water Quality Control Commission identified an anticipated 
schedule for nutrients standards adoption as follows: 

• 2022 – Statewide adoption of chlorophyll-a standards for lakes and streams, and 
adoption of TN and TP standards for lakes and reservoirs with either Direct Use Water 
Supply classification or a public swim beach. The chlorophyll-a interim numeric values 
for warm water streams is 150 milligrams per square meter (mg/m2) and for warm water 
lakes is 20 µg/L. 

• 2027 – Statewide adoption of TN and TP standards for rivers and remaining lakes. 

Anticipated future nutrient limits under Regulation 31, "The Basic Standards and Methodologies for 
Surface Water" (5 CCR 1002-31 Section 31.17), therefore remain uncertain at this time. The interim 
nutrient values (effective December 31, 2027, if approved by the EPA) for TN and TP limits in cold 
water streams are 1.25 mg/L and 0.11 mg/L, respectively. A conservative assumption is that these 
interim values would apply at the end-of-pipe for the TRWWTP, particularly if the ambient water 
quality in the San Miguel River exceeds the instream standard (TN and TP data were not included in 
the recent Water Quality Analysis). However, the ratio of the low flow in the San Miguel River to the 
TRWWTP design flow is currently 0.78:1 and 100 percent of the available assimilative capacity of the 
river can assumed when calculating WQBELs. Therefore, the estimated effluent nutrient discharge 
limits required to meet the Regulation 31 instream standards, assuming the dilution credit at the 
proposed hydraulic rating of the plant (2.3 mgd), are summarized in Table 1.13. 

Table 1.13 Estimated Effluent Nutrient Discharge Limits under Regulation 31 

Condition TN (mg/L) TP (mg/L) 

Instream Requirement(1) 1.25 0.11 
Estimated Effluent Discharge Limit without 
Bifurcation, at 2.3 mgd proposed design capacity(2) 

Approx. 3.69 Approx. 0.41 

Notes: 
(1) Regulation 31 cold water stream standard prior to dilution credit. 
(2) Calculated using the mass-balance equation presented in the Fact Sheet to Permit No. CO0041840. Upstream flow (9.7 cubic feet 

per second [cfs]), average daily effluent flow (3.6 cfs), and downstream flow (13.3 cfs) were adopted from flow numbers 
developed for the permit modification dated March 31, 2021. Instream 85th percentile TN concentration of 0.35 mg/L was 
adopted for the calculation of effluent TN based on data collected monthly by the TRWWTP from May 2018 to December 2020. 
Instream 85th percentile TP concentration of 0 mg/L was adopted for the calculation of effluent TP from the same data set. 
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Note that the estimated upper discharge limits were calculated assuming the 30-day average low 
flow from the San Miguel River as submitted in the 2021 permit modification, as the annual median 
low flow of the river was not provided. The analysis also assumed that the bifurcation removal is 
approved by CDPHE as part of the permit modification request. The instream background 
pollutant concentrations upstream of the plant were taken as the 85th percentile of monthly 
sample data collected by the TRWWTP from May 2018 through December 2020. Instream data 
that was reported as non-detect by the Town was converted to 0 mg/L for the analysis. 

Given the TRWWTP's permitting cycle, one of two regulatory scenarios may occur: 

1. The Regulation 31 limits would become effective as annual median limits (as observed in 
preliminary effluent limits from other Colorado facilities) sometime around 2035, 
assuming no earned credit under the Incentive Program. This scenario assumes that the 
Town would first receive a Regulation 85 compliance schedule as part of the next permit 
renewal cycle in 2025 (compliance required by 2030), followed by a Regulation 31 
compliance schedule as part of the following permit renewal cycle in 2030 (compliance 
required by 2035). 

2. The Regulation 31 limits would become effective as early as 2030. This scenario assumes 
that since the Regulation 85 limits for low-priority water sheds become effective the 
same year as Regulation 31 (year 2027), CDPHE would immediately jump to 
Regulation 31 limits. It is unknown whether or not the typical 5-year compliance 
schedule would apply, or if additional years would be granted when bypassing the 
Regulation 85 values. 

Carollo Engineers (Carollo) attempted to contact the CDPHE Permitting Division for guidance 
regarding the above scenarios and did not receive feedback at the time of this draft report. 
Based on discussions with operations staff, the Town's legal counsel has also not received any 
confirmation from the CDPHE Permitting Division regarding how the regulations will be applied 
to the TRWWTP in the future. As such, the project team recommends that the Regulation 31 
effluent limits be used as the basis of design for this project, pending receipt of preliminary 
effluent limits (PEL) from CDPHE. 

1.8.3.3   Ammonia 

Since the EPA published updated ammonia standards in 1999, the ammonia aquatic life criteria 
have been reevaluated on basis of recent evidence that freshwater mussel species may be more 
susceptible to ammonia than the aquatic organisms used for developing the 1999 criteria. The 
EPA published the revised ammonia criteria in 2013. CDPHE is currently assessing the presence 
of sensitive mussel species in Colorado streams and rivers. Alternate ammonia criteria may be 
developed for Colorado streams and rivers pending these results. CDPHE is scheduled to 
propose revised ammonia criteria in 2027. These criteria could tighten TRWWTP's effluent 
ammonia limits within the 2050 planning horizon. 

1.8.3.4   Metals 

The following subsections capture the metals identified as constituents of concern as related to 
the limits stated in the current discharge permit. Additional metals limits are also captured in the 
Town's discharge permit; however, a review of the historical data indicates that the effluent 
concentrations are below the proposed discharge limits for these constituents. Metals with an 
effluent concentration below the discharge permit limit were not included in the subsections 
below. The Town's permit modification request submitted on March 31, 2021, is anticipated to 
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further adjust the metals limits described in the sections below due to the modification to the 
low flow condition. The Town intends to pursue additional permit modification efforts 
associated with these limits in lieu of treatment due to technological limitations to achieve these 
limits and the associated costs. 

Copper 

The current 30-day average limit is 45 µg/L and the TRWWTP is in compliance with this limit. The 
future 30-day average limit is 12-µg/L and a 2-year average limit will also be added of 16 µg/L in 
2024. The future 2-year average will be 0.95 µg/L in 2026. Based on previous monitoring, the 
TRWWTP may not be able to consistently meet the new limitations and a compliance schedule 
was added to the permit to give the facility time to meet the limitations. 

Arsenic 

The current 30-day average limit is 4.7 µg/L and the TRWWTP is historically in compliance. The 
upcoming limit will be 0.036 µg/L. Based on the current effluent data, the TRWWTP may not be 
able to meet the future limitation consistently. A compliance schedule was added to the permit 
to give the facility time to meet the limitation. The in-stream standards also include a temporary 
modification for total recoverable arsenic with an expiration date of December 31, 2024. 

Nonylphenol 

The current 30-day average limit is 23 µg/L and the daily maximum limit is 37 µg/L until 2023. The 
future 30-day limit is 12 µg/L, daily maximum is 47 µg/L and 2-year average is 1.8 µg/L. Based on the 
current effluent data, the facility may not be able to meet the future limitation consistently; 
however, the current data set is limited and ongoing monitoring of this parameter is recommended. 

1.8.4   Future Effluent Regulatory Considerations 

1.8.4.1   Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances in Effluent Discharges 

Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are a large group of synthetic fluorinated organic 
chemicals that are soluble, mobile, and recalcitrant to chemical and biological processes. The 
two most dominant groups of PFAS consist of perfluorooctanyl sulfonate (PFOS) and 
perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA). 

PFAS are manmade chemicals that are heat, water, and lipid resistant. Because of these 
qualities, they deter water, grease, and oil, and are therefore used in many industrial 
applications, ranging from flame-retardants to stain-resistant carpets to Teflon® pans. Due to 
decades of ubiquitous use of these chemicals, PFAS are now detected throughout the 
environment in soil, air, water, household dust, and humans. 

Elevated exposure to PFAS compounds (primarily by way of ingestion of drinking water) have 
been associated with developmental effects during pregnancy such as low infant birth weights 
and skeletal variations, effects on the immune system such as changes in antibody production 
and immunity, liver effects including tissue damage, cancer, and thyroid hormone disruption. 
Even though PFAS compounds are not used in the wastewater treatment process, because they 
are so widely used in commercial and residential applications, they end up in wastewater. The 
largest source of PFAS compounds at WWTPs is from industrial dischargers. Thus, source control 
of industrial facilities using significant volumes of PFAS compounds is important because WWTP 
solids treatment processes do not destroy PFAS compounds. Under certain circumstances, PFAS 
can be created from precursors during the treatment process. 
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Most PFAS will partition to solids and end up in the biosolids stream. However, some treated 
effluents can contain concentrations that could be deemed problematic. What concentrations 
are "problematic" for discharge into streams and rivers is currently being defined by regulatory 
state agencies including CDPHE. The EPA has not regulated PFAS other than in drinking water, 
but it is in the process of developing standards for PFAS in biosolids and surface waters. As such, 
the EPA is following regulatory developments that individual state agencies are currently 
leading. Examples include: 

• States that have already developed or are in the process of developing surface water 
quality standards for PFAS include Colorado, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, 
Vermont, and Wisconsin, and have set a PFOS limit of 12 nanograms per liter (ng/L) and 
for PFOA 12,000 ng/L for non-drinkable sources. 

• States that have developed or are in the process of developing biosolids and or compost 
standards for PFAS include California and Massachusetts. Maine has set enforceable 
biosolids screening levels at 0.0025 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg) for PFOA, 
0.0052 mg/kg for PFOS, and 1.9 mg/kg for perfluorobutanesulfonic acid (PFBS). 

• First states that require monitoring and reporting of PFAS concentrations in biosolids 
include California, Maine, Massachusetts, New York, North Carolina, and Washington. 

• First states that have implemented requirements to monitor and report PFAS 
concentrations in treated effluents include California and Washington. 

In 2012, the European Union implemented a combined PFOS and PFOA limit of 100 micrograms 
per kilogram (µg/kg) that was adopted into composting and biosolids standards. This limit is 
generally not considered to be stringent enough by regulatory agencies in the United States. 

CDPHE has initiated a public stakeholder group process in 2019 to accompany the development 
of water quality standards in Colorado for PFOS. As of August 2021, three permit renewals 
within the State of Colorado include monitoring for effluent PFAS as a new parameter on the 
discharge permit, although no limits have been implemented yet. Monitoring requirements are 
anticipated for the Town on the next permit renewal cycle. 

CDPHE focuses on surface water standards first since the analytical methods for PFAS in 
wastewater matrices are further developed. CDPHE currently does not have a basis for 
developing PFAS limits for biosolids since occurrence data does not exist currently and analytical 
methods for PFAS in biosolids are still under development. Regardless, it is anticipated that 
PFAS effluent limits may be implemented within the next 5 years in Colorado followed shortly by 
PFAS limits for biosolids. 

1.8.4.2   Emerging Unregulated Contaminants 

A number of trace organic contaminants (TOrC) can be detected in treated domestic wastewater 
effluents that have been demonstrated to negative effects aquatic and/or human health 
depending on occurrence concentrations. These contaminants originate differently in domestic, 
industrial, or stormwater sources including personal care products, food additives, 
pharmaceuticals, industrial chemicals, or disinfectant by-products. Concentrations in treated 
effluent can range from micro to nanograms. While some of the chemicals can be toxic or 
carcinogenic for humans, concentrations are typically too low and of more immediate concern 
for discharge locations can be the possible toxic effects of TOrC on aquatic life, specifically 
endocrine disruption in fish. 
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Because of the large amount of TOrCs and incomplete data on cause-effect relationships, the 
EPA has not yet regulated the majority of these compounds. Instead, standards have been 
developed for individual compounds, such as nonylphenol and currently perfluorinated 
compounds (see section below). However, regulations regarding TOrCs discharge from 
wastewater treatment facilities have been anticipated in the coming one to two decades. Several 
years ago, other European countries already started to require and implement treatment 
requirements in form of the so-called fourth treatment step (post tertiary treatment for nutrient 
removal). The two most typical technologies that are implemented for TOrC removal are either 
activated carbon sorption or ozonation followed by biologically active filtration. 

Two feasible regulatory pathways for TOrC in future years are: 

1. Development of regulatory requirements for a small defined group of TOrCs that require 
treatment upgrades that will then also result in the effective removal of a broader group 
of TOrCs. 

2. The EPA has also contemplated developing "group regulations" for TOrCs instead of 
proceeding with compound-by-compound regulations. 

While timing and nature of these regulations are uncertain, utilities are advised to plan long-term 
in site layouts and finances for treatment upgrades that can accommodate TOrC removal. 

1.8.4.3   Microplastics 

Microplastics in wastewater and the environment have become a topic of research over the past 
years. Of general interest are particles less than 5 millimeters (mm) in size and particles are 
categorized into micro-, meso-, and nano plastics. Plastic particles are detected virtually 
ubiquitously and introduced in wastewater treatment plants through consumer products, 
stormwater, and other sources. 

Microplastics cause possible concerns for aquatic life, but the science and cause-effect 
relationships are not yet well understood. Detection methods are still under development and 
not standardized. In the United States, research needs to be further developed before it is clear 
whether microplastics need to be regulated to mitigate exposure risks, and if that should be the 
case, for the EPA to develop the necessary data to develop standard methods and the necessary 
database to develop standards. For this reason, regulations in the United States from the EPA 
are not anticipated within the next 10 to 15 years. 

1.8.4.4   Nanoparticles 

Nanoparticles are a broad group of organic or inorganic particles in the size range of about 1 to 
100 nanometers (nm) or larger. These particles originate various sources in wastewater influent 
including consumer products, industrial chemicals, clothing, electronics, or food. In August 2017, 
the EPA issued a requirement for information collection and reporting for nanomaterials under 
the Toxic Substances Control Act. This is regarded as a first necessary step for the EPA to start 
collecting data on this group of chemicals to help with the assessment of whether regulations 
may be necessary. 

Nanoparticles have a high surface area to volume ratio and are therefore often reactive. Few 
particles are known to be cancerogenous or toxic; for most particles, such information is not yet 
available. Toxicity endpoints are not well understood, occurrence data is difficult to analyze in 
environmental matrices, and toxicity data is insufficient. For this reason, regulations in the 
United States from the EPA are not anticipated within the next 10 to 15 years. 
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1.8.5   Anticipated Permitting Timeline 

Based on the preliminary regulatory review, the anticipated regulatory timeline is presented in 
Figure 1.11. There is uncertainty surrounding the timing of the promulgation of Regulation 31 as 
compared to Regulation 85 for the TRWWTP. The timing for Regulation 31 limits shown in 
Figure 1.11 do not account for any credits earned through the Voluntary Incentive Program (the 
Town has earned nothing to date) and assume that the CDPHE Permitting Division will 
implement Regulation 85 and Regulation 31 sequentially. A more conservative approach 
assumes that CDPHE transitions directly to Regulation 31 for the TRWWTP in 2027. Efforts to 
confirm the strategy for dischargers similar to Telluride has not generated any feedback from 
the CDPHE Permitting Division regarding this approach. Therefore, the project team 
recommends that the Regulation 31 effluent limits be used as the basis of design for this project, 
pending receipt of PELs from CDPHE. These limits will be summarized in Section 1.9. 

 
Timeline assumes CDPHE does not bypass Regulation 85. 

Figure 1.11 Anticipated Regulatory Timeline 

1.8.6   Current and Anticipated Regulatory Requirements for Biosolids 

The Town's current practice for biosolids disposal is through hauling and disposal at the landfill, 
which is a cost effective and operationally simplistic solution for disposal of generated biosolids 
in the near-term. However, volatility in hauling costs and landfill tipping fees, risk to hauling (and 
on-site storage availability) operations during the winter, and future sustainability goal warrant 
consideration of other disposal options as part of the implementation pathway and long-term 
planning considerations. 

1.8.6.1   Regulation 64 Background 

The Water Quality Control Division (WQCD) adopted Biosolids Regulation No. 64 
(5 CCR 1002-64) (Regulation 64) (CDPHE, 1993) in November 1993; the regulation was last 
amended June 2014. Regulation 64 "establishes requirements, prohibitions, standards, and 
concentration limitations on the use of biosolids as a fertilizer and/or organic soil amendment in 
a manner so as to protect the public health and prevent the discharge of pollutants into state 
waters." 

Regulation 64 is based on EPA 40 CFR Part 503 Biosolids Rule, but it is a Colorado-specific rule 
that governs how biosolids are handled, treated, and applied to land or utilized for public use. 
The following discussion presents regulatory pathways for beneficial use of biosolids for land 
application (Class B). 

Class A biosolids are a higher-quality product that must meet more stringent pathogen reduction 
requirements. As a result, these biosolids can be distributed for public use without further testing 
and monitoring. Class B biosolids must still meet certain pathogen reduction requirements, but the 
limits are lower than those for Class A biosolids. These biosolids cannot be distributed for public 

Current 
Permit 

- New Permit 
- Reg 85 Comp. Schedule 

- New Permit 
- Reg 85 Limits 

- Reg 31 Comp. Schedule 

New Permit 
Reg 31 Limits 
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use, but they may be land-applied. However, sites that apply Class B biosolids are subject to certain 
access and food production restrictions. 

1.8.6.2   Pathogen Reduction Requirements 

Pathogens are disease-causing organisms present within the biosolids. Only biosolids that meet 
either Class A or Class B requirements for pathogen destruction can be land applied. 

For Class B biosolids to be used or distributed for beneficial use, the biosolids pathogen 
destruction must be evaluated or treated by one of two alternatives, as shown in Table 1.14. 

Table 1.14 Pathogen Reduction Alternatives (Class B) 

Alternative Description 

1 Geometric mean of seven samples 

2 Process to significantly reduce pathogens 

Alternative 1 requires that the geometric mean of seven samples shows the density of fecal 
coliforms to be less than 2,000,000 most probable number per gram (MPN/g) of total solids on a 
dry weight basis or less than 2,000,000 colony forming units per gram (CFU/g) of total solids on a 
dry weight basis. No further treatment is required if the biosolids meet this criterion. 

Alternative 2 requires processing the biosolids using one of six treatment processes known as 
"Processes to Significantly Reduce Pathogens" (PSRP). The possible PSRPs are shown in 
Table 1.15. 

Table 1.15 Processes to Significantly Reduce Pathogens 

Alternative Process Description 

2a 
Aerobic 

Digestion 

Biosolids are agitated with air or oxygen to maintain aerobic 
conditions for a mean cell residence time at a temperature or 
temperatures within a time-temperature function having as 
end points 40 days at 20°C and no less than 60 days at 15°C. 

2b Air Drying 
Biosolids are dried on beds or on paved or unpaved basins. The 
biosolids dries for a minimum of 3 months. During 2 of the 
3 months, the ambient average daily temperature is above 0°C. 

2c 
Anaerobic 
Digestion 

Biosolids are treated in the absence of air for a mean cell 
residence time at a temperature or temperatures within a 
time-temperature function having as end points 15 days at 35 
to 55°C and no less than 60 days at 20°C. 

2d Composting 

Using either the within-vessel, static aerated pile, or windrow 
composting methods, the temperature of the biosolids is 
raised to 40°C or higher and remains at 40°C or higher for 
5 days. For 4 hours during the 5 days, the temperature in the 
compost pile exceeds 55°C. 

2e 
Lime 

Stabilization 
Sufficient lime is added to the biosolids to raise the pH of the 
sewage sludge to 12 after 2 hours of contact. 

3 
Alternative 

EPA Approved 

Any other method of biosolids treatment which is certified as a 
PSRP by the EPA, Region VIII, or, after assumption of 
delegation by the State, which is is certified as such by the 
WQCD. 
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1.8.6.3   Vector Attraction Requirements 

In addition to pathogen destruction criteria, biosolids for use or distribution must also meet 
vector attraction reduction (VAR), also referred to as "biosolids stability." Vectors are disease-
carrying organisms that are attracted to biosolids. VAR requirements must be met regardless of 
whether the biosolids are Class A or Class B. There are ten methods available to meet the VAR 
requirement; only one must be met for compliance with Regulation 64. The VAR alternatives are 
described in Table 1.16. 

Table 1.16 Vector Attraction Reduction Alternatives (Class A and Class B) 

Alternative Process Description 

1 Volatile Solids Reduction 
Reduce the mass of volatile solids by a minimum of 
38%. 

2 
Bench-Scale Digestion 
(Anaerobic) 

Demonstrate vector attraction reduction with 
additional anaerobic digestion in a bench-scale unit. 

3 
Bench-Scale Digestion 
(Aerobic) 

Demonstrate vector attraction reduction with 
additional aerobic digestion in a bench-scale unit. 

4 
Specific Oxygen 
Uptake Rate 

Meet a specific oxygen uptake rate for aerobically 
treated biosolids. 

5 
Aerobic Processing Plus 
Raised Temperature 

Use aerobic processes at greater than 40°C for 
14 days or more. 

6 Alkaline Addition Add alkaline materials under specified conditions. 

7 
Percent Solids of 
Stabilized Biosolids 

Reduce moisture content of biosolids. 

8 
Percent Solids of 
Unstabilized Biosolids 

Reduce moisture content of unstabilized biosolids 
from primary treatment. 

9 or 10 Application Method 
Inject or incorporate biosolids under specified 
conditions. 

The Town has indicated that the existing biosolids stabilization process does not meet current 
regulations for stabilization with regards to time or temperature conditions. 

1.8.6.4   Metals Concentration Limits in Biosolids 

Section 64.12 of Regulation 64 lists the limits on metals concentrations in biosolids. Both Class A 
and Class B biosolids must be tested for metals and meet the same concentration limits. 
Biosolids with metals exceeding the ceiling concentrations in Table 1.17 are not allowed to be 
applied to land. 

Table 1.17 Metals Ceiling Concentration Limits (Table 1 Quality) 

Pollutant Ceiling Concentration Limit (mg/kg, dry weight) 

Arsenic 75 
Cadmium 85 
Copper 4,300 
Lead 840 
Mercury 57 
Molybdenum 75 
Nickel 420 
Selenium 100 
Zinc 7,500 
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Biosolids which meet the ceiling concentration limits listed in Table 1.17 are considered "Table 1 
quality" biosolids and are subject to maximum cumulative loading limits on land application 
sites. Regulation 64 also specifies pollutant concentration limits under which biosolids are no 
longer subject to those maximum loading limits. If the average of at least seven daily composite 
samples in a calendar month is below the concentration listed in Table 1.18, the biosolids are 
considered "Table 3 quality" and are not subject to cumulative pollutant loading rates for land 
application sites. This means it may be easier to find and manage land application sites for 
"Table 3 quality" biosolids versus "Table 1 quality" biosolids. 

Table 1.18 Metals Pollutant Concentration Limits (Table 3 Quality) 

Pollutant Ceiling Concentration Limit (mg/kg, dry weight) 

Arsenic 41 

Cadmium 39 

Copper 1,500 

Lead 300 

Mercury 17 

Molybdenum N/A 

Nickel 420 

Selenium 100 

Zinc 2,800 

1.8.6.5   Biosolids Land Application Requirements 

Before pursuing land application of biosolids, a "Letter of Intent" must be submitted to CDPHE. 
It includes general information regarding both the application site, the biosolids generation 
facility, and the biosolids applier. The soil must be tested for soil fertility, physical 
characteristics, and metals concentrations, both before application and on a set sampling 
frequency after application. These results are used to determine both the quantity and quality 
of acceptable biosolids application. The site also must meet several location-specific criteria to 
qualify as an acceptable location. These include proximity to surface water as well as several 
other physical characteristics. 

The biosolids from the TRWWTP would need to be routinely sampled to confirm quality. Biosolids 
require sampling on a frequency determined by the total quantity of solids production and the 
total quantity being reused for land application purposes. In addition to the pathogen, vector 
reduction, and metals sampling requirements discussed above, there are general biosolids 
monitoring requirements that include testing for nutrients such as phosphorus and nitrogen. The 
results of this testing are factored into a calculation on cumulative metals and nutrient loading to 
the site. When a site has reached their allowable metals and nutrient limits (which are based on 
agronomic uptake rates), the site can no longer accept biosolids. 

All collected data is summarized and reported annually in accordance with Regulation 64 
Biosolids Annual Report – Section 1 Biosolids Land Application Report. This report form is also 
referred to as the "self-monitoring report." There are also notification letters required of both the 
biosolids preparer (WWTP) and applier (end user). 
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1.8.6.6   Anticipated Future Biosolids Requirements 

It is anticipated that in the foreseeable future biosolids regulations in Colorado will be expanded 
to include provisions for PFAS limits and radionuclide requirements. 

Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances 

PFAS water quality standards are currently under development by CDPHE. Given that several 
states in the United States are already currently developing PFAS limits for biosolids and that 
this is a current priority focus by EPA as well, it is to be anticipated that CDPHE will also develop 
or adopt PFAS limits for biosolids in the near future. As a first step, monitoring and reporting of 
PFAS in biosolids may be required. 

The concern with PFAS in biosolids is two-fold. In particular, in shallow groundwater areas, the 
land application of biosolids containing PFAS contamination has resulted in PFAS leaking into 
ground water resulting in drinking water source contamination. Second, PFAS may be taken up 
into plants and crops and thereby entering the human food chain. 

On a national level, the EPA has set a health advisory (HA) for PFOA and PFOS in drinking water 
at 70 parts per trillion (ppt) and is currently evaluating the need for maximum contaminant 
levels. An HA limit provides information on contaminants that can cause human health effects 
and are set to offer a margin of protection for all humans (including the most vulnerable 
populations) throughout their life. The HA limits are non-regulatory and non-enforceable, 
regardless public attention and concern surrounding PFAS have required utilities and local 
regulators in many parts of the country to take immediate action. 

To date, most biosolids land application sites where groundwater monitoring is conducted 
have not found levels of PFOA and PFOS above 70 ppt; however, there have been a few cases 
(e.g., in Alabama, Maine, and Michigan) where biosolids land application resulted in PFAS 
levels above the EPA drinking water HA in the groundwater tested. These cases were the 
result of high levels of PFAS discharged to WWTPs by a PFAS-using industry. In March 2019, in 
reaction to public outcry of a farm that received paper mill sludge and biosolids, Maine 
initiated a testing requirement for all land-applied biosolids. While this farm did receive 
biosolids, after further investigation, the source of the PFOS contamination (biosolids or other 
residuals) was inconclusive. As a precautionary measure, Maine established a limit for PFOA 
and PFOS in beneficially used biosolids. These limits are 2.5 parts per billion (ppb) and 5.2 ppb, 
respectively. Notably, these levels are lower than the concentration levels detected in most 
biosolids products tested to date. 

Radionuclides 

Geologic sources of radionuclides in groundwater in the Colorado River basin may enter the 
collection system via I/I. Therefore, the Town should anticipate that monitoring and reporting 
might be included in the upcoming permit renewal. 

Regulation 64 does not include requirements for Technologically Enhanced Naturally Occurring 
Radioactive Materials (TENORM) in biosolids at this time. A recent law was passed (Senate 
Bill-245) in Colorado that requires CDPHE to develop new Naturally Occurring Radioactive 
Materials (NORM) and TENORM regulations even without the EPA having adopted such rules 
first, following a stakeholder process. A stakeholder process was initiated and began in July 
2018, finalized rules regarding TENORM have not been promulgated at this time. 
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1.9   Summary of Regulatory Design Criteria for Preliminary Design 

Based on the information presented in the previous sections, Table 1.19 summarizes the 2050 

influent conditions (excluding future metals limits) to be used in the preliminary design of the 

TRWWTP expansion project. 

Table 1.19 Summary of Key Effluent Design Criteria 

Parameter 
Discharge Limit 

(mg/L) 
Design Condition(1) 

(mg/) 

BOD₅ 30 15 

TSS 30 15 

NH3-N (most restrictive value) 1.8 0.9 

TN(2) 3.69 2.76 

TP(2) 0.41 0.30 

Notes: 
(1) Design condition assumes a 25% safety factor for TN and TP, 50% safety factor for ammonia, and 66% safety factor for 

BOD₅ and TSS. These criteria are to be reviewed as part of this draft report and finalized with input from the Town. 
(2) TN and TP conditions are based on projected Regulation 31 limits using low flow criteria submitted to the CDPHE on 

March 31, 2021. These criteria have not been approved by CDPHE at the time of this draft report. 

With regards to regulatory considerations for the solids process to be incorporated into TM 4 – 

Solids Processing Recommendations, the implementation pathway will provide solutions to 

achieve Class B biosolids quality as an operational option for the TRWWTP expansion project 

(near-term planning horizon). Recommendations will also be provided to achieve Class A 

biosolids as a part of the long-term planning horizon 10- to 20-year time frame. 
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Appendix 1A  
HISTORICAL FLOWS, LOAD, AND 
CONCENTRATIONS 
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Figure 1A.1 Historical Influent Flow Since 2016 

 

 

Figure 1A.2 Historical Influent BOD₅ Concentration Since 2016 
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Figure 1A.3 Statistical Box Plot of Historical Influent BOD5 Concentration Since 2016 

 

 

Figure 1A.4 Historical Influent BOD5 Load Since 2016 
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Figure 1A.5 Historical Influent TSS Concentration Since 2016 

 

 

Figure 1A.6 Statistical Box Plot of Historical Influent TSS Concentration Since 2016 
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Figure 1A.7 Historical Influent TSS Load Since 2016 

 

 

Figure 1A.8 Historical Influent TSS Load Since 2016 (Zoomed in Y-Axis for Clarity) 
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Figure 1A.9 Historical Influent TKN Concentration Since 2019 

 

 

Figure 1A.10 Historical Influent TKN Load Since 2019 
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Figure 1A.11 Historical Influent Ammonia Concentration Since 2019 

 

 

Figure 1A.12 Historical Influent Ammonia Load Since 2019 
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Figure 1A.13 Historical Influent Total Phosphorus Concentration Since 2019 

 

 

Figure 1A.14 Historical Influent Total Phosphorus Load Since 2019 
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Appendix 1B  
INFLUENT LOADING ANALYSIS EXCLUDING 
DATA AFTER NOV 2019 
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Introduction and Background 

As noted in TM 1 – Basis of Design, the project team identified a shift in the reported influent concentrations 
during the influent loading analysis that occurred in early November 2019 and continues through present 
day. The shift was most notable for influent BOD₅ and TSS, where the mean and interquartile range (or the 
statistical spread) of the data increased as compared to previous years. This is confirmed by visually 
inspecting the concentration data and by developing box plots for both data sets (see Appendix 1A). 

After presenting a summary of the influent concentration and load data to the Town and operations staff on 
July 8, 2021, the Town directed the project team to proceed using the influent loading data prior to 
November 2019 for load projections while the operations team continues to investigate the observed 
sampling discrepancy, such as the side-by-side sampling campaign noted above. Ultimately, a sampling 
error could not be confirmed by the TRWWTP through ongoing review of the influent data and the side-by-
side comparison, and therefore the data from beyond November 2019 was incorporated in the projected 
loading values. For comparison and documentation, the loading projections, which excluded the influent 
data after November 2019, are presented herein. 

Current Influent Load Analysis Excluding Data After November 2019 

The current influent wastewater loads and calculated design concentrations for the available data prior to 
November 2019 are summarized in Table 1B.1. It is important to note that a full 12 months of data are not 
available for calculating the average daily annual (ADA) load for influent nutrients under this scenario, as the 
TRWWTP started collecting influent nutrient data in January 2019. Therefore, the average load over the 
available 10 months of data is shown. 

Table 1B.1 Current Influent Flows, Loads, and Design Concentrations Using Data Prior to November 2019 

Parameter ADA ADMM 
Peak Week – 

Winter 
Peak Week – 

Summer 

Influent Flow, mgd 0.83 1.32 1.01 1.41 

Influent Loads     

BOD₅, ppd(1) 2,180 3,140 4,020 3,980 

TSS, ppd(1) 1,590 2,550 2,840 2,530 

TKN, ppd(2) 245 420 310 420 

NH4, ppd(2) 190 345 345 230 

TP, ppd(2) 35 50 45 50 

Design Concentrations     

BOD5, mg/L 316 285 476 338 

TSS, mg/L 230 232 336 215 

TKN, mg/L 35(1) 38 37 35 

NH4, mg/L 27(1) 31 40 20 

TP, mg/L 4.8(1) 4.2 5.4 4.0 
Notes: 
(1) Calculated from data collected between January 2016 to November 2019. 
(2) Average of 10 months of available data, from January to November 2019. 

I I I I 
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The calculated increase in influent load (as ppd and percent increase) and design concentrations between 
the influent loading presented in TM 1 (including data beyond November 2019) and the data presented in 
Table 1B.1 are shown in Table 1B.2. Influent loads and concentrations generally increase for all parameters 
and nearly all planning scenarios if the entire set of available data is used in the analysis (as seen in TM 1). 
This is especially true for influent TSS, TKN, and TP. 

Table 1B.2 Approximate Increase in Influent Loads and Design Concentrations Between Analysis Approaches 

Parameter ADA ADMM 
Peak Week – 

Winter 
Peak Week –

Summer 

Increase in Influent Loads(1)     

BOD5, ppd (% increase) 0 (0) 740 (24) 460 (11) 0 (0) 

TSS, ppd (% increase) 420 (26) 1,010 (40) 5,520 (194) 3,210 (127) 

TKN, ppd (% increase) 80 (33) 55 (13) 165 (53) 45 (11) 

NH4, ppd (% increase) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 60 (26) 

TP, ppd (% increase) 25 (71) 40 (80) 45 (100) 35 (70) 
Notes: 
(1) Percent difference is based on the two separate influent load analyses where the first assumed only the available data prior to 

November 2019 (as presented above). The second load analysis assumed all available data including data after November 2019 (as 
presented in TM 1). 

Influent Load Analysis Excluding Data After November 2019 

Influent load projections, based on the historical influent data prior to November 2019 and summarized in 
Table 1B.1, are presented in 2050 in Table 1B.3. For brevity of this section, load projection graphs for each 
influent parameter are provided in Appendix 1A. 

Table B.3 Load Projections in 2050 

(1)  ADAF ADMMF 
Peak Week 

Winter 
Peak Week 

Summer 

Influent Flow, mgd 1.29 2.06 1.58 2.21 

Influent Loads     

BOD5, ppd 3,410 4,910 6,290 6,230 

TSS, ppd 2,480 3,990 4,440 3,960 

TKN, ppd 380 655 485 655 

NH4, ppd 295 535 535 360 

TP, ppd 55 75 75 75 

As noted previously, CDPHE requires domestic wastewater treatment works to: 1) initiate engineering and 
financial planning for expansion whenever the ADMM organic loading to the plant reaches 80 percent of 
design capacity; and 2) commence construction of such expansion whenever ADMM organic loading reaches 
95 percent of the design capacity. Under the above assumptions related to available historical data, the 
estimated ADMM BOD₅ in 2050 (4,910 ppd) exceeds the current permitted capacity of the WWTP (3,708 ppd 
as BOD₅) and is anticipated to exceed the CDPHE 95 percent construction trigger around 2027. 
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Technical Memorandum 2 

HYDRAULIC MODELING EVALUATION AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1   Overview 

The Town of Telluride (Town) Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (TRWWTP) has a design 
capacity of 2.1 million gallons per day (mgd) at average daily maximum month flow (ADMMF) 
conditions. The TRWWTP was constructed in three major phases with some additional upgrades 
and improvements since completion of the final project phase in 2001. An updated and complete 
liquid stream hydraulic profile of the facility does not currently exist. Carollo Engineers (Carollo) 
was tasked to develop a hydraulic model to identify existing hydraulic limitations. As part of a 
follow up to this draft Technical Memorandum (TM) 2, opportunities to improve the existing 
hydraulic grade line in conjunction with the TRWWTP Expansion Project will be discussed. In 
particular, the Town is interested in options to improve the hydraulic efficiency through a new 
flow path and eliminating multiple influent points of pumping. 

The primary objectives for this initial phase of the hydraulic modeling effort are to: 

• Develop a complete liquid stream hydraulic profile of the existing facility. 
• Document hydraulic limitations of the existing facility based on the permitted 

design capacity. 
• Document hydraulic limitations of the existing infrastructure based on the future 

ADMMF/hydraulic design capacity of 2.3 mgd. (It is understood that peak day and peak 
hour flow conditions will be equalized through an equalization process either before or 
after the headworks facility and therefore, the existing secondary treatment 
infrastructure was not evaluated at flows higher than the future ADMMF capacity.) 

As part of the final TM 2, the following objectives will be achieved: 

• Assessment of the pumped flow system associated with the existing raw sewage pump 
station and influent/primary wet well pump station. 

• Complete influent to effluent hydraulic grade line for the recommended TRWWP 
Expansion Project including pump sizing for new influent pumping system to support 
the future flow conditions. 

The appendices supporting this TM include Appendix 2A – Compiled Drawing Set and 
Appendix 2B – Hydraulix® Model Output. 

2.1.1   Summary of Flows 

Influent and internal recycle design flow conditions are summarized in Table 2.1. The influent 
flow condition is based on the permitted facility capacity. The future design flow of 2.3 mgd was 
also evaluated as part of the existing facility model (30-year projected influent flow from the 
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Telluride Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Master Plan [Stantec, 2017]). Internal recycle and 
waste flows were assumed based on process information and previous reports and studies. 

Table 2.1 Influent and Internal Recycle Flows  

Flow Description ADMMF (mgd) Future ADMMF (mgd) 

Influent 2.1 2.3 

Return Activated Sludge (RAS)(1) 1.58 1.73 

Waste Activated Sludge (WAS)(2) 0.03 0.03 

Recycle Flows(3) 0.17 0.17 
Notes: 
(1) RAS flow assumed to be 75 percent of influent flow 
(2) WAS flow assumed average annual solids loading to the aerobic digesters per the Dewatering Improvements: Engineering 

Report for the Telluride Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (Jacobs Engineering, 2019). 
(3) Recycle flows include pressate recycle, decant and filtrate recycle. Pressate recycle assumed 0.158 mgd per the 

Dewatering Improvements: Engineering Report for the Telluride Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (Jacobs Engineering, 
2019), decant flow assumed to be 0.008 mgd, and filtrate recycle assumed 0.004 mgd. Recycle flows assumptions to be 
updated in continued modeling efforts. 

2.2   Hydraulic Flow Path and Unit Process Notes 

2.2.1   Hydraulix® Model 

Hydraulic modeling of the TRWWTP was performed using Carollo's Hydraulix® software. 
Hydraulix® is an in-house, spreadsheet-based, steady-state hydraulic model used to calculate 
the hydraulic and energy grade lines through the treatment plant. The model tracks the 
estimated water surface elevation (WSE) from downstream to upstream in the plant, accounting 
for headloss through the critical path of flow conveyance. 

2.2.2   Model Development 

The following units were identified as the critical path for this hydraulic model as part of 
discussions with the project team during Workshop 1: 

• Screening channel. 
• Grit vortex unit. 
• Oxidation Ditch No. 3. 
• Secondary Clarifier No. 3. 
• UV disinfection. 

The critical path is the path of most hydraulic resistance through the plant. Wherever applicable, 
the pipe route with the longest pipe segments and most fittings was modeled, even if that flow 
path is a fictional route (e.g., flow into Secondary Clarifier No. 2 and out of Secondary Clarifier 
No. 3) to develop the most conservative hydraulic scenario. The Town provided drawings for 
previous projects at the TRWWTP and these drawings were compiled into a comprehensive 
drawing set with existing structures and components of the hydraulic critical path highlighted. 
Drawing elevations are reported in a local datum and are consistent across all drawing sets. The 
hydraulic profile drawing set developed to create the model is included as Appendix 2A – 
Compiled Drawing Set. 
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2.2.3   Hydraulic Assumptions 

Hydraulic assumptions used in the development of the hydraulic model are included in this 
section. The following assumptions were used for hydraulic coefficients: 

• A Manning's "n" friction coefficient of 0.013 for channel hydraulic calculations. 
• An absolute roughness coefficient of 0.004 for pipe hydraulic calculations. 

2.2.4   Unit Process Assumptions 

The following specific notes apply to individual process areas. 

2.2.4.1   Plant Influent 

The hydraulic model extends to the influent channel of the headworks where flow is pumped 
from the raw sewage pumping station in a 14-inch force main. As assessment of the raw sewage 
pump station pumping capacity will be included as an appendix to the final TM. 

2.2.4.2   Screening Channel 

The screening channel in the headworks consists of a Duperon FlexRake bar screen installed in 
2018. Headloss through the bar screen process was provided by Duperon for flow rates of 1 mgd 
and 5 mgd. Headloss assumptions are presented in Table 2.2. For the hydraulic modeling, the 
headloss of 3.34 inches was assumed for both flow conditions. Headloss across the screen 
assumed a 25 percent blinding factor. There is a bypass channel connected to the screening 
channel, but the Town has indicated it is only used as an emergency bypass and therefore was 
not modeled. 

Table 2.2 Bar Screen Headloss Conditions from Vulcan Industries 

Flow (mgd) Blinding Factor Headloss through One Screen (inches) 

1 25% 3.09 

5 25% 3.34 

2.2.4.3   Grit Removal 

The grit removal system consists of a Smith and Loveless vortex grit unit installed as part of the 
Phase 3 WWTP Improvements Project in 2001. Headloss through the system was assumed to be 
0.25 inches, as information on the exact headloss was not provided by the manufacturer at the 
time of this draft. There is a bypass channel around the grit system, but the Town indicated it is 
only used as an emergency bypass and therefore was not included in the model. 

2.2.4.4   Influent Wet Well Pump Station 

Flow is pumped from the influent wet well pump station to the oxidation ditch diversion 
structure. The WSE in this area is the downstream hydraulic set point for the grit removal unit, 
screening channel, and plant influent segments of the model. A high water alarm WSE of 
8,661 feet was used as a conservative value, and may be updated once the pumps are modeled. 

2.2.4.5   Oxidation Ditches 

All three oxidation ditches were modeled in service, as would be the typical operation under the 
permitted design capacity condition. Flow is pumped to the oxidation level control structure. The 
flow split between the three oxidation ditches is controlled by three straight edged weirs. Each 
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weir is set at the same elevation to split flow evenly between the ditches. The WSE of each 
oxidation ditch is controlled by a 2-foot wide effluent adjustable weir. Each oxidation ditch flows 
over its effluent weir and into a diversion structure which routes flow to the secondary clarifiers. 

2.2.4.6   Secondary Clarifiers 

There are three 50-foot diameter secondary clarifiers downstream of the oxidation ditches. All 
three clarifiers are connected with a bypass line, but the Town indicated that the existing 
configuration does not allow flow to reach Clarifier No. 1. For this reason, Clarifier No. 1 is not in 
service and was not included in the model. In the developed model, the flow from the oxidation 
ditches is split between Clarifier No. 2 and Clarifier No. 3. 

2.2.4.7   Ultraviolet Disinfection 

Headloss through the ultraviolet (UV) disinfection lamps was taken from the 2013 TRWWTP UV 
Disinfection System Improvements project. Downstream of the UV lamps is a finger weir before 
discharge to the plant effluent line. No drawings are available for the details of this weir, so the 
hydraulic model includes a straight edge weir from the original construction. 

2.3    Hydraulic Profile 

WSEs for the two flow scenarios with respect to top of concrete elevations are plotted in 
Figure 2.1. Available freeboard was calculated for each hydraulic node and is presented in 
Table 2.3. The hydraulic model output is included as Appendix 2B – Hydraulix® Model Output. 

 

Figure 2.1 Water Surface Elevations with Respect to Top of Concrete 
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Table 2.3 Existing Facility Available Freeboard 

Location 
Freeboard Available at 

2.1 mgd (feet) 
Freeboard Available at 

2.3 mgd (feet) 

Bar Screen 6.9 6.7 

Parshall Flume 1.4 1.3 

Grit 1.4 1.3 

Influent Wet Well 11.0 11.0 

Influent Diversion Structure 7.7 7.7 

Oxidation Ditch 3.3 3.2 

Oxidation Ditch Level Control Structure 12.3 12.2 

Clarifier 2.1 2.1 

Clarifier Effluent Launder – US 4.8 4.8 

Clarifier Effluent Launder – DS 8.3 8.1 

UV Disinfection 3.0 3.0 

2.4   Existing Hydraulic Limitations 

The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment's (CDPHE) Colorado Design 
Criteria for Domestic Wastewater Treatment Works, WPC-DR-1 (2012) defines numerous 
hydraulic design criteria. These include total and firm (with largest unit out of service) capacity 
requirements for conveyance and pumping facilities, freeboard requirements (18 inches 
[1.5 feet] for most areas, 12 inches [1 foot] for primary and secondary clarifiers), and floodplain 
considerations. In addition, certain unit processes have required operating levels above which 
treatment performance is affected. These include UV disinfection and hydraulic control points 
such as weirs that are intended to be free flowing (i.e., unsubmerged). 

The initial hydraulic modeling shows that there are no immediate hydraulic concerns for the 
UV system, clarifiers, oxidation ditches, or grit removal system. Adequate freeboard is 
maintained in each process area, and all flow control weirs are free-discharging at both flow 
conditions. 

The 9-inch Parshall flume between the grit unit and the bar screen is 100 percent submerged at 
2.1 mgd and 111 percent submerged at 2.3 mgd. Submergence of greater than 100 percent can 
result in less accurate flow measurement. In addition, directly upstream of the Parshall flume, 
the top of concrete is at a lower elevation than the screening channel, and there is only 
15.6 inches of freeboard available, which is slightly below the requirement of 18 inches per 
CDPHE. Modifications to this system will be required to accommodate the future design flow if 
the existing headworks facility is reused. The required modifications will be more significant at 
the future peak hour condition if flow equalization is not provided upstream of the future 
headworks process. 

The Town indicated that there is an uneven flow split between the three clarifiers such that 
Clarifier No. 1 does not receive flow. Although Clarifier No. 1 was not included in the hydraulic 
model, visual observation of the piping layout provided on the facility drawings clearly 
indicates concerns associated with this flow split. Additional modeling and recommendations 
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to correct this deficiency was not deemed appropriate as the proposed retrofit associated with 
the TRWWTP Expansion project will no longer require a flow split between the three clarifiers 
since the membrane modules are planned for installation only in one existing clarifier. 

2.5   Additional Considerations 

Based on the elevation of the plant outfall to the San Miguel river and the invert elevation of the 
UV system, there is almost 20 feet of excess and available head. This could be an opportunity to 
explore utilizing hydro-electric power between the UV system and the plant outfall. 

2.6   Recommended Flow Path, Site Layout, and Hydraulic Profile 

All following sections will be updated for the final deliverable in conjunction with TM 3 – Liquid 
Stream Recommendations. 

2.6.1   Flow Path, Process Flow Diagram, and Site Layout 

Pending. 

2.6.2   Hydraulic Profile 

Pending. 

2.6.2.1   Influent Pumping 

Pending. 

2.6.3   Existing Limitations and Proposed Solutions 

Pending. 
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KGuglielmone
Sticky Note
This study was completed in 2011 by URS.  I can provide a copy of the analysis for your information, if you are interested.




